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SUMMARY

Over long periods of time, soft collagenous tissues undergo irreversible
microstructural changes including elastin degradation and collagen fiber un-crimping
owing in part to the natural aging process and mechanical fatigue damage.

These

changes are accelerated in tissue-derived medical devices which lack regenerative repair
abilities, and have deleterious effects on physiological function. Methods to predict
collagenous tissue property changes in response to various factors could facilitate the
design of durable tissue-based devices and the development of enhanced diagnostic and
preventative treatment methods.

However, most of the biomechanics work on soft

collagenous tissues reported in the literature thus far, whether experimental, theoretical,
or computational, is confined to static, instantaneous tissue property characterization. As
such, only the recoverable or elastic behavior of tissue is considered, although from a
thermodynamics stand point, permanent changes in tissue structure and material
properties represent dissipative, inelastic effects. Thus, the objective of this dissertation
was to develop a theoretical and computational framework to describe the timedependent inelastic behavior of soft tissues such that the effects of mechanical fatigue
damage and aging in soft tissues could be accurately modeled. The framework was
implemented in a finite element solver and applied to investigate the effects of aging on
the human ascending aorta, and the effects of leaflet fatigue damage in bioprosthetic heart
valves. The results from these studies may offer scientific rationale for the design of
improved devices and diagnostic methods.

xxi
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Soft collagenous tissue structure and function
Soft collagenous tissues such as: skin, blood vessels, tendons, and ligaments, are
largely comprised of compliant elastin bundled with wavy stiff collagen fibers embedded
in a ground substance of proteoglycans and glycosaminoglycans. Collagen has a strongly
hierarchical structure: small tropocollagen molecules link together with covalent bonds to
form fibrils, which in turn give rise to fibers and fiber bundles. The collagen fibrils are
wavy or crimped in structure at the un-strained state with a periodicity between 10 and
100µm, depending on the particular type of tissue [1]. The characteristic collagen crimp
behavior is illustrated in the scanning electron microscopy image of a porcine mitral
chordae tendinae in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1
Scanning electron microscopy image of a cross-sectional cut of a porcine
mitral chordae tendinaea adapted from Liao [2] illustrating the collagen fibril crimp
structure.
The ground substance is a viscous gel mainly composed of an electrolytic water
solution containing positively charged sodium ions and highly negatively charged
1

proteoglycans. Proteoglycans are long molecular structures developing along hyaluronic
acid. Aggregans, other proteins, are also laterally attached to the hyaluronic acid axis,
and are structured around their own axis in which threads of amino acids, namely,
glycosaminoglycans are attached. Proteoglycans [3, 4] and fibril [5] associated collagen
comprise the interfibrillar bonds adjoining fibrils into fibers and play a role in the
mechanical coupling of fibrils [6].
This unique structure gives rise to the highly complex mechanical behavior of soft
tissues. The mechanical behavior of tissue is determined by the properties and quantities
of each of these components. Because the collagen fibers are much stiffer than the matrix
materials, collagen dominates the tensile tissue response.

Furthermore, the specific

orientation of collagen fibers creates the characteristic anisotropy of the tissue. However,
due to the high length to thickness ratio of the collagen fibers, they do not play a
significant role in the compressive tissue response. The compressive tissue response is
instead dominated by the matrix or ground substance [6].
Due to the initial crimped configuration of the collagen fibrils, the tensile
behavior of collagen fibers and collagenous tissues is highly nonlinear. A typical soft
tissue tensile stress-strain response is shown in Figure 1.2. It can be seen that the tissue is
highly extensible at low loads while the collagen fibers are still crimped and highly stiff
at higher loads as the collagen fibers are recruited to bear load. The collagen fibers, once
straightened, are essentially inextensible. The mechanical response of a straightened
collagen fibril is approximately linear with an elastic modulus of 400 MPa [1].
Therefore, the collagen fibers provide mechanical strength to maintain form whilst
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alllowing flex
xibility betweeen various organs of thhe body. Thhe collagen ccrimp also accts as
a shock absorrber.

oft tissue streess-strain reesponse show
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Figure 1.2
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hen the collaagen fibers are
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when the collagen
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glycosaminog
glycans is reeduced [6]. Therefore,
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tissu
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functionality. For instance, the randomly orientated fibers of the skin permit considerable
extension of the tissue until the fibers themselves are loaded. While the fibers of tendons
are aligned in parallel and therefore loaded instantly, permitting maximum transfer of the
energy of muscle contraction to the skeleton. The cornea provides an example of wellordered fibers in precise layers at a defined angle to each other thereby allowing the
transmission of light [7].

1.2 Soft collagenous tissue derived medical devices
The purpose of most medical devices is to restore normal physiological function,
and because soft tissue structure is essential for proper function, medical devices intended
to replace diseased or dysfunctional soft tissue should replicate the mechanical behavior
of normal healthy tissue. Traditional man-made materials are typically not ideal in this
regard. Creating durable scaffold constructs which can replicate the behavior of soft
tissues with novel polymeric materials, electro-spinning, and 3D printing techniques is an
active area of research.
The mechanical properties of soft collagenous tissues are difficult to replicate,
thus, soft collagenous tissue grafts are still used in a broad spectrum of medical
applications such as cardiovascular grafting as well as ligament, tendon, cartilage, sclera
and hernia repair and replacement. Three types of tissue grafts are used: autografts,
which come from the same patient, allografts, which come from another patient, and
xenografts which come from animals. The use of autografts eliminates the risk of
immunogenicity associated with allografts and xenografts, but requires the patient to
undergo additional surgery to harvest the autograft and often results in donor site
morbidity. The availability of human tissues in the form of allografts is limited; however,
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an
nimal (e.g., porcine and bovine) tiissues for xxenografts aare abundantt. These annimal
tiissues need to be thoroughly steerilized via chemical pprocessing and/or low-dose
irrradiation in
n order to be
b suitable for implanntation into human pattients. Moreeover,
ch
hemical pro
ocessing ageents, such ass glutaraldehhyde, are tyypically usedd to increasse the
mechanical
m
sttability of xeenografts. Figure
F
1.3 illlustrates sevveral examples of chemiccallytrreated xenog
graft tissue-b
based mediccal devices including pericardial paatches to reeplace
so
oft tissues raanging from the pulmon
nary artery (F
Figure 1.3a)) to the trachhea (Figure 11.3b),
an
nd a porcinee aortic valvee to replace a diseased aoortic valve (Figure 1.3c)).

Figure 1.3
Examples of chemicallly-treated tiissue based medical devvices. a) R
Repair
of stenotic pulmonary arrteries with a glutaraldeehyde-treateed bovine pericardium ppatch
ad
dapted from
m [8]. b) Tracheal tu
umor removaal and repair with a chhemically-trreated
pericardial paatch adapted
d from [9]. b) The Freeestyle valvve from Meddtronic fabriicated
ne aortic valvve for the trreatment of aortic stenossis or
frrom a glutarraldehyde-treeated porcin
reegurgitation adapted from
m [10].
The chemical treaatment proceess creates ccross-links between the ccollagen fibeers to
prreserve the integrity. The creation
n of cross-llinks will im
mpact the tiissue mechaanical
prroperties. Billiar
B
and Sacks
S
[11] have
h
shown that glutralddehyde-treated porcine aaortic
valve leaflets used to con
nstruct bioprrosthetic valvves are stiffeer than nativve leaflets inn both
he circumferrential and raadial directio
ons, and thiss effect is exxacerbated w
when the tisssue is
th
lo
oaded during
g the fixation process in
ndicating thaat the state oof the collaggen fiber crim
mp is
im
mportant forr preserving the tissue ex
xtensibility ((Figure 1.4). Still, the chhemically-trreated
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tiissue is a good approxiimation of the native ttissue with significant extensibilityy and
siimilar nonlin
near and anissotropic streess-strain behhavior.

Figure 1.4
Mean streess-strain ressponses of nnative and gglutaraldehyde (Glut) trreated
qui-biaxial teension adapteed from [11]]. The differrence
porcine aorticc valve leafleets under eq
between the responses of
o the leafleets treated uunder 0 mm
mHg and 4 mmHg preessure
demonstrate how the staate of collaagen fiber ccrimp duringg fixation ccan influence the
mechanical
m
reesponse.

1.3 Time-d
dependent soft collag
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ue propertyy changes
It is well
w known that soft tisssue intrinsiic material pproperties chhange over time.
These
T
changees can be brrought on by
y mechanicaal loading, thhe natural agging processs, and
disease progrression. Sim
milar to artiificial materrials, when tthe strain exxceeds a speecific
liimit the mecchanical prop
perties of so
oft tissues deegrade due tto fatigue daamage [12]. The
co
ollagen fibrrils and inteerfibrillar bo
onds progreessively breeak down, aand the maaterial
sttiffness decrreases until th
he tissue fails as shown in Figure 1..5 [6]. Soft ttissues incluuding:
sk
kin, brain, arteries
a
[13],, venous and
d vaginal tisssue [14-16]], and atherosclerotic plaque
[1
17] exhibit softening
s
and unrecoverrable strains (permanent set) over tim
me owing inn part
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of the tissuue [18] and tthe aging process
to
o fatigue dam
mage of the non-living components
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of the living componentss. Elastin fib
bers degradee and becom
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of the collag
gen fibers duue to aging. As the collagen fibers bbegin
irrreversible un-crimping
to
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t tissue will exhibit an
n unrecoveraable permannent set. Thee loss of collagen
fiiber crimp also reduces the fiber reccruitment strrain, makingg the tissue sstiffer. Thus, the
“ttoe region” characteristi
c
c of the soft tissue stresss-strain respoonse is essenntially eliminnated
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ver time [7], and the mechanical
m
function is inevitably compromiseed. These timedependent, fatigue-induc
fa
ced changess limit the durability oof non-viable tissue-deerived
im
mplants and
d scaffolds.

For instaance,

whilee glutaraldeehyde-treatedd bovine teendon

(G
GLBT) has been used as an altern
native materrial to humaan allograftss for tendonn and
liigament repaair, with som
me clinical su
uccess [19],, GLBT graffts have beenn associatedd with
im
mplant ruptu
ures [20, 21]. Fatigue-in
nduced changges are also thought to pplay an impoortant
ro
ole in the patthogenesis of
o native tissu
ues.

Figure 1.5
Mechanicaal behavior of a collaagen tissue under uniaxxial tensionn and
scchematic of the collagen
n structure at
a low (Regiion I), modeerate (Regioon II), and faailure
raange (Region
n III) stressees [6].
The aging
a
processs causes thee rate of colllagen metabbolism to deecrease, affeecting
th
he tissue cap
pacity for seelf-repair [2
22].

In raat tissues, byy the age off 24 monthss, the
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collagen synthesis rate is decreased 10X compared to that at 1 month.

Collagen

degradation, on the other hand, increases with maturation. Thus, the majority of the
newly synthesized collagen in old rats appears to be destined for degradation [22]. Aging
also initiates modifications in collagen fibril diameter distribution and an increase in the
crimping angle, which globally increase the tissue tensile stiffness, lower tissue flexibility
and toughness, lower failure strain and energy, and decrease the shock-absorbing ability
[6].

These aging phenomena are always deleterious to the optimal mechanical

functioning of the tissue [6].

For example, age-related changes to the tendons are

believed to be one of the causes of the functional decrease in the musculoskeletal systems
in the elderly [23]. Aging is the largest known risk factor for most human diseases [2427], particularly in the development of cardiovascular diseases [28], which represents the
primary cause of morbidity and mortality in the elderly [29, 30]. An understanding of the
physiological mechanisms involved in the natural aging process of soft tissues is critical
for the development of novel prevention, diagnosis and treatment approaches to delay the
onset of the debilitating consequences of aging, while an in depth understanding of the
fatigue damage process in soft tissues would facilitate the development of methods to
mitigate fatigue induced property changes.

1.4 Characterization of soft collagenous tissue mechanical properties
By characterizing the mechanical properties of soft tissues we can better
understand physiological function in healthy and pathological conditions. The current
state-of-the-art tissue mechanical property testing methods are largely confined to
instantaneous characterization methods (i.e. not considering the effects of aging and
mechanical fatigue). For instance, uniaxial and biaxial tension tests are commonly used
8

to characterize the planar material properties of soft tissues, and pressure inflation tests
are used to quantify the overall structural response of whole tissues. These testing
methods and the data that can be obtained from each are summarized in the following
sections.
1.4.1

Characterization of instantaneous soft tissue mechanical properties
Because the collagen fibers are oriented in roughly planar sheets through the

tissue thickness, soft collagenous tissues are often assumed to behave like thin
membranes. Thus, the mechanical properties of soft tissues are often measured using
biaxial or uniaxial planar testing techniques. Planar biaxial testing has become the
preferred method for measuring the mechanical properties of soft collagenous tissues.
Through biaxial testing the tissue anisotropy and mechanical coupling between the
material axes can be measured under multiple different loading protocols spanning the in
vivo physiological range. This yields a wealth of testing data for constitutive modeling
purposes. Uniaxial testing is the most common experimental method for determining the
elastic modulus of traditional engineering materials. While anisotropy and mechanical
coupling cannot be measured, uniaxial testing is still often used to test the mechanical
properties of soft collagenous tissues.

It is a relatively simpler experiment than the

planar biaxial test and does not require the specialized equipment of a biaxial test.
Uniaxial testing is the preferred method to biaxial testing to measure the failure
properties of soft tissues.
1.4.1.1 Planar biaxial mechanical testing
A typical biaxial test device and set-up is shown in Figure 1.6. Biaxial
experiments are generally performed on a square piece of planar soft tissue, with
9

dimensions of about 10-25 mm. The specimen is mounted to the biaxial device in
trampoline-like fashion using thin threads, which allows the edges to expand freely in the
lateral direction. Testing is generally performed with the specimen completely immersed
in phosphate buffered normal saline (pH 7.4) at room or body (37 C) temperature. The
central target region must be sufficiently small and located away from the outer edges to
avoid the tethering effects. In the central target region the stress and strain field is
generally considered homogeneous. Markers are affixed to the tissue surface in this
central region for optical strain measurements. The loads applied to the tissue along each
axis are continuously measured by the load cells.
The following is a brief summary of how the tissue stress-strain response is
calculated from the biaxial test data [31]. Consider deformation of membrane tissues
under a biaxial stress state, including non-zero in-plane shear stresses. For this case, let
Ω and Ω be the (fixed) reference and deformed configurations of the continuous body,
respectively. Consider the general mapping
point

∈ Ω to a position

:Ω →

, which transforms a material

∈ Ω in the deformed configuration. For planar

homogeneous deformations that occur during a biaxial test, this mapping reduces to
x
where

,

λ X

κ X ,

x

λ X

κ X ,

1, 2, 3 are the axial stretch ratios and

,

x

λ X

1.1

1, 2, 3 are measures of the in-

plane shear. These stretch ratios are components of the deformation gradient tensor, .
For the deformations in Eq. (1.1),

is given by
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Grad

∂x
∂X
∂x
∂X
∂x
∂X

∂x
∂X
∂x
∂X
∂x
∂X

∂x
∂X
∂x
∂X
∂x
∂X

1.2
λ
κ
0

κ
λ
0

0
0
λ

/

is the ratio of the deformed ( ) to the

undeformed thickness ( ) of specimen.

is a critical mathematical quantity since it

where the out-of-plane stretch

completely describes the deformation state. Since soft tissues are composed primarily of
water and have negligible permeability [32], they can be considered incompressible so
that
det
From

1.

the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor,

1.3
is defined as
1.4

,

from which the components of the in-plane Green-Lagrange strain tensor, , is given by
1
2
where

is the second order identity tensor.

1.5

,

is the most common finite strain measure

in the soft tissue literature due to the simplicity of the constitutive formulations. The
components of

are determined optically to avoid any mechanical interference with the

specimen.
As mentioned above, biaxial testing of biological tissues is performed using thin
specimens (no more than ~3 mm, usually <1 mm) and acted on by only in-plane loads. A
state of plane stress is thus assumed so that the components
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,

1, 2, 3 of the Cauchy

stress

(force/deformed area) are 0. During actual experiments one can directly measure

only the initial specimen dimensions, so that the Lagrangian stresses
original cross-sectional area) are used for convenience.
computed from the measured axial forces

,

The components of

are

using

,
where

(force/unit

1.6

,

1, 2 are the planar specimen dimensions. Since experimentally applied
0. The Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor

loads are normal to the edges,

is the most commonly utilized stress tensor for soft tissue constitutive theories, and is
determined using
1.7

.
The Cauchy stress tensor, , is determined using

1.8

,
0):

which in component form is given by (with
,

,

,

In the case where there is negligible shear strain (i.e.
the two stress tensors are related by:
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.

1.9

0), the normal components of

λ

1
1.10

,

Figure 1.6
a) The biaaxial testing
g system wiith an actuaal testing settup, showing the
caamera, the tw
wo load cellls, the two signal
s
condittioners and tthe four mottors. b) A ccloseup
p of a reprresentative specimen su
ubmerged iin an approopriate physsiologic soluution,
marked
m
with four black graphite parrticles (opticcal markers for strain m
measurementt) and
atttached to th
he device viaa four hooks at each sidee.
1.4.1.2 Unia
axial tensile testing
In a uniaxial
u
tenssion test, a strip
s
or dog--bone shape tissue speccimen is mouunted
between two grips and stretched in
n one directtion. The lload appliedd to the tisssue is
co
ontinuously measured by
y a load celll as in the biiaxial test. T
The tissue strretch is geneerally
measured
m
from
m the initial specimen leength,

, andd the displaccement of thhe grips, Δ , aas
1
1.11

.

However,
H
reccently, reseaarchers havee begun usinng optical m
markers in tthe center oof the
sp
pecimen and
d camera maarker trackin
ng techniquess to measuree the tissue sstretch, simiilar to
in
n the planar biaxial testt, which is more
m
accuraate. Typicaally the tissuue stretch is only
measured
m
alo
ong the load
ding axis. Thus,
T
severall assumptionns must be m
made in ordder to
caalculate . First, the tiissue is typiccally assumeed to be inccompressiblee, which reqquires
th
hat
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1.
Here

1.12

represents the tissue stretch in the loading direction, the stretch in the cross-

loading directions are assumed to be equal,
negligible,

, and the shear is assumed to be

0, thus, the deformation gradient can be obtained as

λ
0
0

Grad

The Kirchhoff stress acting on the tissue,

0
λ
0

0
0 .
λ

, is thus given by Eq. (1.6), with

1.13

0.

The Second Piola Kirchhoff and Cauchy stress tensors are then obtained by Eqs. (1.7)
and (1.8).
1.4.1.3 Tissue inflation testing
Others have adopted tissue inflation tests to quantify the overall structural
response of whole tissues such as blood vessels [33] and urinary bladder [34]. Testing is
generally performed with the specimen completely immersed in phosphate buffered
normal saline (pH 7.4) at room or body (37 C) temperature as in the biaxial test. The
tissue is deformed via an applied pressure which is recorded throughout the duration of
the test. Typically, the tissue deformation is measured from the displacement of small
markers or speckle pattern applied to the surface of the tissue using a video-marker
tracking or digital image correlation method similar to the approach used for biaxial
testing. Because the test is performed on a 3D tissue structure rather than a roughly
planar sample as in uniaxial or biaxial tension tests, two CCD cameras are needed to
measure the 3D deformation. The tissue response can then be obtained in terms of the
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pressure versus the deformation or strain. Alternatively, the entire vessel diameter is
measured in terms of the applied pressure. The marker approach allows for regional
structural property characterization [33].
1.4.2

Characterization of irreversible time-dependent soft collagenous tissue properties
There have been few studies on the experimental characterization of soft tissue

long-term time-dependent property changes, which is probably a result of the many
associated challenges. The experimental methods are time consuming and often involve
complex testing instruments. Most groups rely on in vitro experiments to study soft
tissue damage and aging, but in vivo methods are emerging, thanks to noninvasive
imaging modalities. In vitro experiments are simpler to perform than in vivo studies,
however, do not always reflect the true in vivo mechanical environment.

These

experimental studies, which are primarily focused on the fatigue damage response of soft
tissues such as tendons and ligaments, are summarized in the proceeding sections and
also in Martin and Sun 2015 [35].
1.4.2.1 Ex vivo tissue fatigue testing
1.4.2.1.1 Isolated tissue material fatigue testing
In an attempt to characterize the specific effects of tensile, compressive, and
flexural stresses on soft tissue material properties, several groups have taken an isolated
material fatigue test approach. Uniaxial fatigue loading experiments are often adopted
due to the relative simplicity of this approach. Uniaxial fatigue experiments can be
categorized into 2 groups: load control experiments, where specimens are cycled to a
peak load and the progressive increase in tissue extension is monitored, and displacement
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control experiments, where specimens are cycled to a peak displacement and the
reduction in the peak load is monitored. Load control experiments are attractive because
the specimens can be cycled to failure and thus be used to determine a typical stress vs.
cycle (S-N) curve for the material; however, these experiments can be very difficult to
control particularly for extensible soft tissues.

Displacement control experiments

typically do not result in specimen failure, but they are much easier to control. In these
experiments the progression of fatigue is determined through comparison of the tissue
properties before and after fatigue.
Tendons and ligaments comprised mainly of axially aligned collagen fibers
experience primarily tensile stresses in vivo, thus fatigue studies of these tissues have
been primarily limited to uniaxial tension. Through uniaxial fatigue testing, Schectman
and Bader [36] observed a decrease in ultimate tensile strength from approximately
100MPa to 49.1MPa for human Extensor digitorum longus tendons post fatigue.
Likewise, Wang et al [37] showed a reduction in the failure strength of wallaby tail
tendons after cyclic loading. In Provenzano et al. [38] a uniaxial stretch of 5.14% was
identified as the threshold to induce damage in the rat medial collateral ligament (MCL).
This damage was realized by changes in the tissue stress-strain curve, namely, elongation
of the toe region and reduction of the stiffness and ultimate stress [38]. MCL cellular
damage was observed at strains below the structural damage threshold, which they
postulate may trigger the natural healing process in vivo [38].

This hypothesis is

supported by the finding of Ker et al. [39] that high-stressed tendons in vivo have superior
fatigue properties to low-stressed tendons suggesting stress-mediated remodeling of the
tissue. Fung et al. [40] also showed that at even low levels of fatigue, before mechanical
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property changes are evident, collagen fibers which are normally parallel and uniform in
the rat patellar tendon become kinked. At increasing levels of fatigue, the tissue matrix
became severely disrupted with poor fiber alignment and widening of the interfiber space
[40]. Zec et al. [41] observed significant permanent sets induced in the fatigued rabbit
ligament suggesting plastic deformation of the collagen fibers. It is important to note that
these fatigue phenomena in tendons and ligaments are distinct from the creep rupture that
occurs after prolonged application of a constant stress [37, 42]. Furthermore, the tendon
and ligament life cycles predicted from in vitro test results are typically unreasonably low
due to the absence of any healing mechanisms or possibly other experimental factors
[43].
Several groups have conducted ex vivo fatigue studies on viable tissue specimens
in an effort to determine the relationships between mechanical and biological effects.
Banes et al. [44] showed that fatigue loading stimulated deoxyribonucleic acid and
collagen synthesis in the avian tendon.

Contrarily, Devkota et al. [45] observed a

significant increase in collagenase activity in addition to rising levels of inflammatory
mediator prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) over cycling, and hypothesized that PGE2 was a key
factor in the degradation of the ECM [45]. There is evidence that collagenase [46] and
inflammatory mediator [47] activity in cyclically loaded tendons may be strain
dependent. Increased apoptosis has also been observed in cyclically loaded tendons [45,
48]. Experimental results between groups are not entirely consistent. Much work still
remains to be done to correlate mechanical and biological fatigue effects.
These studies demonstrated that under cyclic tension, collagenous tissues exhibit
stiffening and permanent set particularly along the loading direction. The permanent set
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phenomena has been hypothesized to occur as a result of the following mechanisms: 1)
slippage of the collagen networks, 2) hydrolysis of the intermolecular cross-links, 3) or
rupture of the glutaraldehyde cross-links in fixed tissues thus allowing for permanent
deformation or un-crimping of the collagen networks [49]. Cyclic bending fatigue may
lead to collagen fiber distortion and increased flexural stiffness. There is also evidence
that mechanical fatigue induces cellular changes in the tissue although the precise effects
remain unclear.

The main limitation of isolated material tests is that the in vivo

mechanical environment may not be accurately reproduced, thus the soft tissue fatigue
damage mechanisms identified in these experiments may not reflect the in vivo
mechanisms.
1.4.2.2 In vivo tissue fatigue analysis
The ultimate goal of all tissue fatigue studies is to determine the in vivo fatigue
response. In vivo studies have more clinical relevance. For instance, the results from in
vivo experiments by Thornton and Bailey [50, 51] demonstrated that the healing ligament
is more susceptible to injury under cyclic loads than under static creep loads, which has
important implications for the treatment and rehabilitation of ligament injuries. For this
reason, many groups have adopted small animal in vivo models for studying tendon and
ligament fatigue damage.

Soslowsky et al. [52], Scott et al. [53] and Millar et al. [54]

have used in vivo running rat models to study supraspinatus tendon fatigue. Reductions
in the tissue extensibility and tensile strength as well as increased cellularity and
disruption of the collagen fiber structure were observed following cyclic loading [52].
Results suggested that insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) [53] and pro-inflammatory
cytokines [54] may play a role in tendinopathy. Huang et al. [55] and Glazebrook et al.
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[56] used similar running rat models to study fatigue of the Achilles tendon. Achilles
tendon gross structure was similar for exercised and control rats [55, 56], but collagen
disorganization was observed histologically in exercised animals [56]. Fung et al. [57]
developed an in vivo model which was adopted in several studies to characterize the
mechanical and structural changes to the patellar tendon induced by cyclic loading in rats
[57-60] and mice [61].

The tendon mechanical properties were measured through

controlled uniaxial testing and the fibrous structure was assessed through non-invasive
second harmonic generation. Figure 1.7 from Fung et al. [57] shows progressive damage
and disruption to the collagen network with increasing levels of fatigue [57, 58, 61].
Analysis of mRNA expression showed modest changes in collagen I, III, and V at early
and mid-stage fatigue life and greater changes for late fatigue life [57], which are
consistent with pathologic features of human tendon degeneration. Others have adopted
the rabbit in vivo model [62-64]. Tendon micro-tears have been observed early in fatigue
life [64], but surprisingly, gene expression levels in exercised and control rabbits were
similar [63].
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Figure 1.7
In vivo seccond harmonic imagingg of rat the ppatellar tenddon over uniiaxial
ng from Fung et al. [57]. Progressivve damage aand disruptioon to the collagen
faatigue cyclin
sttructure is shown
s
from (a) the un-ffatigued to the (b) low, (c) moderaate, and (d) high
faatigued statees.

1.5 Constiitutive mod
deling of so
oft collagen
nous tissue mechanicaal responsees
Early attempts to simulate so
oft tissue behhavior utilizzed the lineaar elastic maaterial
model,
m
follow
wing the generalized Hoo
oke’s law [665, 66]
σ
where
w

is the stress tensor,

C

ϵ

1
1.14

is the straiin tensor, annd

is the fourth order

ellasticity tenssor. Linear elastic
e
modeels are approopriate whenn the stress-sstrain relationnship
iss indeed lin
near, and are typically restricted too relatively small defoormations. L
Linear
ellastic materrial propertiies were ch
hosen for vvarious reasoons [67-69]], but mainnly to
siimplify the simulation process in order to acchieve numerical conveergence in finite
ellement (FE
E) simulatio
on solution
ns. Over thhe physioloogical rangge of presssures,
caardiovasculaar tissues have
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been shown
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to eexhibit a reelatively linnear stress-sstrain
reelationship [70]. Howeever, for a FE simulaation of tisssue deform
mation from
m the
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undeformed state to a deformed state, the material response is clearly nonlinear and the
use of nonlinear material models is essential for any realistic soft tissue simulations.
Thus, soft tissues are often assumed to be nonlinear hyperelastic materials.
1.5.1

Modeling of hyperelastic soft collagenous tissue properties
Soft tissues exhibit pronounced mechanical anisotropy, highly nonlinear stress-

strain relationships, large deformations, viscoelasticity, and strong mechanical coupling.
Thus, simple material models are not suitable for soft tissue applications. In this way,
tissue behaves as a hyperelastic material, and the tissue stress-strain response can be
derived from a strain energy density function,

. The Second Piola Kirchhoff stress

tensor, , can thereby be obtained by
1.15

.
1.5.1.1 Mooney-Rivlin model

Variants of the Mooney-Rivlin strain energy function are commonly used in
computational modeling of the aorta [71-77].

The strain energy function for an

incompressible Mooney-Rivlin material is given by
W
where

and

C I̅

3

C I̅

3

1.16

are material constants and ̅ and ̅ are the first and second invariants of

the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, , given by
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I̅

1.17

,

I̅

1.18

.

Note that the incompressible Neo-Hookean model, which is also commonly used for soft
tissue applications, is a specialization of Eq. (1.16) where

0. The use of the

Mooney-Rivlin model may be suitable for modeling nearly isotropic soft tissue responses
under small strains (<20%). The model cannot capture the rapid stiffening effect of soft
tissues at large strains.
1.5.1.2 Ogden model
The isotropic and incompressible Ogden model is given in terms of the principal
stretches,

,

1, 2, 3, as

W
where

and

μ
α

λ

λ

are material constants and

λ

3

1.19

is the order. The Ogden model is superior

to the Mooney-Rivlin model for modeling isotropic tissue responses to higher strains as
shown in Figure 1.8 [78]. Accordingly, the Ogden model is often used to model soft
tissue responses under uniaxial tension [79]. However, an anisotropic model is necessary
for accurately modeling tissue responses under multi-axial loading conditions.
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Figure 1.8
The engineering stress versus stretch ratio of pig skin under a) uniaxial
compression and b) uniaxial tension at different strain rates adapted from [78]. Note that
the Mooney-Rivlin model cannot capture the stiffening portion of the response, and the
Ogden model with one set of parameters cannot capture the different material responses
in perpendicular directions.
1.5.1.3 Fung-elastic model
The Green-strain based exponential model proposed by Fung [32] is probably the
most commonly used hyperelastic model for characterizing the mechanical response of
soft tissues [32, 80].

As shown in Figure 1.9, the Fung model can describe the

anisotropic biaxial behavior of soft tissues unlike the Ogden model. A two-dimensional
Fung-type strain energy function can be expressed as:
W
Q

A E

where

and

A E

2A E E

c
e
2

1.20

1
A E

2A E E

2A E E

are material constants. Note that Eq. (1.20) has other variants that

could be easily treated as a subset or expansion of this model [81]. Eq. (1.20) is often
used to model planar biaxial mechanical responses of soft tissues [82] and should be
implemented with plane stress elements, such as shell or membrane elements. One
problem with Eq. (1.20) is that the transverse shear stiffness (TSS) in the 13 and 23
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directions aree undetermined due to the lack off transmural response ddefinitions inn this
model.
m
Thuss, the TSS is
i typically assumed. S
Sun et al. [81] have shhown that foor FE
siimulations of
o bioprostheetic valve closure the vaalve peak strress is insennsitive to chaanges
in
n TSS valuess. However, in cases wh
here the tissuue bending rresponse is ccritical such as in
valve opening simulation
ns, the use of
o Eq. (1.200) may give inaccurate results. Thhe 3D
Fung model has
h not been
n widely useed to model soft tissue ffunctions; hoowever, Labbrosse
ett al. [83, 84
4] has successsfully utilizzed a 3D Fuung model inn simulationn of native aaortic
valve deform
mation. Anotther limitatio
on of the Fuung model iss that it is phenomenoloogical
in
n formulation. Thereforre, there are no descripttions of the tissue structtural compoonents
an
nd the tissuee structure-fu
unction relattionships aree difficult to interpret.

Figure 1.9
Fung and Ogden mod
del fits of gluutaraldehydee-treated bovine pericarrdium
eq
qui-biaxial responses
r
ad
dopted from [85]. Note tthat the Ogdden model caannot capturre the
sh
hear responsse or anisotro
opy of the tisssue.
1.5.1.4 Strain invariant--based fiber--reinforced hhyperelasticc model
Soft collagenous
c
tissues are often
o
treatedd as fiber-reinforced com
mposites beccause
hey are comp
prised of stiff collagen fibers
f
embeddded in a coompliant mattrix. Weiss et al.
th
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[86] and Holzapfel [87] presented a computational framework to implement strain
invariant-based models that can accommodate the effects of one or two families of elastic
fibers. To use this class of models, soft tissues are typically assumed to be composed of a
matrix material with one or more families of embedded fibers, each with a preferred
direction. Accordingly, the overall strain energy is decomposed into distinct matrix and
fiber contributions by
W
where

and

W

W

W

1.21

are the isochoric contributions of the matrix and fibers respectively,

is the volumetric strain energy. The deviatoric strain invariant, ̅ , is used to

and

describe the matrix material, and ̅ given by
̅

∙

1.22

,
⊗

is used to describe the properties of the fiber families. Here

denotes the

preferred direction of fiber family .
One example of such models proposed by Holzapfel et al. [87] can be expressed
as
W
k
2k

W

exp k κI̅
W

where

,

,

,

I̅

C
1

1.23

3 ,
3κ I̅
J

1

1 ,

i

1,2

1 ,

are material constants and

is the determinant of the deformation

gradient. It can be seen that the matrix response follows the Neo-Hookean form, and
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enforces near incompressibility with small values, i.e. on the order of 1

. For this

model, two planar and symmetric fiber families are assumed, thus the preferred fiber
family orientations are defined as
⊗
where

with

cosθ, sinθ, 0 and

cosθ, sinθ, 0 ,

1.24

is the angle between the first material axis and the preferred fiber direction

moving counter-clockwise. The dispersion parameter, , is used to describe the degree of
fiber alignment, where

0 indicates a perfectly aligned fiber family, and

indicates a completely randomly oriented fiber family.
There are several variations of the model that have been applied to heart valve
simulations. Prot et al. [88] implemented the Holzapfel material model into the analysis
of healthy and pathological human mitral valves. Similarly, in the study by Stevanella et
al. [89], the mitral valve dynamics were simulated where leaflet properties were
characterized through a transversely isotropic model proposed by May-Newman and Yin
[90], while the same material model was used by Conti et al. [91] and Auricchio et al.
[92] to simulate aortic valve biomechanics.
1.5.2

Modeling of inelastic time-dependent soft collagenous tissue properties
There has been less progress in the modeling of the inelastic time-dependent

behavior of soft tissue properties. Most groups only consider the quasi-static, elastic
tissue response.

The time-dependent soft tissue constitutive laws in the literature

primarily fall under one of three categories: 1) soft tissue viscoelasticity, which deals
with the time-dependent, but recoverable soft tissue property effects; 2) soft tissue
damage modeling, which describes the degradation of tissue property due to excessive
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mechanical loading; and 3) growth and remodeling frameworks which can describe tissue
growth and remodeling over time due to biological and mechanical stimuli. Viscoelastic
models have been extensively studied in the literature [13, 87, 93-96]. However, because
the characterization of viscoelasticity requires the entire history of deformation in order
to take into account its rate dependency [97], it may be impractical to include
viscoelasticity when modeling the long-term effects of aging and fatigue damage in
biological tissues. The progress on irreversible time-dependent tissue property modeling
is discussed in the following sections.
1.5.2.1 Soft tissue damage modeling
In 1987, Simo [98] introduced the concept of a fully three-dimensional finitestrain viscoelastic damage model, based on irreversible thermodynamics with internal
variables, as an extension of classical damage mechanics theory. This pioneering work
served as the basis for several soft tissue damage models [99-104]. More recent models
have been developed to apply both the stress-softening and permanent set effects of
damaged soft tissue [102, 104]. Constitutive modeling results of the human carotid artery
under cyclic uniaxial tension from Balzani et al. [104] are illustrated in Figure 1.10. Note
that this framework as well as others [99-104] can be utilized to model damage
phenomena induced by cyclic stretching with increasing magnitude. However, damage
in these models is dependent only upon the strain history and not on the number of
loading cycles.

Under this assumption a tissue specimen subjected to cyclic

displacement-control loading will only incur damage during the first cycle given the
elastic limits of the tissue are exceeded. However, uniaxial tension fatigue experiments
[105] show that the structural and mechanical properties of chemically-treated tissue are
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summation of the quantity and mechanical properties of each constituent, i.e. collagen,
elastin, smooth muscle. An advantage of G&R models is that they can be used to
elucidate tissue adaptation mechanisms. For instance, the G&R model parameters can be
perturbed to capture a known change in the tissue structure and mechanical properties
due to aging, and because these parameters have physical interpretations, tissue
microstructural changes can be determined.

For instance, the work of Valentin,

Humphrey, and Holzapfel [115] suggests that the loss of elastin and smooth muscle cells
play a key role in the loss of functionality in the aging aorta. However, no evolution
equation for elastin or smooth muscle was proposed [115]; thus, age-related changes to
the tissue could not be predicted. It is also difficult to obtain the necessary experimental
data to calibrate these models.

1.6 Computational modeling of soft collagenous tissues
Constitutive models can be used to determine the stress and strain resulting from a
known load acting a particular material with a known initial geometry. For instance, for
the planar biaxial test set-up described in section 1.4.1.1, it is relatively straight-forward
to calculate the stress-strain response in the center of the specimen where the strain field
is homogeneous. However, to determine the stress and strain distributions across the
whole specimen including around the attachments where the loads are applied; numerical
methods are necessary [93]. Using numerical approaches, complex conditions that may
be difficult to replicate physically or describe analytically can be simulated.
1.6.1

Computational modeling of elastic soft collagenous tissues
Computational methods such as the finite element (FE) method has been very

important in the field of biomechanics, because they make it feasible to consider complex
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anatomical geometries and loading conditions in biomedical applications. Structural FE
can provide a full and detailed quantitative stress and strain analysis of regions of
interest, while computational fluid dynamics can provide a quantitative description of the
flow characteristics. Fully-coupled fluid-structure interaction methods are also emerging
to more comprehensively model biomechanics particularly for cardiovascular
applications.
Early studies employing FE to investigate human aortic valve (AV) function
began in the 1970s [65, 116, 117]. The valve leaflet geometry data were obtained from
photogrammetric analysis of moulds made from human AVs. Thin shell FE models were
generated to perform linear elastic stress analysis [65]. Recent advances in non-invasive
clinical imaging modalities such as echocardiography (Echo), magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), and computed tomographic imaging (CT), now make it possible to
reconstruct 3D patient-specific anatomical models. Many groups are now using patientspecific computational models for a wide range of biomechanics applications including:
aorta [72, 76] and aortic aneurysm [71, 73, 118] inflation to assess wall stress, and
transcatheter aortic valve replacement [79, 119-123] to evaluate success of the procedure.
1.6.2

Computational modeling of irreversible soft collagenous tissue property changes
Computational simulations utilizing tissue fatigue damage and aging constitutive

models calibrated from experimental tests could be extremely useful for studying tissue
fatigue and aging in a wide array of applications, yet little has been accomplished in this
area.
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1.6.2.1 Computational modeling of tissue damage
Several researchers have demonstrated the suitability of continuum damage
models to capture the damage and failure responses of tissue through numerical and
single-element FE simulations. Ehret and Itskov [14] presented numerical simulations of
the softening effect of mouse skin under cyclic uniaxial tension, while Li and Robertson
[101] and Maher et al. [124] simulated arterial damage. Li and Robertson [101] also
simulated elastin damage and failure in arterial strips subjected to cyclic loading, where a
residual strain was observed upon elastin damage due to the collagen recruitment
mechanism. Maher et al. [124] simulated softening and permanent set in arterial tissue in
a single-element model.

Others have adopted more physiologically relevant multi-

element simulations of whole tissues to investigate soft tissue damage [99, 100, 103, 125128]; however, in each case, only one loading cycle was considered.
1.6.2.2 Computational modeling of tissue growth and remodeling
G&R formulations are quite complex which can make them difficult to implement
in FE formulations. Most computational growth and remodeling works are thus limited
by the use of unrealistic, simplified geometries [110-115]. However, it is well known
that the true anatomy plays a critical role in vessel mechanics, thus there is a need for
more patient-specific computational models [129].

A more complex computational

model is presented by Erickson et al. [130] for the abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA)
shown in Figure 1.11. Elastin degradation was prescribed to the model and a volumetric
growth and remodeling method was used to investigate changes in the AAA mass,
density, and volume over the course years (Figure 1.11). Yet, this also represents an
idealistic AAA geometry.
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Figure 1.11 Normalized mass, density, and volume in a abdominal aortic aneurysm at
t=10 years adapted from [130].

1.7 Motivation of this study
1.7.1

Soft tissue aging and fatigue processes are not well understood
Our existing knowledge of age-related soft tissue property changes is largely

based on mean in vivo measurements for patient populations stratified by age. However,
soft tissue properties, anatomies, in vivo loading conditions, and biological factors can
vary greatly among patients. Consequently, the roles of mechanical and environmental
factors on the progression of permanent tissue property changes are not well understood.
From the work that has been done to study fatigue damage in soft collagenous
tissues, it is clear that there are significant and complex changes to the tissue mechanical
properties and structure resulting from fatigue.

However, the precise relationships

between loading modalities, frequency and duration on these fatigue-induced changes
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have not been established. Furthermore, the existing data are predominately limited to
uniaxial fatigue tests which may not represent physiological loading conditions.
Tissue fatigue and aging constitutive models that can be calibrated from simple,
isolated experiments, such as cyclic uniaxial loading, and then implemented in FE could
be used to simulate irreversible soft tissue property changes under more complex and
physiologically relevant loading conditions.

Such models could be beneficial for

assessing a patient’s risk of developing disease and experiencing tissue degeneration or
rupture, and may facilitate the design of durable tissue-based devices and the
development of improved diagnostic and disease prevention strategies. An advantage of
simulation-based fatigue analysis is that well-controlled parametric studies can be
performed to determine the precise effects of different loading, geometry, or design
factors.
1.7.2

There is a lack of suitable constitutive frameworks in the literature
Most studies on soft tissue biomechanics reported in the literature thus far,

whether experimental, theoretical, or computational, are largely confined to static,
instantaneous tissue property characterization. As such, only the recoverable or elastic
behavior of tissue is considered. From a thermodynamics stand point, permanent changes
in tissue structure and material properties represent dissipative, irreversible, inelastic
effects; thus, much of the existing quasi-static work is unsuitable for describing these
changes.
There has been very little theoretical work on irreversible soft tissue property
changes over time. These phenomena are distinct from tissue hysteresis or viscoelasticity
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which represent time-dependent, but recoverable, soft tissue property changes. Many
researchers have used growth and remodeling frameworks to investigate tissue adaptation
to mechanical and biological stimuli, but these frameworks typically cannot describe the
degradation of tissue-derived medical devices with the absence of healing mechanisms
over time. Traditional continuum damage mechanics theories have been used to model
tissue damage and degradation, but most do not consider geometrical changes, or
permanent set, that occur in conjunction with damage. Furthermore, in these studies,
tissue damage evolution is only considered when the peak strain throughout the loading
history has been exceeded. Under this assumption, a tissue specimen subjected to straincontrolled loading cycles would only incur damage on the first cycle, and experiments
have shown that this is not the case [105]. Tissue damage accumulates with cycling, and
may become significant over long periods of time. Accordingly, the existing theoretical
frameworks are not suitable for modeling the progression of irreversible soft tissue
property changes in response to fatigue and aging where the loading conditions are
relatively constant.
1.7.3

Objectives of this study
The objective of this study was to develop a theoretical and computational

framework to describe the time-dependent inelastic behavior of soft tissues such
that the effects of natural aging and mechanical fatigue damage on soft tissues can
be accurately modeled. To this end, the following specific aims were proposed:
Aim 1: Develop a theoretical finite thermoelastic framework with internal
variables to describe irreversible soft tissue property changes. A phenomenological
theoretical framework was developed to describe the time-dependent dissipative property
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changes of soft tissues including the accumulation of stress-softening and permanent set.
Soft tissue was treated as a nonlinear hyperelastic material, and irreversible property
changes were modeled with the inclusion of internal variables following thermodynamic
principles. This process involved:


Determination of the internal variables needed to describe fatigue and
aging phenomena in soft tissues



Determination of the evolution functions for these internal variables



Development of a constitutive relation to incorporate the internal variables
into the stress-strain response

Aim 2: Develop a computational framework to model the finite inelastic
behavior of soft tissue.

The theoretical framework developed in Aim 1 was

particularized for numerical realization. The resulting computational framework was
implemented in ABAQUS FE software via a user material subroutine and validated
against experimental data. This aim involved:


Development of an algorithm to update the tissue material response as a
function of the number of loading cycles and loading magnitude over the
course of an FE simulation



Verification of the user material subroutine coding in single- and multielement FE models against analytical solutions



Incorporation of the constitutive models in simple FE simulations to
validate that the time-dependent irreversible tissue behavior can be
accurately predicted
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Aim 3: Investigate irreversible soft tissue property changes in biomedical
applications.

Irreversible soft tissue property changes were investigated for two

biomedical applications using the computational framework developed in Aim 2. First,
tissue property changes with natural aging were modeled for the human ascending aorta
(AA).

Then, the effects of purely mechanical fatigue damage were investigated in

bioprosthetic heart valves (BHV). This aim involved:


Characterization of the age-related structural and mechanical property
changes of the human AA



Constitutive modeling of time-dependent inelastic material responses of
human AA and glutaraldehyde-treated bovine pericardium (GLBP) tissue



Incorporation of the constitutive models for human AA aging and GLBP
fatigue damage in physiologically relevant FE models



Finite element simulations of human AA aging and GLBP-BHV fatigue
damage

1.7.4

Innovation and significance of this study
In this thesis, a theoretical and computational framework for modeling

irreversible changes in soft tissue was developed to address a fundamental gap in our
understanding of the effects of fatigue and aging on soft tissue properties. The developed
computational framework represents a significant enhancement over traditional static FE
analyses, because under fatigue and aging conditions, both the tissue geometries and
material properties will change, thus, the magnitude and distribution of stress will
change. Consequently the location of the initial peak stress identified in a static analysis
may not correlate to the ultimate tissue damage and failure regions. The theoretical and
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computational fatigue and aging framework developed in this study can be used to
predict tissue geometry changes and failure risk over time. Through parametric FE
fatigue and aging studies the influence of various factors on the progression of tissue
damage may be elucidated, which will improve understanding of these processes, and
may facilitate the design of durable tissue-based devices and improved diagnostic and
disease prevention methods.
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2

THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR
MODELING TIME-DEPENDENT IRREVERSIBLE SOFT
TISSUE PROPERTY CHANGES

In the previous chapter, we discussed that fatigue damage and natural aging can
cause elastin fragmentation and collagen fiber un-crimping in soft collagenous tissues.
These phenomena represent time-dependent irreversible effects which may limit the
durability of tissue-derived implants, and play a role in the pathogenesis of native tissues.
A computational platform to study the effects of soft tissue fatigue and aging effects may
improve understanding of these processes and ultimately may facilitate durable tissuederived device design and improved diagnostic and disease prevention strategies.
However, little has been accomplished in the area of constitutive modeling of timedependent irreversible soft tissue property changes.

Thus, in this chapter, a novel

theoretical and computational framework to describe time-dependent irreversible
phenomena associated with soft tissue fatigue damage and aging is presented. The
developed framework is consistent with thermodynamic principles and includes
mechanisms for the stress-softening and permanent set observed in fatigued and aged
tissues. The theoretical framework was particularized for the finite element (FE) method
and implemented in ABAQUS commercial FE solver via user material subroutines. The
accuracy of the subroutine coding was verified in single- and multi-element simulations,
and the ability of the model to describe soft tissue fatigue behavior was demonstrated in
uniaxial fatigue simulations. Some of the results of this chapter are published in [35,
131-133].
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2.1 Introduction
2.1.1

Clinical significance
Soft tissues undergo irreversible mechanical property changes over time such as

stiffening and dilation. These changes occur as a result of natural aging and cyclic
loading, but may be accelerated due to elevated mechanical loading and/or the onset and
progression of disease. A better understanding of this process is critical for identifying
patients at risk of developing disease and experiencing tissue degeneration or rupture, and
may facilitate the development of improved diagnostic and disease prevention strategies.
A computational platform will be a useful and inexpensive tool to quickly study the
effects of soft tissue fatigue and aging. Computational simulations provide for highly
controlled and quantitative analyses to study the distinct effects of various loading
conditions and design features on tissue durability, and are thus, advantageous over
complex fatigue experiments. However, there are a limited number of the necessary
constitutive models for describing the fatigue damage process in soft biological tissues.
2.1.2

Theoretical frameworks for modeling time-dependent irreversible soft tissue
property changes
While recoverable time-dependent tissue property changes, i.e. viscoelasticity,

have been studied, there are few studies on the irreversible tissue property changes
brought on by mechanical fatigue, aging, and disease. Most of these works can be
classified into one of two groups: soft tissue damage modeling or growth and remodeling
(G&R) modeling. Most G&R frameworks are based on the hypothesis that G&R occurs
to restore stress equilibrium. Thus, these frameworks can be used to investigate the
effects of a perturbation in the stress environment; however they typically cannot predict
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the change in stress environment that occurs due to fatigue and aging effects: in this case
a degradation or damage term is necessary. Natali et al. [6] and Buckley et al. [134] have
shown that a damage-based framework can also qualitatively describe age-related soft
tissue property changes; however, they do not provide specific evolution equations based
on age. Modeling of tissue damage in the literature has been focused on capturing the
stress-softening and permanent set phenomena of tissue subjected to supra-physiological
loads.
2.1.2.1 Stress softening
As a tissue becomes damaged, the stiffness will degrade and become “softer”
much like rubber materials: this phenomenon is referred to as “stress softening”. Note
that the softening effect is the reduction of the peak stress required to produce a given
stretch in the material with respect to the un-fatigued state. Tissue stiffening in response
to fatigue is often observed when referencing the post-fatigued state when the permanent
set stretches are not included in the overall deformation calculation. When permanent set
is included in the analysis, tissues exhibit stress softening. Early soft tissue damage
models only accounted for tissue stress softening. Most of which were based on the
pioneering work of Simo [98]. In 1987, Simo [98] introduced the concept of a fully
three-dimensional finite-strain viscoelastic damage model, based on irreversible
thermodynamics with internal variables. According to Simo’s work [98], a material is
initially characterized by a stored energy (strain energy),

.

Damage initiates a

departure of free energy, thus for the purpose of soft tissue damage constitutive
modeling, a strain energy reduction factor, also known as the stress softening or damage
term, D, is incorporated into the strain energy function,
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W
where

1

D W,

2.1

is the initial stored energy of the tissue. The softening term evolves from 0 at

the undamaged state to 1 at complete tissue failure as a function of the maximum
, is defined as a scalar measure of the

equivalent strain [98]. The equivalent strain,
stored energy at time, t, given by
Ξ
where

t

∶

2W

t ,

is the Green strain tensor at time

∈ 0,

2.2
. Tissue damage is evaluated

when the equivalent strain at time t equals the maximum equivalent strain observed
throughout the strain history. If the maximum equivalent strain exceeds the damage
threshold for the particular material or tissue, damage is initiated. The degree of damage
is a function of the maximum equivalent strain.
Many different damage evolution equations have been proposed. Early tissue
damage models including those by Arnoux et al. [135] and Hokanson and Yazdani’s
[136], were typically restricted to isotropic damage. However, the damage response of
soft tissue is highly dependent on the material orientations [137] and the direction of
applied loads. Anisotropy in the stress softening response is particularly important for
describing tissue damage under compression or bending, when the stress may be low
because the fiber constituents are not bearing load, yet the matrix components are
experiencing large deformations.
A common approach to implement anisotropy in the tissue softening is by
defining distinct damage criteria for the fibrous and matrix components [13, 99-101, 126,
138, 139].

Typically for fiber reinforced composite materials, such as collagenous
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tissues, the strain energy function is split into fiber and matrix responses. The strain
energy function is now given by
W

W

1

D

W

1

D W

2.3

, W and W are the volumetric, matrix, and fiber contributions to the strain

where

energy respectively, and

and

are the softening terms corresponding to the matrix

and fiber components respectively. Damage in soft tissue is assumed to be independent
of hydrostatic pressure, hence there is no softening term associated with the volumetric
response.
The decomposition of the strain energy function, allows for independent
definitions of the equivalent strain and thus damage, for the matrix and fiber constituents.
Natali et al. [140, 141] and Balzani et al. [125] used this approach but considered only
damage to the fibrous components for tendon and arterial applications respectively. For
added generality, Rodriguez et al. [100] introduced a damage model that incorporated
both fiber and matrix damages of fibrous soft tissue. Isotropic matrix damage was
defined using the standard continuum damage framework by Simo [98], but fiber damage
was considered to be a stochastic process related to the length and distribution of the
collagen fibers [100]. Later, Calvo et al. [99], Peña et al. [13], and Peña and Calvo [126]
proposed similar damage models for fibrous tissue taking a continuum approach. Li and
Robertson [101] took a multi-mechanism approach for modeling tissue damage by
incorporating mechanical and enzymatic degradation of elastin, as well as the recruitment
of collagen fibers. Peña and Doblare [139] have also adopted Dorfmann and Ogden’s
[142] pseudo-elastic approach to describe the softening of vena cava tissue because this
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approach is more appropriate for describing the unloading response of tissues compared
to other continuum damage models.
2.1.2.2 Permanent set
More recent tissue damage models have also included descriptions for the
unrecoverable strains or tissue permanent set in addition to stress softening [14-17, 94,
128, 131, 143]. Several different methodologies have been adopted to describe tissue
permanent set. Gasser and Holzapfel [94] presented an elastoplastic constitutive model
to capture permanent deformations in damaged biological fiber-reinforced composites.
They postulate that the primary mechanism of permanent set in biological tissues is the
rupture of proteoglycan bridges between adjacent collagen fibrils which allows for
relative sliding of the fibrils and plastic deformation of the matrix material in the
direction of the fibers, thus they include a permanent set mechanism only in the fiber
direction.

The works by Ehret and Itskov [14] and Peña 2011 [16] include tissue

permanent set descriptions through the evolution of internal variables.

While

Francsechini et al. [15] and Maher et al. [17, 124] used Dorfmann and Ogden’s [142]
theory of pseudo-elasticity to describe the permanent set of brain and arterial tissue
respectively. Maher et al. [124] presented a tissue damage constitutive model with
distinct softening and permanent set definitions in the matrix and fibers, while many
other tissue damage models only considered permanent set in the fibrous components
[16, 94].

Maher and Early [144] found that the artery undergoes more significant

permanent deformations in the radial direction, thus supporting the inclusion of a noncollagenous matrix permanent set definition. Briefly, damage effects by the pseudoelasticity theory [142] are enforced through an additive split of the isochoric stress tensor
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into the stress softened portion and the inelastic portion. The isochoric stress,

, with

softening and permanent set is then given by
S
where

1

D S

S ,

is the undamaged stress tensor and

2.4

is the inelastic stress. The magnitudes

of the inelastic stresses are dependent on the maximum strain invariant values throughout
loading, and thus the permanent sets evolve similar to the softening term, only when the
maximum strain is exceeded [124].
2.1.3

Computational modeling of irreversible soft tissue property changes
Several groups have presented physiologically relevant multi-element simulations

of whole tissues to investigate soft tissue damage using the tissue damage frameworks
discussed in section 2.1.2. Balzani et al. [125] simulated damage to 2D arterial segments
due to overstretching while incorporating the artery residual stresses at the unloaded
state. Rodriguez et al. [100] simulated tissue damage under tensile torsion in a multielement FE model; however, damage was only considered in the fibers. Both Calvo et al.
[99] and Peña et al. [126] simulated damage to the MCL under tension. The FE models
of the human MCL were generated from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans. The
tissue mechanical and failure properties in Peña et al. [126] were adopted from
experimental failure testing data for the rabbit MCL presented by Woo et al. [127].
Calvo et al. [99] also investigated arterial damage due to balloon angioplasty and
clamping. Alastrué et al. [103] implemented the continuum damage model by Calvo et
al. [99] and the stochastic damage model by Rodriguez et al. [100] to determine the effect
of different methodologies on the predicted damage patterns. The damage patterns in
both cases were similar, but the stochastic model predicted more evenly distributed
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damage compared to the highly localized damage surrounding areas of large stress
gradients predicted by the continuum model [103]. Gasser [128] simulated the effects of
supraphysiological pressures in AAA FE models reconstructed from computed
tomography-angiography (CTA) images.

Areas of localized damage and permanent

deformations were identified [128], and demonstrated the promise for computational
tissue damage modeling to be used for aneurysm rupture risk assessment.
2.1.4

Motivation of this study
One major limitation of much of the existing modeling work on soft tissue fatigue

is the lack of a cycle or time factor in the damage evolution equation. In the literature
[13, 16, 98-100, 124-126, 135, 139], the maximum value of

over the past

history up to the current time T was often used to evaluate damage evolution:
Ξ
and

where

∶ max

2W

define a damage surface,
φ

t ,Ξ

∶

2.5

t ,

, in the strain space given by

Ξ

Ξ

0.

2.6

A non-increasing damage criterion in the strain space was defined by the
condition

0 . However, it should be noted that such damage surface is not suitable

for fatigue damage evolution because even if

is smaller than

, fatigue damage

could still occur over continued cycling. For instance, according to Eq. (2.6) a tissue
specimen subjected to cyclic displacement-control loading cycles would only incur
damage during the first cycle. However, uniaxial tension fatigue experiments [105] show
that the structural and mechanical properties of GLBP tissue are altered at the low fatigue
state (30x106 loading cycles) and continue to change between low and moderate fatigue
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states (65x106 cycles) under displacement control loading. The traditional tissue damage
models can only be utilized to model damage induced by cyclic stretching with
increasing magnitude. This limits the applicability of such models to study long-term
fatigue damage when the loading conditions are relatively constant throughout fatigue
life. At normal physiological stress levels, a tissue should not become damaged under a
single cycle of loading. Thus, these works are only relevant for studying acute injury due
to supraphysiological loads, and not damage related to fatigue or natural aging. The
inclusion of a continuous damage mechanism is necessary [101, 106].
Very few groups include a time or cycle dependent soft tissue damage
mechanism.

A continuous damage evolution parameter based on the accumulated

equivalent strain has been presented in the literature [101, 106], where the accumulated
equivalent strain,

, is given as:
Ξ

The

t

|d 2W

s /ds|ds.

2.7

term allows for fatigue damage evolution; however, this approach is

computationally expensive for long-term applications.
Furthermore, most constitutive modeling efforts have been focused on just the
characterization of experimental data. There is much less studies on the feasibility of
using these models in complex computational applications. A computational platform to
analyze the effects of fatigue and aging would be a useful and inexpensive tool to quickly
study the effects of time and loading. Computational simulations provide for highly
controlled and quantitative analyses to study the distinct effects of various loading
conditions and design features on tissue durability, and are thus, advantageous over
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complex fatigue experiments. The lack of time-dependent computational studies for soft
tissues is partly because the time-dependent material models that have been proposed are
not typically available in commercial FE codes and because they are often very complex,
they can be difficult to implement in commercial codes.

Another challenge is the

inherent numerical instability and convergence issues associated with many of the
nonlinear soft tissue constitutive frameworks.
2.1.5

Overview of this study
In this chapter, a theoretical finite thermoelastic framework with internal variables

was developed to describe the accumulation of irreversible soft tissue property changes
due to fatigue and aging. The developed theoretical framework was specialized for the
FE method and implemented in ABAQUS software via a user-material subroutine. Such
computational framework will permit simulation of soft tissue fatigue and aging effects in
physiologically relevant conditions which may be difficult to recreate physically. The
advantage of using a commercial FE code is that the code has been thoroughly tested and
verified for general applications, allowing the user to create models with essentially any
geometry, contact conditions, etc. The subroutine coding was verified in single- and
multi-element simulations, and applicability of the model to describe soft tissue fatigue
effects was demonstrated in uniaxial fatigue simulations.

2.2 Theoretical framework
2.2.1

Initial state tissue properties
Let

and

be the fixed reference and deformed configurations of a continuous

body respectively. We consider the general mapping
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:

→

, which transforms a

material point

∈

,

to a position

∈

in the deformed configuration at

time . Assuming that the stress at any point in the body

depends only on the

deformation surrounding that point, from Eq. (1.2), the deformation gradient, , at time
can be written as

,t

∂

,t

2.8

.

∂

The Green strain tensor, , can then be defined as a function of

,

from Eqs. (1.4)

and (1.5).
,

2.9

1 .

Soft tissues are often assumed to be nearly incompressible (det

1), anisotropic,

nonlinear, hyperelastic material [145] and the un-fatigued strain energy,
expressed as a function of
fatigued state (
2.2.2

, can be

. Thus, the in-plane second Piola Kirchhoff stress at the un-

) can be computed by Eq. (1.15).

Selection of strain-energy function
The theoretical framework described in the proceeding sections is valid for any

strain energy function. For soft tissues an appropriate strain energy function should be
nonlinear and anisotropic. Therefore, in this study, both the Fung-type strain energy
function Eq. (1.20) [32] and two modifications of the Holzapfel structural-based strain
energy function Eq. (1.23) [87] were used to describe the tissue initial strain energy (at
0). The main limitation of the Fung model is that it is purely phenomenological,
thus, the individual contributions of the different tissue constituents cannot be elucidated.
The modified-Holzapfel model has distinct descriptions of for the matrix and fiber
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responses. This structurally-motivated approach to modeling can provide insight into the
structure-function relationships of the individual tissue constituents.

However, in

practice, it is difficult to determine the unique material and time-dependent properties of
the matrix and fibers; thus, the parameters are typically determined through curve-fitting,
making the model phenomenological as well.
2.2.2.1 Modified-Holzapfel model
From Eq. (1.21), the modified-Holzapfel structural-based initial strain energy
function is given by
W
where

and

W

W

,M

W

2.10

,

represent the initial strain energy for the matrix and fiber components

respectively, and

is the volumetric strain energy. The definitions for the matrix and

fiber strain energies were modified from Eq. (1.23). Two versions of W were used:
W

c exp c I̅

W
where

,

c exp c I̅
3

3

̅

1

are the matrix parameters at low strains ( ̅

at which the tissue response rapidly stiffening, and
the stiffness at high strains ( ̅

W

where

,

k
2k
0

exp k I̅

2.11

1 , and

2.12

,

represents the ̅ value

),

is the matrix parameter controlling

). The fiber strain energies are given by:
1

1

I̅

1

I̅

1

2.13
,

is the deviatoric right Cauchy-Green tensor and

The fiber orientation is defined by Eq. (1.24) and the W
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i

,

1,2, j

4,6,

are the fiber parameters.

is defined by Eq. (1.23). Note

that the contribution of the fibers is zero under compression (I̅

1), because under

compression, the response of the tissue is given by the bulk modulus of the ground
matrix, whereas the collagen fibers have negligible effects [6].
2.2.3

Inclusion of internal variables
Soft tissue properties are typically defined in terms of the strain energy,

the tissue response is a function of the deformation gradient,

, where

, only. However, this

formulation neglects the effects of temperature, viscoelasticity, and inelasticity. To fully
characterize the thermodynamic state of tissue, the energy function, now referred to as
the Helmholtz free-energy rather than just the strain energy, is given by [146]:
W

W , Θ, ζ , … , ζ

where Θ is the absolute temperature, and

,

2.14
1, … ,

are additional internal variables

representing the thermoviscoelastic and inelastic contributions to the material response.
For the purpose of modeling fatigue and aging in cardiovascular tissues,
temperature effects on the free-energy are ignored because the in vivo temperature is
constant (36.8 ºC). Viscoelastic effects are also ignored, because cardiovascular tissues
are cyclically loaded at a relatively constant rate in vivo in response to the pumping of the
heart, and the hysteresis effect of tissue has been shown to diminish over continued
cycling [93]. Thus, for cardiovascular tissues, the free-energy is defined in terms of
and two internal variables: a stress-softening parameter,
parameter,

. The free-energy function can be expressed as:
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, and a permanent set

W

W

,D ,

.

2.15

At the un-fatigued state, both D and D

are inactive, i.e. D

0 and

0,

thus W is only a function of E,
W

, 0,0

The parameters D and

W

2.16

.

become active with the onset of fatigue damage

induced by cyclic loading and the inclusion of these terms provides a means of changing
the form of the strain energy function, which is no longer elastic. The fatigued strain
energy function can be expressed as:
W
where

,D ,

.

1

D W

W

,D ,

,

is the dissipated strain energy due to the permanent set and

2.17
represents

the dissipated energy due to the softening effect alone. This form of the energy function
is similar to the pseudo-elastic energy function proposed by Dorfmann and Ogden [142]
to describe inelastic mechanical behavior of particle-filled elastomers.
2.2.4

Damage evolution
In order to establish the law of tissue fatigue damage evolution, we first start with

the equivalent strain

[98], Eq. (2.2), a scalar quantity proportional to the strain energy

at time . Here it is assumed that material damage is related to the maximum distortional
energy, independent of hydrostatic pressure [98].
Remark 2.1: The equivalent strain is analogous to the von Mises stress often used as a
damage criterion in traditional engineering materials, in that it is a scalar term, and the
contours can define the damage zone of the material in terms of the deformation. The
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equivalent strain contours for a representative soft tissue are shown in Figure 2.1 using
the Fung model parameters given in Table 2-1.
Since the primary focus of this study is long-term tissue property changes due to
natural aging and fatigue damage after millions of cycles of loading, the damage criteria
were only evaluated at the peak of each sinusoidal loading cycle to reduce computational
time. Therefore, we introduce a peak equivalent strain which is updated after each
loading cycle and is equal to the max equivalent strain experienced during the loading
portion of that cycle, given explicitly by:
Ξ
where
number,

max

∈ ,

2W

t

, n

0, 1, 2, 3, ⋯ , n

2.18

,

is the frequency and n is the number of loading cycles up to a maximum
.

Remark 2.2: In the literature [16, 98-100, 103], the maximum value of
past history up to the current time

over the

was used to evaluate damage evolution (Eq.(2.5)),

and the damage surface in the strain space was defined by Eq. (2.6). Based on these
studies [16, 98-100, 103], a non-increasing damage criterion in the strain space was
defined by the condition

0 . However, it should be noted that such damage surface

is not suitable for fatigue damage evolution because even if

is smaller than

,

fatigue damage could still occur over continued cycling.
Remark 2.3:

A continuous damage evolution parameter based on the accumulated

equivalent strain has been presented in the literature [101, 106] . The

term (Eq.

(2.7)), allows for fatigue damage evolution; however, this approach is computationally
expensive for long-term applications.
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Table 2-1

Fung model parameters for a representative soft tissue.
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Figure 2.1

Contour plot of the equivalent strain versus the principal Green strains.

2.2.4.1 Peak equivalent strain defined by component
When using a structurally motivated strain energy function divided into distinct
contributions from different tissue constituents as in the modified-Holzapfel model, Eq.
(2.10), the peak equivalent strain can also be defined in terms of each of the constituents.
For Eq. (2.10) the peak equivalent strain for the matrix and fiber constituents are
max

Ξ
Ξ

∈ ,

max

∈ ,

2W
2W

t

, n
t

, n

0, 1, 2, 3, ⋯ , n
0, 1, 2, 3, ⋯ , n

, and
,

2.19
2.20

respectively. The matrix and fiber equivalent strain contours for a representative soft
tissue are illustrated in Figure 2.2 using the modified-Holzapfel model (Eqs. (2.11) and
(2.13)), and the model parameters given in Table 2-2. Note that the fiber equivalent
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strain in Figure 2.2b is unidirectional. Because the fibers are oriented at

90°, the

fiber equivalent strain has non-zero values only when the strain in the fiber direction
(

is positive.

Table 2-2

Modified-Holzapfel model parameters for a typical soft tissue.
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Figure 2.2
Representative equivalent strain contours for the a) matrix and b) fiber
components defined by Eqs. (2.11) and (2.13) respectively.
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2.2.5

Cycles-to-failure
Two parameters, ψ

and ψ

, are introduced to define the boundaries of the

fatigue damage evolution zone. A specimen cyclically loaded to an equivalent strain of
ψ

will fail instantaneously during the first loading cycle. A specimen loaded to an

equivalent strain of ψ

will be able to endure a maximum number, n

cycles before complete failure. Therefore, ψ

, of loading

represents the minimum equivalent

strain to elicit the accumulation of fatigue damage, while ψ

represents the tissue

maximum equivalent strain limit. Herein, we propose that the number of cycles until
failure (n
n

) is given by the following equation:
2.21

Ξ
∞
1

1

1

,

1
1
where α and β are material constants governing the amount of damage incurred by a
single cycle at Ξ

.

These parameters are intrinsic of a material and should be

measured from tissue fatigue tests conducted at different

values. The inclusion of

fitted parameters α and β allow the model to capture a wide range of fatigued tissue
responses.
failure,

The effects of varying α and β in Eq. 2.21) on the number of cycles to
, are illustrated in Figure 2.3. Increasing α decreases the number of cycles-

to-failure, particularly at high
cycles-to-failure, particularly at low

values, while increasing β increases the number of
values.
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(a)

(b)
α

Figure 2.3
failure.

alpha =1
alpha =5
alpha =10
alpha =15

β

Illustration of the effects of (a)

beta =0.01
beta =0.05
beta =0.3
beta =0.7

and (b) β on the number of cycles to

Remark 2.4: The cycles-to-failure curve proposed is analogous to the S-N (stress versus
cycle) curve used to express the fatigue properties of traditional engineering materials.
An equivalent-strain based formulation was employed to facilitate model calibration
through displacement-controlled fatigue experiments where
constant throughout loading. The

is held relatively

function can be determined from a series of

fatigue-to-failure experiments under different

values.

2.2.5.1 Cycles-to-failure defined by component
The cycle-to-failure equation can also be defined by component when the peak
equivalent strain is defined by component. For Eq. (2.10) the cycles-to-failure for the
matrix and fiber components are
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n

Ξ
∞

Ξ
1

Ξ

1

1

Ξ

Ξ

,

1
1

Ξ
2.22

and
n

Ξ
∞

Ξ
1

Ξ

1

1

Ξ

Ξ

,

1
1

Ξ
2.23

respectively. Note that the damage zone defined by ψ

and ψ

and the material

parameters α and β, can be defined distinctly for the matrix and fibers to more accurately
model the soft tissue fatigue damage response.
Remark 2.5: Typically the fibrous components of soft tissues are naturally oriented in the
direction of peak stress; thus, the equivalent strain may be higher in the fibers than in the
matrix. However, this does not necessarily mean that the fibers will become more
damaged than the matrix components. The minimum equivalent strain to induce damage
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to the fibers is likely higher than that of the matrix. Indeed, elastin degradation with
aging is well-documented, but the collagen fibers largely remain intact, albeit
straightened out. Defining the cycles-to-failure by component provides a mechanism to
characterize the enhanced durability of the fibers versus the matrix despite being under
higher loading.
2.2.6

Stress-softening
The stress softening caused by cyclic fatigue damage is considered to be a

function of both the equivalent strain and the number of loading cycles. For tissue longterm aging and fatigue applications, since we are interested in the accumulation of
damage over millions of cycles, we assume that at a given equivalent strain, an equal
amount of damage is accumulated during each loading cycle, representing a linear
accumulation of damage over millions of cycles. Therefore, the total amount of damage
due to stress softening, D , after n tensile loading cycles is given by
0
D Ξ
1

if Ξ

ψ

if ψ

Ξ

if Ξ

2.24
ψ

.

ψ

It can be seen that an increase in α results in greater damage due to stress
softening at low

values (Figure 2.4a), whereas an increase in β has the converse

effect (Figure 2.4b). The degree of stress softening is more sensitive to changes in β at
low

values, but more sensitive to changes in α at high
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values.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4
softening.

Ds

Ds

alpha =1
alpha =5
alpha =10
alpha =15

beta =0.01
beta =0.05
beta =0.3
beta =0.7

β

α

Illustration of the effects of (a)

and (b) β on the degree of stress

Remark 2.6: Because there is a limited amount of experimental data showing the
accumulation of damage over continued cycling, a linear accumulation of damage was
assumed. However, Eq. (2.24) could be easily modified by introducing a nonlinear, timedependent accumulation of damage, provided that experimental fatigue data are available
at different time points for quantifying such nonlinear accumulations of damage.
Remark 2.7: In vivo valve and vessel tissues are deformed under pressure loading (i.e., a
load-control condition); therefore, the

value will change (e.g. increase) from cycle
will decrease each cycle, representing

to cycle as the tissue softens, thus, the

accelerated fatigue damage compared to the displacement-control loading condition.
This means that even with using a linear

evolution function, the

predicted under

load-control conditions will be nonlinear.
2.2.6.1 Stress softening defined by component
Similarly, the stress softening to the matrix and fiber components are given by
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0
D

Ξ

1
n
1

if Ξ

ψ

if ψ

Ξ

if Ξ

ψ

if Ξ

ψ

if ψ

Ξ

2.25
ψ

,

and
0
D

Ξ

1
n
1

if Ξ

2.26
ψ

,

ψ

respectively.
2.2.7

Permanent set
Tissue damage is associated with irreversible tissue elasticity loss. Therefore,

when the elastic limits of the tissue are exceeded, a permanent set is exhibited upon
unloading. The magnitude of the permanent set,
in the tissue and thus is also a function of Ξ

, is related to the degree of softening

. The permanent set is also related to the

peak strain applied to the tissue. For instance, under the cyclic uniaxial tension loading
condition, a tissue specimen will permanently elongate in the direction of loading and
narrow in the cross-loading directions. The magnitude of the permanent set will increase
with the applied peak strain, but cannot exceed the peak strains applied.

Because

different areas of the tissue may be experiencing different loading conditions, the
permanent set definition should be independent of the loading condition.
The permanent set upon complete tissue failure,

, can be measured

experimentally by quantifying the change in the specimen geometry before and after
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fatigue loading. For planar tissues,

has components of

,

, and

. For

long-term fatigue applications, we assume that at a given equivalent strain, an equal
amount of permanent set is accumulated during each loading cycle, representing a linear
accumulation of permanent set over millions of cycles.
2.2.7.1 Peak principal strain approach
One simple form for the permanent set,

, is given by:

0
D

Ξ

1
D
n

if Ξ
E
E

if ψ

D

2.27

ψ
Ξ

if Ξ

ψ
ψ

Here, the permanent set is scaled by the peak Green strain ratio,
anisotropy in the permanent set, where
direction ij, and

.

, to enforce

is the Green strain at

. The

in

refers to the maximum permanent

set Green strain associated with uniaxial tensile failure along the kl direction (
where the kl direction corresponds to that of

, i.e.

arg

),
. Under

this modified formulation, we assume that the permanent set is most significant in the
direction of the maximum peak strain and that the permanent set in the other directions is
proportional to the ratio of peak strains. The representative contour plots in Figure 2.5
show the permanent sets predicted by Eq. (2.27) with the Fung model parameters in
Table 2-2 and the time-dependent inelastic model parameters given in Table 2-3 as a
function of the peak principle Green strains.
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Table 2-3
Time-dependent inelastic model parameters used to illustrate the
permanents sets predicted by Eq. (2.27) as a function of the peak principle Green strains.
Inelastic model material parameters
√
√
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Contour plot of the anisotropic permanent set versus the principal Green

Remark 2.8: The permanent set as defined in Eq. (2.27) is analogous to the plastic strain
in classical finite strain elastoplasticity theory, where the plastic strain,

(2.28)

,
is a loading index and

, is given by

is a yield function, dependent on the current stress ( ) state

and the previously accumulated plastic strains [147]. For the purpose of this study, the
tissue permanent set was considered to be a function of

, which serves as the yield

function, and the peak strains, which reflect the current stress state.
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2.2.7.2 Permanent set defined by component
The permanent set can also be defined by component. Two different approaches
were explored. The first approach is very similar to that presented in section 2.2.7.1, only
the permanent set was only defined for the matrix materials. The permanent set was
assumed to be dependent on the matrix damage rather than the fiber damage on account
of experimental observations that permanent sets are more significant perpendicular to
the preferred fiber orientation in aortic and carotid tissues [144]. Accordingly, the tissue
permanent set,
D

, is given by [132]:
2.29

Ξ
0
1

D

n

E
E

D

i, j

if Ξ

ψ

1,2 if ψ

Ξ

if Ξ

ψ

ψ

Remark 2.9: Note that although only the matrix cycles-to-failure term,

.

, appears in

Eq. (2.29), under the affine deformation assumption considered in this framework,
permanent set of the matrix component will also induce permanent set in the fiber
direction. While this formulation is simple, it can accommodate anisotropy in the
permanent set because the

is a function of the stress and stiffness in direction .

To add flexibility to the permanent set calculation, it can also be defined in terms
of the matrix and fiber components distinctly. Accordingly, the matrix contribution to
the permanent set is given by
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2.30
0
E

1

i, j

E

1,2

.

Note that this permanent set definition is identical to Eq. (2.29). Similarly, the fiber
contribution to the permanent set is given by
2.31
0
1

1,2,3

.

Note that the fiber permanent set contribution is a scalar unlike the matrix contribution
which is a tensor. This is because the fibers are assumed to only contribute to the
permanent set along the preferred fiber direction. Physically this can be interpreted as the
fiber un-crimping process.
The overall tissue permanent set can then be expressed in terms of a deformation
gradient,

, as
2.32
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where

is the deformation gradient associated with the matrix contribution to the

permanent set,

, calculated from Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5). The tissue permanent set

expressed as a Green Strain is then
2.33

.

The matrix and fiber permanent sets predicted by Eqs. (2.30) and (2.31) respectively for a
representative tissue are illustrated in Figure 2.6 using the modified-Holzapfel model
parameters in Table 2-2 and the time-dependent inelastic model parameters of Table 2-4.
Note that the matrix permanent set contours in the 11 and 22 directions are symmetric,
because it is an isotropic material, and the fiber permanent set only occurs in the 22
direction corresponding to the fiber direction.

Table 2-4
Time-dependent inelastic model parameters used to illustrate the matrix
and fiber permanent sets predicted by Eqs. (2.30) and (2.31) as a function of the peak
principle Green strains.
Inelastic model matrix material parameters
√
√
0.1
√
0.1

1000.0
200.0
1.0
1.0
Inelastic model fiber material parameters
√
10,000.0

200.0
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Figure 2.6
Representative permanent set contours for the a) matrix and b) fiber
components as a function of the peak principal strains.
2.2.8

Incorporation of the permanent set in the material response
We employ a plastic stress,

, to enforce the permanent set [131].
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∂ 1
The

D W
|
∂

2.34

.

contribution to the overall tissue response is governed by

was modified from Dorfmann and Ogden’s

function [142] in order to accommodate for

the dissipated equivalent strain associated with the permanent set,
Ξ

∶

2W
Ξ

η

Ξ

It can be seen that the magnitude of
The
phase

in Eq. (2.36), which

t |
Ξ
Ξ

, defined by
2.35

.

2.36

,

depends on the magnitude of the permanent sets.

term is a function of Ξ that modulates the transition of
1 at peak loading, i.e.

from the inactive

, to the fully active phase

0 at the

permanent set.
Remark 2.10: Residual strains in [16] are enforced by altering the strain invariants. This
would be analogous to implementing the permanent set by shifting the Green strains in
this formulation, i.e.

. This permanent set formulation may be more

intuitive, and would be easy to calibrate with experimental data. However, we chose to
use a stress formulation to describe the permanent sets to facilitate the implementation
into finite element (FE) software ABAQUS in which only the stress and stiffness tensors
are defined explicitly and the strains approximated.
Remark 2.11: The purpose of the

function is to control the

contribution to the tissue

response. For this reason, we chose a simple form for . A more sophisticated functional
form may be necessary for the accurate modeling of unloading cycles.
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2.2.9

Tissue response with irreversible time-dependent effects
The overall fatigued response expressed as the second Piola-Kirchoff stress, S, is

given by:

1

D

∂W
∂

∂ 1

It is assumed that D and

D

∂W
∂

W

∂

∂W ∂D
∂D ∂

∂W ∂
:
∂
∂

.

2.37

are independent of E, i.e.

0, which is valid

within a loading cycle because both are functions of Ξ

only and at a given cycle

Ξ

is a constant value. The permanent set contribution is defined implicitly through

Eqs. (2.17) and Eqs. (1.24)-(2.2).
∂W
∂

1

η

2.38

.

Thus, the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor may be expressed in the following reduced
form:
1

D

1

2.39

.
,

Here it can be seen that at peak loading,
1, and at no load (

η

is reduced to Eq. (2.40) because

and η

0)

is given by Eq. (2.41).

1

D

∂W
∂

1

D

2.40
2.41

∂W
∂

The elasticity tensor in the material description may be expressed in the following
form:
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n

1

D

1

η

2.42

.

Eq. (2.42) can be expanded using the chain rule to
n

:

1

and

Again, because

D

:

1

are functions of only

η

.

2.43

, both values are constant

throughout loading/unloading, these terms do not affect the stiffness matrix. Thus,

can

be reduced to
n
where

1

D

:

2.44

,

was solved by applying the chain rule as
2.45

.

Combining Eqs. (2.34), (2.44), and (2.45) the stiffness matrix can then be expressed as
n

1

D

:

.

2.46

The damage induced by fatigue is a non-reversible, non-decreasing quantity.
Therefore, the following conditions must be satisfied:
0,

0.

2.47

These conditions make this model distinct from models to capture the Mullin’s
effect in rubbers. For the Mullin’s effect, D and

become inactive during reloading

(even after the material has been damaged) and the material response follows the primary
loading curve once the previous maximum strain has been exceeded. Additional damage
is only realized when the material is unloaded again. For the purpose of modeling long69

term fatigue damage, damage is only evaluated at the peak of each loading cycle, at
which point the stress and stiffness matrices are updated. The unloading curve then
reflects the updated fatigue response.

Each reloading curve follows the previous

unloading curve until damage is reevaluated at the peak load.

In this case, the

incremental damage over one cycle is very small, and therefore, the loading and
subsequent unloading curve may be nearly identical.
2.2.10 Parametric study of model parameters
The effect of the time-dependent inelastic model parameters on the soft tissue
response over cycling is demonstrated in the parametric studies in the following sections.
2.2.10.1 Effect of

on the tissue response over cycling

It was shown in Figure 2.3 that
damage per cycle, where
stronger influence at low Ξ

and

control the amount of incremental

has a stronger influence at high Ξ
values. Thus, the effect of

values, and

has a

on the uniaxial tissue

response under physiological range loads was investigated analytically using the Fung
model parameters in Table 2-1 and the time-dependent inelastic model parameters in
Table 2-3, with

values of 0.27, 0.5, 3, and 5.

The exemplary effects of changing β on the fatigue damage due to both stress
softening and permanent sets are illustrated in Figure 2.7. Using these parameters it is
clear that the cycle-dependent tissue response is highly sensitive to the

values below 1,

where the stress-strain response changes rapidly over continued cycling. The stress-strain
response is more stable with

greater than 1.
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Figure 2.7
Illustration of the effects of β on the tissue stress-strain response over
cycling with a)
0.27, b)
0.5, c)
3, and d)
10.
2.2.10.2 Effect of permanent set on the tissue response over cycling
The effect of the permanent set on the overall time-dependent tissue response was
analytically investigated using the Fung model parameters in Table 2-1 and the timedependent inelastic model parameters in Table 2-3, with D

values of 0, 0.1, 0.2, and

0.3.
Figure 2.8 shows that when the permanent set at the fatigued state is small, the
tissue becomes more compliant over cycling. However, when the permanent set is large,
the tissue becomes stiffer with continued cycling. This effect was particularly apparent
with D

0.3 shown in Figure 2.8d at the 50x106 cycle state: the stress-strain
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response has become essentially a vertical line.

The toe-region of the stress-strain

response is lost with large permanent set values.
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Figure 2.8
Illustration of the effects of the permanent set on the stress-strain response
over continued cycling with a) D
0, b) D
0.1, c) D
0.2, and
D
0.3.
2.2.11 Calibration of time-dependent inelastic material parameters
The cycles-to-failure definition, Eq. 2.21), was defined as the number of cycles
to failure at a given peak equivalent strain to facilitate model parameter calibration
through uniaxial tension cycling. Uniaxial experiments are limited because they do not
represent in vivo loading conditions. Theoretically, biaxial fatigue testing experiments
could be performed to determine the tissue fatigue properties under various loading
protocols; however, these types of experiments would be extremely complex. Therefore,
the practical study design to determine the time-dependent inelastic model parameters for
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a specific tissue is through displacement-controlled uniaxial fatigue experiments. The
experiment should be conducted along the preferred fiber orientation and perpendicular
to the preferred fiber orientation respectively in order to determine the cycles-to-failure
for the fiber and matrix components distinctly.
First, the

parameter, representing the equivalent strain limit of the tissue,

can be determined through uniaxial failure tests. The Second Piola Kirchhoff stress
versus Green Strain response in the loading direction obtained through uniaxial failure
tests by Eqs. (1.4)-(1.7) and (1.11)-(1.13) can be used to numerically calculate the strain
energy associated with tissue failure,
where

, by integrating the

vs.

curve from

0 to

is the failure strain. This can be achieved, for instance, by using the

Simpson’s Trapezoid Rule for numerical integration:
∑

Then

.

can be calculated by plugging

into Eq. (2.2) as
2

In order to define

2.48

.

2.49

separately per component, one option is to test the tissue

failure properties both the preferred fiber direction and the cross-fiber direction. The
determined from the test data in the preferred fiber direction can be used to calculate
, and the

in the cross-fiber direction can be used to calculate

.

Alternatively, techniques to isolate each component such enzymatic degradation of the
fibers or matrix could be used. Then the failure properties of each isolated component
could be used to determine

and

respectively. The concern with this route,
73

is that when one component is removed, the remaining component may be somewhat
damaged.
Once the displacement to cause failure in one cycle is known, the displacement
should be reduced, and the tissue should be cycled to failure to determine an additional
point on the

vs. Ξ

curve. This process should be repeated until a curve similar to

that shown in Figure 2.3 can be obtained. The
displacement (Ξ

per cycle will get larger each time the

) is reduced. In practice, at some point the

will become so large,

that one can assume that at a single cycle to the corresponding Ξ
accumulates a negligible amount of damage. Therefore, the
value, and

should be set to the corresponding Ξ

depend on the application. The
fitting of the

vs. Ξ

and

value, the tissue
should be set to this

value. The

will

parameters can then be obtained through curve

experimental data.

Alternatively, the tissue properties may be characterized by uniaxial or biaxial
tension tests before and after fatigue following experimental protocols presented by Sun
et al. [105] and Sellaro et al. [137]. In this case, the time-dependent model parameters
and

would be determined through nonlinear regression in order to fit the tissue

response before cycling and at different fatigue states.

2.3 Computational framework
The theoretical framework was implemented in ABAQUS commercial FE
software via the user-material subroutine (UMAT) utility in ABAQUS Standard.
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2.3.1

Overview of user-material subroutine algorithm
The UMAT utility available in ABAQUS Standard makes it possible to define

any constitutive model of arbitrary complexity. User-defined material models can be
used with any ABAQUS structural element type. During an FE simulation, the estimated
deformation gradient at time ,

, as well as any solution-dependent variables are passed

into the UMAT at each material point in the model at each integration point. Within the
UMAT the Cauchy stress for large-strain applications and the material jacobian must be
explicitly defined in terms of

and the solution dependent variables. If the Cauchy

stress at that point is within the tolerance of the static equilibrium stress, the solution
converges. If the Cauchy stress is not within tolerance, the Newton-Raphson method is
used to iteratively update the

based on the material jacobian, until convergence is

reached.
Because the time-dependent inelastic tissue behavior is dependent on the peak
equivalent strain and loading history, these values were stored as solution dependent
variables, which were passed into the UMAT to calculate the tissue behavior at each
material point in the model. These values were used to evaluate and update the stresssoftening and permanent set and could be updated within the UMAT for the next
iteration.

Thus, they provided a method of passing the results from previous time

increments to the current time increment. The subroutine was coded in FORTRAN 77 in
accordance with the ABAQUS user manual. A flow chart of the general stress tensor,
solution-dependent variables, and material Jacobian tensor update procedure in the
ABAQUS UMAT is given in Figure 2.9. The detailed procedure is described in the
proceeding sections.
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Figure 2.9
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1) were passed intoo the

value durinng that partiicular

cycle. At the onset of unloading,
value. The

, and

, and

were updated based on the current

then remained constant through unloading and the successive

loading cycle until unloading was initiated again, and these variables were re-updated.
A loading status variable at time ,

, was used to determine whether the
1 during

material point was being loaded or unloaded at time , where
loading, and

1 during unloading.

Assuming a constant loading and

unloading rate, the loading time equals half of the total cycle time,

loading

1,
1

t
t

0.5
0.5

Therefore, the beginning of unloading is when loading
2.3.3

. Thus, we have
2.50

.
1 and loading

1.

Stress and material Jacobian tensor definitions.
In ABAQUS, the stress tensor must be supplied in the form of the Cauchy stress,

, at each time increment, , which can be calculated from the deformation gradient at
time ,

, and the Second Piola Kirchhoff stress tensor at time ,

, determined by Eq.

(2.39), using the “push forward” operation from Eqs. (1.7) and (1.8):
J
where

is the determinant of

,

. The material Jacobian tensor,

2.51
, as defined in

ABAQUS is given by
1
J
where

2.52

,

is the tangent modulus tensor for the Jaumann rate of the Kirchhoff stress. In

ABAQUS it is not necessary to define

precisely to obtain an accurate solution; thus
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was calculated by the “numerical approximation of the tangent moduli method”
proposed by Sun et al. [148] which is easier to implement and can be used for any strain
energy function. Accordingly, the tangent modulus tensor for the Jaumann rate of the
Kirchhoff stress was approximated by
J ,
e ⊗e

2.53
2.54

e ⊗e ,

2.55

,
where

is the Kirchhoff stress,

is a small perturbation parameter, and

associated perturbed deformation gradient. Thus the approximate

is the

was calculated at

each time increment by
.

2.56

An ε value of 1x10-8 was used in all simulations based on the results of [148].
2.3.3.1 Incompressibility constraint
For FE implementation, the tissue incompressibility constraint must be enforced
with a Langrangian multiplier or the penalty method where a finite large bulk modulus is
used to enforce the incompressibility condition. Different approaches were taken with
the Fung and modified-Holzapfel strain energy functions, and use of two-dimensional
(2D) and three-dimensional (3D) elements.
2.3.3.1.1 Two-dimensional elements
For use in 2D shell elements, the tissue was assumed to be incompressible as
often done due to the high water content and low permeability of soft tissues. The
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1, so the Second Piola Kirchhoff stress

incompressibility condition requires that
tensor can be expressed as [149]
p
where

1

D

1

η

2.57

,

is a Lagrangian multiplier to enforce the incompressibility constraint. Because

is simply - evaluated at the permanent set,

1

p

D

1

η

,

p

can be expressed as

1

D

|

.

2.58

The deviatoric stress is expressed as
1
3
1

1

η

D

1

∂W
∂

1
3

1

D

2.59

:
∂W
:
∂

D

1

D

:

|

.

Thus, Eq. (2.57) can be written in the following form
2.60

p
1

p

1

η

p

D

1

∂W
∂
D

1
3

1

∂W
:
∂

D

1

D

:

|

.

For 2D elements the through thickness shear and normal stresses are assumed to be zero;
thus,

0. Therefore, we have
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S

pC

1

η

1

D

pC

:

1

D

1
At peak loading,

pC

η

1

pC

1, and

:

C |

0, and

For the Fung model Eq. (1.20),

S

2.61

C

D

1

reduces to

:

D

.

2.62

C

:

C |

.

can be obtained as
1

p

D

:

.

2.63

Therefore, Eq. 3.7 is reduced to

1

D

∂W
∂

1

η S

2.64

which is the same formulation as for a compressible material. For a plane stress state
can be explicitly determined and eliminates the need for using the mixed-formulation
proposed by Fung and Tong [149] where

is treated as another independent variable, as

well as the penalty method proposed by Holzapfel [87].
For using the modified-Holzapfel model Eqs. (2.11)-(2.13), with shell elements,
the volumetric contribution to the strain energy function,

, was eliminated, and a

similar approach was taken as with the Fung model to enforce the incompressibility
constraint. In the case of the modified-Holzapfel model,
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∂W
∂E
. Thus,

where

1

0

1
1, … ,

where

pC

2 1

∂W
∂

D
1

2.65

2W ,

can be expressed as

S
1
3

∂W ∂I ∂C
∂I ∂C ∂E

η
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D
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∂
D

D

2.66

W
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D

2 1
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D
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C |

.
1, and

is the number of fiber families. At peak loading,

can be

obtained as

p

2 1

D
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D

1

D

:

.

2.67

Therefore, Eq. (2.39) can be expressed as

1

η

1

D

∂W
∂

1

D

1

D

∂W
∂

1

D

∂W
∂
∂W
∂

2 1

D

WC

2 1

D

WC |

2.68

2.3.3.1.2 Three-dimensional elements
For the use of the modified-Holzapfel model with 3D brick elements, the penalty
method [87] was used to enforce incompressibility.
alternatively expressed as
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Accordingly, Eq. (2.39) was

1

D

1

D

1

η

2.69

.

and
, where
The
2.3.4

2.70

.

is given similarly by Eq. (2.59).
Numerical considerations for constitutive model parameters
To ensure convergence and numerical stability of the model, the convexity of the

initial strain energy function and a low condition number of the material stiffness matrix
was ensured per Sun and Sacks [145]. In most commercial FE codes, the NewtonRaphson method is generally used to evaluate the material stiffness matrix.
elasiticity tensor,

If the

, given by Eq. (2.46), is positive definite, full rank, and well-

conditioned, then numerical solution of the equilibrium equations will be stable and
accurate. In our experience, as long as the initial

is positive definite, full rank, and

well-conditioned, the accumulation of stress-softening and permanent set could be
simulated. Problems with convergence in some cases arose at

0.5

at the highly

fatigued state when the material response was updated to reflect the new stress-softening
and permanent set due to the jump in the stress value.
2.3.4.1 Convexity of the strain energy function
It can be seen from Eq. (2.42) that the elasticity tensor is the second partial
derivative, or Hessian, of the strain energy. It is known that when the Hessian of a
function is positive definite, the corresponding function will be convex [150]. Thus, by
requiring

to be positive definite, convexity of the strain energy is enforced. Convexity
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of the strain energy physically implies that the projections of the contours of

over the

strain space form convex surfaces [87].
For the Fung model, convexity of the strain energy function is not guaranteed.
Convexity of the Fung model was ensured following Sun and Sacks [145]. Accordingly,
the stiffness matrix can be expressed as

C
e
2
2

where
2

ζ

2

2A
2A
2A

ζ ζ
ζ ζ

2

2
0)

2A
2A
2A

2
2

ζ ζ
ζ
ζ ζ

2

,
.

2A
2A
2A
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ζ ζ
ζ ζ
ζ
2

2

,

In the reference configuration (

is reduced to
2A
C
2A
2 2A

2A
2A
2A

2A
2A .
2A

2.72

Positive definiteness then requires that the determinants associated with all of the upperleft submatrices of

are positive. The following parameter constraints ensure positive

definiteness at the reference configuration
c

0, A

|A |, A

|A | and A A A
A A

2A A A

A A

A A

2.73

0.

From Eqs. (1.20) and (2.17), at the reference configuration in the fatigued state,
the stress-softening term is added to

as
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C
1
2
Because 1

D

2A
2A
2A

2A
2A
2A

2A
2A .
2A

2.74

term is always positive, the same parameter constraints to ensure

convexity at the un-fatigued reference state also ensure convexity at the fatigued
reference state.
However, these constraints are not sufficient to guarantee positive definiteness
over the entire strain space. The positive definiteness of
point in the strain space, in order to ensure convexity of
sufficient to evaluate the positive definiteness of
contours of
over the

must be ensured at every
. In practice, it is generally

by examining the convexity of the

within the strain space. Representative strain energy contours are plotted
,

, and

planes in Figure 2.10 for the Fung model

without the convexity condition imposed (Figure 2.10a-c) and with the convexity
condition imposed (Figure 2.10d-f).
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Figure 2.10 Projections of the Fung strain energy function potential contour plots in
the a) E11-E22, b) E11-E12 and c) E22-E12 planes without convexity condition imposed; the
projections of the strain energy function potential contour plots in the d) E11-E22, e) E11E12 and f) E22-E12 planes with convexity condition imposed adapted from [145].
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For the modified-Holzapfel model, convexity of the strain energy function is
guaranteed [87]. Therefore, it was not necessary to check each set of material parameters
for convexity.
2.3.4.2 Condition number of the stiffness matrix
The condition number is defined as
‖ ‖∙‖
where the norm of

‖

2.75
∑

is defined as ‖ ‖

. Typically, a condition

number is ≤ 200 is acceptable for numerical convergence of the Fung model [145].
2.3.5

User material subroutine verification
The user material subroutine was verified in single- and multi-element

simulations to ensure that the coding was free from errors and that the stress-softening
and permanent set effects could be captured in the simulations.
2.3.5.1 Verification test 1
The time-dependent inelastic model using Eq. (2.24) for the evolution of the
stress-softening parameter and Eq. (2.27) for the evolution of the permanent set
parameter was coded in an ABAQUS UMAT in conjunction with the Fung-type initial
strain energy function Eq. (1.20). The model implementation was verified in single- and
multi-element cyclic uniaxial stretch simulations to a peak Green strain of 0.16. Both FE
models were constructed with 8-node plane stress (CPS8R) elements in ABAQUS. The
initial Fung model parameters and time-dependent inelastic model parameters used in
each test are provided in Table 2-5.
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Table 2-5
(kPa)
1.00
√
4.67

Material parameters used in user-material subroutine verification test 1.
Initial Fung model tissue material parameters
56.19

175.00
-18.02
50.90
Inelastic model material parameters

-9.67

0.17

√
431,840.00

368.0

1.00

0.58

0.1

0.1

0.05

2.3.5.1.1 Single-element simulation
The single-element model consisted of a single 1 mm x 1 mm x 0.4 mm element.
One side of the element was fixed and a peak displacement of 0.149 mm was applied to
the opposing side to induce a peak Green strain of 0.16 on the model. The simulation
consisted of 30 steps in total. Each step consisted of applying displacement with a
sinusoidal loading curve from 0 mm to 0.149 mm and back to 0 mm. The mean Second
Piola-Kirchhoff stress (SPKS) vs. Green strain response from the 8 integration points
was extracted from each step of the simulation results for comparison with the analytical
solution.
2.3.5.1.2 Multi-element simulation
The multi-element model, shown in Figure 2.11, was adapted from a previously
developed biaxial test specimen model [151]. The model consisted of 400 elements
comprising a 25 mm x 25 mm x 0.4 mm square. As in the single-element model, one side
of the model was fixed and a peak displacement of 3 mm was applied to the opposing
side (Figure 2.11), to induce a peak Green strain of 0.16 to the central 4 elements of the
model. Again, each step of the simulation consisted of one loading cycle to the peak
uniaxial displacement. The mean SPKS vs. Green strain response from the 4 central
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Figure 2.12 Analytical and FE predicted SPKS vs. Green Strain responses over 30
simulated cycles of uniaxial loading to a peak strain 0.16 showing very good agreement.
2.3.5.2 Verification test 2
The time-dependent inelastic model using Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26) for the evolution
of the matrix and fiber stress-softening parameters and Eq. (2.29) for the evolution of the
permanent set parameter was coded in an ABAQUS UMAT in conjunction with the
modified-Holzapfel strain energy function (Eqs. (2.11) and (2.13)).

The model

implementation was verified in single- and multi-element cyclic uniaxial stretch
simulations to a peak Green strain of 0.2. Both FE models were constructed with 8-node
continuum brick elements (C3D8H) elements in ABAQUS. The brick element models
were created from the plane-stress element models used in verification test 1 by simply
extruding the thickness of the 2D elements to 0.4 mm. The initial modified-Holzapfel
model parameters and time-dependent inelastic model parameters used in each test are
provided in Table 2-6.
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Table 2-6

30.03
√
4.37
√
4.37

Material parameters used in user-material subroutine verification test 2.
Initial modified-Holzapfel model tissue material parameters
3.47
74.50
63.19
43.11
Inelastic model matrix material parameters
√
431,840
36.8
1.0
10.0
Inelastic model fiber material parameters
√
431,840

36.8

1.0

10.0

1e-5

0.105

n/a

The FE and analytically calculated material responses for every 5th cycle of
loading for verification test 2 are illustrated in Figure 2.13. It can be seen that both the
single- and multi-element simulation results match the analytical solution. The slight
deviations between the FE and analytical responses at high stresses are due to the
treatment of compressibility. In the analytical solution, the tissue was assumed to be
perfectly incompressible; however, in the FE simulations, the tissue was assumed to be
slightly compressible. Note that the near incompressibility condition was enforced using
the penalty method. These results serve to verify the UMAT coding.
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Figure 2.13 Analytical and FE predicted SPKS vs. Green Strain responses over 30
simulated cycles of uniaxial loading to a peak strain 0.2 using brick elements showing
very good agreement.
2.3.5.3 Verification test 3
The time-dependent inelastic model using Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26) for the evolution
of the matrix and fiber stress-softening parameters and Eqs. (2.30)-(2.33) for the
evolution of the permanent set parameter was coded in an ABAQUS UMAT in
conjunction with the modified-Holzapfel strain energy function (Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13)).
The model implementation was verified in single- and multi-element cyclic uniaxial
stretch simulations to a peak Green strain of 0.55. Verification tests were run utilizing
the plane-stress element models of verification test 1, and the continuum brick element
models of verification test 2. The initial modified-Holzapfel model parameters and timedependent inelastic model parameters used in each test are provided in Table 2-7.
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Table 2-7

18.55
√
1.00
√
0.50

Material parameters used in user-material subroutine verification test 3.
Initial modified-Holzapfel model tissue material parameters
I̅
1.0
7.0
3.8
0.1
1.5
0.0
5e-4
Inelastic model matrix material parameters
√
50.0
100.0
1.0
20.0
Inelastic model fiber material parameters
√
50.0

100.0

1.0

10.0

1.6

0.8

The FE and analytically calculated material responses for every 5th cycle of
loading for verification test 3 using brick elements are illustrated in Figure 2.14. The
results using plane-stress elements are shown in Figure 2.15. It can be seen that in both
cases the single- and multi-element simulation results match the analytical solution. The
slight deviations between the FE results using brick elements and analytical responses at
high stresses are again due to the treatment of compressibility (see discussion in section
2.3.5.2).

The results using the plane-stress elements shown in Figure 2.15

were

generated assuming perfect incompressibility; thus, the FE results more closely match the
analytical solution. The good agreement between the FE and analytical results serve to
verify the UMAT implementation.
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Figure 2.14 Analytical and FE predicted SPKS vs. Green Strain responses over 30
simulated cycles of uniaxial loading to a peak strain 0.55 using brick elements showing
good agreement.
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Figure 2.15 Analytical and FE predicted SPKS vs. Green Strain responses over 30
simulated cycles of uniaxial loading to a peak strain 0.55 using plane-stress elements
showing very good agreement.
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2.3.6

Example uniaxial tissue fatigue simulation
The developed computational framework was used to investigate the effects of

cyclic uniaxial tension on a typical soft tissue specimen. The multi-element model used
in the simulation is shown in Figure 2.11. The initial tissue properties were defined by
the modified-Holzapfel model of Eqs. (2.11) and (2.13), the stress-softening was defined
by Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26), and the permanent set was defined by Eqs. (2.30)-(2.33). The
material parameters are listed in Table 2-8. In order to investigate the effects of fiber
family orientation on the fatigue properties, two additional specimens were assigned the
exact same material and fatigue properties: only the fiber orientation was changed to
45° and

90°. Note that

90° represents the case where the tissue is loaded

in the preferred fiber direction, while

0° represents the case where the tissue is

loaded in the cross-fiber direction. Each simulation consisted of 3 steps: 1) 0-state equibiaxial tension, 2) uniaxial cycles to a peak stress of 1MPa, and 3) fatigued state equibiaxial tension. Fatigue damage accumulation was limited to the uniaxial cycling step
and was not considered in the top and bottom rows of elements as these represent the
tissue clips in experiments. To reduce computational time, each simulated cycle
corresponds to

1x106 cycles in real time. The average SPKS vs. Green Strain

response during each step was extracted from the central 16 elements.
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Table 2-8

Material parameters used in the uniaxial fatigue simulation.
Initial modified-Holzapfel model tissue material parameters

1.00
√
0.50
√

22.67
8.15
47.67
0.00
Inelastic model matrix material parameters
√

1e-6

431,840
360.0
1.0
0.85
Inelastic model matrix material parameters
√

0.105

3.0

431,840

500.0

1.0

0.19

0.051

Contour plots of the stress-softening in the matrix and fiber components at the
10N state were compared between the samples. Figure 2.16 shows drastically different
fatigue patterns in the samples depending on the fiber orientation. In sample with the
fibers oriented at 90° both the fibers and matrix components become slightly damaged.
A small amount of permanent set is evident from the tissue elongation in the loading
direction. Tissue narrowing in the cross-loading direction was negligible. In the sample
oriented with the fibers at 0° there was a higher degree of matrix softening, although
there was no softening in the fibers. Elongation in the loading direction and significant
tissue narrowing in the cross-loading direction were also evident. In the sample oriented
with the fibers at 45° there was significant matrix and fiber softening and permanent sets
in both directions.
The simulated equi-biaxial responses at the 0N and 10N states were extracted
from the simulation results for comparison. Figure 2.17 shows that the equi-biaxial
properties referenced to the current cycle (permanent-set not included) did not change
much after fatigue in the
and

45° sample. The

90° sample, but changed dramatically in the

0° sample

90° sample displayed a slightly stiffer response in the
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Figure 2.17 The FE predicted equi-biaxial responses of each sample at the 0N and 10N
states. Note that the complete reversal of the tissue anisotropy in the
0° sample, and
the creation of a preffered direction in the
45° samples.
The effect of the collagen fiber orientation on the fatigue response of
glutaraldehyde-treated bovine pericardium (GLBP) was experimentally investigated by
Sellaro et al. [137] with a similar experimental protocol as simulated here. Briefly, in
90° group, they saw slight stiffening in the fiber direction with little change to

their

the cross-fiber direction, causing increased mechanical anisotropy. This can be explained
physically by increased fiber alignment and un-crimping in the fiber direction [105, 137].
In their

0° group, they saw increased stiffness in the cross-fiber direction and

compliance in the fiber direction, causing a reversal of the mechanical anisotropy after
fatigue [137], which can be explained by reorientation of the collagen fibers from the
cross-loading direction towards the loading direction [137]. The results of the
and

90°

0° simulations presented here show these same trends, which demonstrate the

capability of this model to capture the multi-axial fatigue response of soft tissue.

2.4 Discussion
2.4.1

Theoretical framework for modeling time-dependent inelastic tissue properties
The presented theoretical framework is suitable for modeling time-dependent

inelastic tissue property changes due to fatigue and aging which include stress-softening
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and permanent set. The model ability to capture a wide range of time-dependent tissue
responses was demonstrated through parametric studies of the model parameters. For
instance, the damage evolution zone can be defined for a particular material and by
changing

and

the rate of damage at different regions of this zone can be changed.

Also, by changing the degree of maximum permanent set, the net change in tissue
stiffness, from net softening to net stiffening, with continued cyclic can be changed. This
allows the model to describe, for instance, the net softening of tendons cyclically loaded
to supraphysiological levels [38], and also the net stiffening of blood vessels with age.
Therefore, the framework is general and can be applied to describe the inelastic
properties of many different tissue types.
The distinguishing characteristic of this approach with respect to that of others
[98-101, 103], is that the focus is on long-term fatigue and aging effects. Unlike previous
damage models for fiber-reinforced composites [98-101, 103] we considered an
incremental accumulation of damage at a set equivalent strain, whereas other models
considered an accumulation of damage only when the previous maximum equivalent
strain had been exceeded. This approach was also unique to other models that consider
damage-induced permanent set [16, 142, 152], because our focus was not to model the
hysteresis effect of each unloading cycle, rather the progressive permanent change in
specimen geometry due to long-term cyclic loading, and thus the D and D

functions

are active during both loading and unloading cycles at the onset of damage. Therefore,
the presented framework is not intended for the accurate fitting of each loading and
unloading curve, rather a uniform damage accumulation is assumed to model the
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transition from a un-fatigued state to a fatigued state with long-term (100+ million)
loading cycles.
2.4.2

Computational framework for modeling time-dependent inelastic tissue properties
The developed computational framework for modeling time-dependent inelastic

tissue properties can be used to simulate the effects of cyclic loading on tissues under
more complex loading conditions and in more complex model geometries, in which there
is no analytical solution. Thus, this makes it possible to apply the theoretical framework
to a wide variety of applications, for instance, to investigate the effects of tissue fatigue
and aging on whole tissues or tissue-derived medical device function under physiological
loading.
The ability of the computational framework to capture the fatigue phenomena of
GLBP under cyclic uniaxial tension was demonstrated in uniaxial fatigue simulations
utilizing FE models similar to the experimental GLBP test specimens in [137]. The
model was also able to capture the effect of the fiber orientation on the tissue fatigue
response observed experimentally, where cycling the tissue in the cross-fiber direction
induced complete reversal of the mechanical anisotropy and cycling the tissue in the fiber
direction slightly increased the degree of anisotropy in the tissue [137]. The overall
changes in the specimen geometry due to permanent set including elongation in the
loading direction and narrowing in the cross-loading direction, were also similar to those
observed experimentally [137].
The inclusion of permanent set, which is a novel aspect of this approach, is
particularly important for studying the effects of tissue fatigue and aging in
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physiologically relevant multi-element models, because a change in the model geometry
induced by the permanent set may have unexpected effects on the

model stress

distribution. For instance, for bioprosthetic heart valve (BHV) applications, the inclusion
of permanent set allows for investigation of changes to the degree of leaflet coaptation in
the fatigued BHV. This is of importance because as the leaflets become stretched out,
there may be wrinkling of the leaflets during leaflet coaptation. This leaflet wrinkling and
‘‘pinwheeling’’ may increase the stresses in the leaflets and accelerate the rate of damage
[153].
2.4.3

Limitations
Due to limited experimental data, a linear progression of the stress softening and

permanent set parameters at a given equivalent strain over cycling was assumed. Both of
these values may evolve faster during the initial cycles, thus, Eqs. (2.24)-(2.26) and
(2.27)-(2.34) may be modified in the future to accommodate non-linearity. Furthermore,
to give the model more flexibility, the functional form of the permanent set should be
independent of the loading condition. As presented, the permanent sets in each direction
under any applied loads are assumed to be proportional to the

which was

measured under the uniaxial loading condition. Again, more experimental data is
necessary to determine an appropriate functional form for the permanent set.
The developed framework is also phenomenological and cannot describe
microstructural changes in the tissue. Thus, rather than focusing on how soft tissues
change on the microstructural level in response to biological and mechanical stimuli, the
focus of this study is modeling the degradation of tissue mechanical function. The
benefit of a phenomenological model is that it can be more easily implemented in FE
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where the effects of fatigue and aging can be simulated in realistic anatomical geometries
under physiological loading.

2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented a novel theoretical framework to describe the timedependent inelastic behavior of soft tissues in response to mechanical fatigue damage and
natural aging. Through parametric analysis of the model parameters, it was shown that
the constitutive framework can describe a wide range of time-dependent inelastic
material responses including the softening observed in tendons subjected to
supraphysiological loads [38], as well the stiffening observed in the aging arteries. Thus,
this framework may be applicable for many biomedical applications.
The theoretical framework was implemented in ABAQUS commercial FE code
via a UMAT. The accuracy and robustness of the UMAT coding was verified through
single- and multi-element simulations.

The UMAT was used in an example tissue

uniaxial fatigue simulation. The simulation results demonstrated that the computational
framework developed in this study can predict realistic tissue fatigue damage patterns and
responses including the impact of the fiber orientation.

Thus, this framework may

facilitate durable tissue-derived device design, and improve understanding of the impacts
of aging on soft tissue properties and organ function. The benefits of a computational
platform are that it could be used for general applications, i.e. tissue types, anatomies,
loading conditions and it permits quantitative and efficient analyses.
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3

MODELING OF HUMAN ASCENDING AORTA AGING

In Chapter 2, we developed a theoretical and computational framework to model
nonlinear, hyperelastic, time-dependent soft tissue material properties under finite strain.
In this chapter and the following chapter, we applied this theoretical and computational
framework to model age-dependent aortic tissue property changes in natural human
aging, and cycle-dependent tissue property changes in bioprosthetic heart valve devices,
respectively. Both applications have significant clinical relevance: aging is the largest
risk factor of cardiovascular disease, and durability is one of the primary limiting factors
preventing the use of bioprosthetic heart valves across all patient populations.
The aorta is the largest blood vessel in the body and is responsible for delivering
blood from the heart to the rest of the body. Therefore, the aorta sees the largest blood
pressures in the body, particularly at the ascending aorta (AA).

The AA has a

particularly high degree of elastin which aids in the propulsion of blood; however, the
elastin becomes fragmented over long periods of time which causes the AA to dilate and
stiffen, reduces functional capacity, and increases the risk of cardiovascular disease.
Methods to predict age-related AA tissue and structural property changes and how they
will impact physiological function could be used to identify patients at risk and may
facilitate timely interventions. Therefore, in this chapter, we first characterized the agerelated structural and mechanical property changes of the human AA through in vivo and
in vitro measurements. We then utilized this data, in the development of a constitutive
model of human AA aging. The human AA aging constitutive model was implemented
in patient-specific AA finite element (FE) models, and the effects of aging were
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simulated. The FE predicted AA structural property changes were validated against in
vivo measurements. The simulation results showed that the AA wall stresses increase
over time, and this increase becomes significant after many years. Some of the results
presented in this chapter are published in [154, 155].

3.1 Introduction
3.1.1

Ascending aorta structure and function
In normal arteries, the extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins: collagen, elastin,

fibrillin, glycoproteins and proteoglycans produced by smooth muscle cells ensure the
stability, resilience and compliance [156, 157]. Collagen and elastin primarily provide
the structural integrity of the vessels. Elastin allows the vessels to stretch under pressure
and relax once the pressure is removed, while collagen provides strength and protects
against over dilation.
The aorta, shown in Figure 3.1, is the largest artery in the body. It is responsible
for delivering blood from the heart to the systemic circulation. Therefore, the aorta sees
the highest blood pressures in the body, particularly at the proximal end near the heart
which is considered the AA. The aorta is normally highly elastic which aids in the
propulsion of blood downstream to the systemic vasculature [158]. The AA has a
particularly high ratio of elastin to collagen to aid in this capacity [159].
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Figure 3.1
Diagram of the aorta. Note that the AA is the portion of the aorta between
the aortic valve and the aortic arch [160].
3.1.2

Age-related ascending aorta property changes
The

natural

aging

process

initiates

increased

expression

of

matrix

metalloproteases (MMP) and decreased expression of tissue inhibitors of MMPs even in
healthy elderly patients. These changes result in a reduction of elastin due to elastin fiber
degradation and increased collagen deposition, which are often associated with tissue
calcification [24]. There is experimental evidence that the fragmentation of aortic elastin
with age is also associated with mechanical fatigue caused by the pulsatile wall strain
over the course of a lifetime [18, 161-163]. Elastin fragmentation then leads to the
permanent un-crimping of the collagen fibers.
Age-related changes in the architecture and quantity of the ECM components, are
the underlying cause of functional changes to the aorta associated with disease and aging
[87, 156, 161, 164-172]. These changes are realized on the tissue and organ levels by
dilation and loss of extensibility. Aortic dilation, elongation and stiffening with aging are
well documented [173-191]. Figure 3.2 shows that aortic elongation over time leads to
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[159].

Despite the clinical significance of age-related AA property changes, the

mechanisms governing these processes are not well understood.
An understanding of the age-dependent AA mechanics is critical for diagnostic
and pre-operative evaluation. Establishing the age-specific AA tissue characteristics will
allow for identification of abnormalities aside from changes brought on by aging alone.
Such information becomes even more important in the current era, as mechanical
evaluation of the diseased aorta is becoming part of clinical practice [196-198].
3.1.3

Experimental characterization of age-dependent human ascending aorta properties
The AA in vivo structural properties have been extensively studied using clinical

diagnostic means; this data, while useful clinically, provides limited information
regarding the tissue nonlinear properties and microstructure for a rigorous engineering
analysis. There have been very few studies on the latter.
3.1.3.1 Human ascending aorta in vivo structural properties
Aortic compliance can be assessed relatively simply and non-invasively using
carotid-femoral pulse wave velocity (PWV) measurements via the current clinical
standard [177, 183, 199]. One limitation of this approach is that it is an integrated
estimate of the aortic stiffness along the entire length, and thus does not provide
information on the regional aortic stiffness [195]. It has been shown that the aorta does
not uniformly stiffen, and the observed regional differences are likely important in
determining the overall cardiovascular risk [181].

Imaging modalities such as

electrocardiogram-gated magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), echocardiography, and
multi-detector computed tomography (CT), are available to assess the regional stiffness.
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Prior investigations have assessed the effects of aging on the AA properties using
such in vivo imaging data [173-191]. The consistent finding in all studies is that the AA is
indeed changing over time, with marked dilation (as well as elongation) and stiffening.
Measurement accuracy is one of critical issues for the quantification of AA mechanical
characteristics. The aorta is not oriented perfectly axial, and measuring the AA diameter
from a stack of 2D axial CT scans [173, 186, 191, 200] may yield inaccurate results
[201]. Hager et al. [175] found that by using strictly axial plane CT images to measure
the AA, the AA diameter can be overestimated by as much as 21%. Moreover, the AA
diameter measurement distinction needs to be made between different phases of the
cardiac cycle. The relative change in aortic cross-sectional area throughout the cardiac
cycle may be as high as 50% in young patients [202]. Finally, the sample size should be
relatively large [178, 180] and due to the known aortic size difference between male and
female [174, 175, 180, 182, 186, 188, 199, 203], a gender-specific quantification of the
AA diameter is necessary.
There have been relatively few engineering studies on the quantification of the
detailed AA in vivo mechanical properties [177, 178, 180, 181, 183, 184, 190, 191].
The AA stiffness was indirectly assessed in 56 patients respectively using MRI. In [180],
[181], and [190] the distensibility of the AA was assessed by MRI in 26 (13 male, 13
female), 20, and 224 patients respectively.

While, in [191], the AA distensibility was

assessed based on diameter measurements made from axial CT slices in 293 patients. In
each case, the distensibility was shown to be negatively correlated with age [180, 181,
190, 191]. In [178] the AA cyclic strain was measured in the circumferential and
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longitudinal directions in 14 patients from CT data, and in [184] the relative thoracic
aortic strain was measured in 4 patients from MRI data.
One limitation of in vivo studies is that they provide limited mechanical test data
for constitutive modeling purposes. The in vivo data only describes the AA behavior
under physiological loading, which is a relatively small stress range (from diastolic to
systolic pressure) and represents only one loading condition. Furthermore, it is difficult
to measure the AA properties in the axial direction from in vivo data, thus, most in vivo
data only includes measurements of the AA mechanical properties, i.e. distensibility,
strain, compliance, in the circumferential direction. Yet, the AA like all soft tissues is
anisotropic; therefore, accurate modeling of the AA mechanics warrants more rigorous
characterization of the tissue properties through multi-axial and multi-loading protocol in
vitro mechanical tests of dissected tissues.
3.1.3.2 Human ascending aorta in vitro tissue properties
Unfortunately there have been few studies on the in vitro characterization of
healthy human AA tissues, particularly on the effects of age on the tissue properties due
to the limited availability of human AA tissues.

Most of the in vitro studies on the

human aorta biomechanical properties [204-210] have be on tissues collected from
patients with arterial diseases such as Marfan syndrome and aneurysm.

Li et al. [208]

conducted uniaxial tests on AA samples from 6 patients aged from 18 to 30 years old;
however, no conclusion could be made regarding age-related changes due to the small
sample size (n=6) and age range. Michel et al. [207] measured the structural compliance
of AA segments from 24 patients aged from 38-77 years through pressure inflation tests
and found that the circumferential and longitudinal stretch ratios decrease with age. Yet,
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as with in vivo studies, the inflation test provides limited data for modeling purposes.
The only reports of human biaxial testing come from Azadani et al. [211] and Haskett et
al. [205].

Azadani et al. [211] measured the biaxial properties of the human AA and

aortic sinuses in 14 patients aged 47±14 years. They reported a trend of age-related
stiffening; however, the age range of patients studied was relatively narrow. Haskett et
al. [205] reported the most extensive human AA biaxial test dataset including samples
from patients 0-30 years (n=6), 31-60 years (n=9), and >61 years (n=18). The AA peak
strain under equi-biaxial tension was dramatically reduced in the older patients
particularly those over 61 years as shown in Figure 3.3, and this was also found to be true
along the length of the aorta. Still, it is not clear how the AA tissue properties evolve
beyond the age of 60 years, when the risk of aortic disease is the highest [194].

Figure 3.3
Circumferential (a) and longitudinal (b) peak equi-biaxial strain values
plotted against age and location adapted from [205]. Note the dramatic decrease in AA
compliance in both directions between the 31-60 years and >61 year age groups.
3.1.4

Modeling of age-related changes in blood vessels
Theoretical models can be used to precisely quantify the role of different aging

mechanisms and can improve understanding of aging processes. Several groups [212214] have used structural-based constitutive frameworks to determine the underlying
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determinants of age-related changes in arteries. For instance, Spronk et al. [212] used a
structural-based constitutive law with descriptions of the elastin, collagen and vascular
smooth muscle based on the work of Zulliger et al. [215] to investigate microstructural
changes needed to produce the observed functional changes in carotid artery structural
properties.

Their approach involved fitting the pressure-area response of arterial

segments in younger patients, and then assessing which parameters must be changed in
the model in order to fit the response of older arterial segments. They found that the
changes in the pressure-area response could be described by a reduction in the elastin
stiffness and an increase in collagen recruitment. The theoretical results of Valentin,
Humphrey, and Holzapfel [115] also suggest that the loss of elastin is a fundamental
mechanism of aging.

Additionally, their results provided evidence that the loss of

vasoactive function plays a critical role in age-related arterial changes [115]. Horny et al.
[213] used a similar approach to determine age-related changes in the human abdominal
aorta mechanical properties. They found that the extensibility limiting term was most
sensitive to aging, indicating that the tissue, as expected, becomes less extensible with
age.
These studies provide insight by describing aging mechanisms, but cannot predict
the aged tissue response. Constitutive models which incorporate AA microstructural and
tissue property changes with aging are needed to predict the effects on organ level
functionality. Yet, there are few theoretical works for modeling the aging process.
Tsamis et al. [161] proposed a constitutive law combining constrained mixture theory,
continuum damage theory, and global growth for modeling stress-induced structure based
remodeling of arteries, based on the hypothesis that changes in artery properties and
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structure are due to mechanical fatigue damage of elastin, cross-linking of collagen fibers
and elastin by advanced glycation end-products, and stress-driven remodeling. They
demonstrated that the model could predict age-related changes in arterial dimensions,
mass fractions of microstructural components, wall stress, pulsatile strain, and elastin
damage consistent with experimental findings.
3.1.5

Computational studies of the human ascending aorta
A limitation of purely constitutive frameworks for modeling arteries is that

generally a perfectly cylindrical geometry is assumed [161]. Computational approaches
utilizing more realistic anatomical geometries extracted from clinical imaging data are
being increasingly adopted to study thoracic aorta biomechanics [71-77]. Through FE
and fluid-structure interaction analyses, it has been shown that the locations of peak wall
stress correspond to common dissection initiation points just above the sinotubular
junction [73, 77] and distal to the left subclavian ostium [73]. The peak wall stress in
aneurysms of the aortic arch is correlated to the overall aneurysm size as expected, but
also the eccentricity, which may be a factor in the rupture of small aneurysms [71].
Aortic root motion and hypertension have also been shown to significantly increase the
wall stress [72]. The main limitations of these studies are the use of simplified, isotropic
tissue properties, which do not account for adaptation of the material and structural
properties due to aging [71-77] and idealized geometries [74, 75]. In these studies, the
peak vessel wall stress was the biomechanical index of interest; however, the accurate
AA tissue properties and geometries, which change over time due to underlying
microstructural changes brought on by aging [216, 217], disease progression [218], or
other factors [219, 220], are necessary for accurate stress prediction.
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Thus, the

simulation results corresponding to the current patient’s age, are only valid for that
particular snap-shot in time.
3.1.6

Motivation of this study
Most of what we know about age-related AA property changes is derived from

statistical analysis of large population in vivo studies.

While informative, patient

variability rising from genetic and environmental differences makes it difficult to predict
age-related changes in particular patients.

It is challenging to follow-up patients,

particularly healthy patients, for long periods of time to assess these changes.
Furthermore, the in vivo data that can be collected provide limited information that is
generally not region specific.
Therefore, the long-term goal of this study is to apply the constitutive and
computational modeling framework of Chapter 2 to specifically describe AA tissue and
microstructural property changes with aging, and to predict age-related AA functional
changes in a particular patient based on their current AA structural properties assessed
through in vivo imaging. Such framework could provide quantitative, region-specific,
biomechanical assessment of aortic dilation, elongation, and wall stress, and may
facilitate disease diagnosis and timely repair.

3.2 Methods
3.2.1

Overview of study design
In this chapter, the age-dependent AA in vivo structural characteristics and

material properties for healthy humans were quantified through analysis of clinical image
data, and in vitro mechanical tests, respectively. These in vivo and in vitro datasets were
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3.2.2

Characterization of age-dependent in vivo human AA characteristics
Due to the relatively low spatial resolution of MRI, and the small sample sizes of

past CT studies, we quantified the age- and gender-specific in vivo mechanical
characteristics of the human AA utilizing multiphase clinical CT scans.
3.2.2.1 Patient selection
A total of 45 male patients referred to Hartford Hospital Cardiac Lab for
multiphase cardiac CT imaging were studied. The study population was limited to male
patients to isolate the effects of aging from possible gender-based differences on the AA
properties.

All patients underwent CT scans because of suspected coronary artery

disease, but presented with no known aortopathies, e.g. aortic dilation, dissection, Marfan
syndrome, bicuspid aortic valve, etc. The exam images were retrospectively analyzed in
this study. The CT examination was performed on a GE LightSpeed 64-channel volume
computed tomography scanner. A collimation of 25-30 × 0.625 mm and a rotation time
of 375 ms were used, resulting in a temporal resolution of less than 200 ms between
scans (phases). Typically 10 phases can be obtained for each cardiac cycle depending on
the heart rate and pitch. There were approximately 100-150 axial CT images with
thickness of 0.625 mm, containing the aortic geometry from the aortic valve to the
ascending aorta for each phase [221]. Institutional Review Board approval to review
these de-identified images was obtained.
Clinical data, including the age, diastolic and systolic blood pressures measured
by brachial sphygmomanometer, and known cardiovascular risk factors, were obtained
for each of the patients. To study the effect of age, patients were selected from five age
groups: 30-39 year olds, 40-49 year olds, 50-59 year olds, 60-69 year olds, and 70-79
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year olds. Because the number of younger patients was limited, only 5 patients were
analyzed for the 30-39 year old group. All other groups consisted of 10 patients. The
patient clinical data is summarized in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1
Patient
Group

Patient characteristics for age-dependent in vivo AA property study
Known Cardiovascular Risk Factors
Smoker

prior Diabetes
MI

CAD

Hypercholesterolemia
n=1

Obesity

n=1
N/A
N/A
N/A
30-39
years
(n=5)
n=2
N/A
n=1
n=2
n=2
40-49
years
(n=10)
N/A
n=1
N/A
n=1
N/A
50-59
years
(n=10)
n=2
n=2
n=1
n=1
N/A
60-69
years
(n=10)
N/A
n=1
n=1
n=1
n=1
70-79
years
(n=10)
Total
n=5
n=4
n=3
n=6
n=4
(n=45)
*MI=myocardial infarction, CAD=coronary artery disease,
family history of cardiovascular disease.

Family
history

Hypertension

N/A

n=1

n=0

n=1

n=2

n=0

N/A

N/A

n=3

N/A

n=2

n=4

N/A

n=1

n=2

n=1

n=6

n=9

Family history refers to

3.2.2.2 3D ascending aorta reconstruction
The 3D AA and aortic root geometry was reconstructed for each patient for each
of the phases using Avizo 6.3 software (Burlington, MA).

Figure 3.5a shows a

representative axial CT slice of the aortic valve. The AA and aortic root were segmented
semi-automatically in Avizo by adjusting the pixel intensity thresholds to isolate the AA
geometry from the neighboring tissues (Figure 3.5b-c).
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3.2.2.3 Analysis of in vivo tension and strain state
Following the 3D reconstruction, the AA surface geometry for each phase was
then imported into Altair HyperMesh 11.0 (Altair Engineering Inc, MI) for subsequent
analysis.

Figure 3.5d displays the overlaid AA and aortic root geometry for one

representative patient, where each color represents the geometry during a single phase.
Cardiac movement was evident from the small displacement of the coronary arteries.
The measurement plane was then created in the AA at the level of the right pulmonary
artery by bisecting the overlaid geometries from each phase orthogonal to the direction of
flow. From Figure 3.5e-f it can be clearly seen that manipulation of the 3D geometries,
such as overlapping and dissecting using engineering software, facilitates the accurate
measurement of AA dimensions. The AA circumference for each phase was obtained by
measuring a closed smooth curve generated from multiple points selected around the AA
circumference (Figure 3.5g).
The circumferential aortic strain, , was defined as the ratio of the change in
aortic circumference with respect to the aortic circumference at end-diastole [178],
/
where

,

is the AA circumference for phase i, while

3.1
is for diastole. The use of

circumference in the strain calculation, rather than diameter, eliminates the assumption of
a circular cross-section [178]. The diastolic and systolic blood pressures were obtained
for each patient. The CT images corresponding to the intermediate phases were assumed
to be taken at equal CT scan time intervals. The AA pressure waveform [222] between
peak-systole and end-diastole was assumed to be the same for each patient.
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The

pressure-strain modulus [223-225],

, was then calculated as a measure of the

physiological AA stiffness by,
/
where

and

,

are the systolic and diastolic pressures. The

3.2
is an attractive

metric because it can be easily calculated from non-invasive clinical measurements. As
in other studies [219, 226-228], we assumed that a small segment of the AA can be
treated as a thin-walled cylinder and thus the Laplace equation can be used to assess wall
stresses. The Laplace equation,
/ ,
expresses the stress,

3.3

, along the circumference of a cylindrical pressure vessel as a

function of the luminal pressure, P, the vessel radius, R, and the wall thickness, h.
Because the AA wall thickness could not be discerned from the imaging data, the
circumferential AA wall tension, , was calculated for each phase,
/2,
where

is the associated pressure and

3.4

is the AA diameter for phase i determined from

the measured circumference
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3.5

Figure 3.5
a) A crosss-sectional im
mage of the aortic valvee and b) the same imagee with
th
he 3D aorticc root geomeetry (shown in pink) proojected into the y-planee. c) A longg axis
view of the reconstructed
d aortic root geometry w
with the sam
me cross-secttion from b aand c
sh
hown in the x-z plane. d)
d Aortic roo
ot geometry overlaid forr each phasee, with each color
reepresenting a differentt phase an
nd a dasheed line inddicating thee cross-secttional
measurement
m
t plane. e) The aortic root geomeetries after bbisection at tthe measureement
plane. f) A close-up
c
of the measureement plane where the ccircumferencce measurem
ments
were
w
made and
a g) the measurement
m
t plane durinng a single phase with points alonng the
su
urface that were
w used to create a spliine curve aroound the circcumference.
3.2.2.4 Statiistical analyssis
The liinear correlaation betweeen the AA m
mechanical ccharacteristiics, i.e., presssure,
sy
ystolic circu
umferential strain,
s
mean
n AA diameeter, systolicc wall tensioon, and presssuresttrain modulu
us, versus the
t patient ages
a
were ttested usingg SigmaPlot 11.0 (San Jose,
California)
C
via
v the Pearsson Productt Moment coorrelation teest. One-w
way ANOVA
A and
raank-sum tessts were ussed to comp
pare the mean values between agge groups uusing
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Minitab16 (State College, PA). In all cases, p-values less than 0.05 were considered to
indicate a significant difference between the means. In the proceeding sections, all
results are presented as the mean value ± the standard deviation.
3.2.3

Characterization of age-dependent in vitro human AA tissue response

3.2.3.1 Human heart characteristics.
Fresh frozen human cadaver hearts (n=12) were obtained from the National
Disease Research Interchange (NDRI, Philadelphia, PA). The hearts were categorized by
patient age into the following three groups: 50-59 years old (n=4, 55±4 years), 80-89
years old (n=4, 84±4 years), and 90-99 years old (n=4, 96±1 years). Each heart was
submerged in the 37˚C oxygenated low-sodium, high-potassium solution (in mM: 0.4
KH2PO4; 1.0 MgSO4:7H2O; 28 NaHCO3; 1.5 CaCl2:2H2O; 5.6 Dextrose; 117.5 LGlutamic acid) for 30 minutes and treated with cryopreservation solution (15% dimethyl
sulfoxide) before being stored in a -80°C freezer until mechanical testing could be
performed. Studies have shown that cryopreservation does not significantly modify the
biomechanical properties of aortic tissue [229]. Human specimen characteristics are
presented in Table 3-2.

The use of human tissues was approved by the Research

Compliance Office of the University of Connecticut for this study.
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Table 3-2

Human AA biaxial test specimen characteristics

Heart

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Age

51
F
C
C

52
F
HC
n

56
M
C
C

59
F
IH
n

80

82

87

88

95

95

96

98

F
unk
n

M
AP
n

F
unk
PKD

F
Alz
CAD

F
RA
n

M
NC
n

F
CPA
n

F
RA
n

Diabetes
GERD
Pneumonia
Dementia
Atherosclerosis

n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n

n
y
n
n

n
n
n
n

n
n
y
n

n
n
n
y

unk
y
n
n

n
n
y
n

n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n

y
n
n
n

Coronary

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

y

n

n

n

n

Sex
Cause of Death
Primary Disease
Risk Factors

Alzheimer’s = Alz, Asperation Pneumonia=AP, C = cancer, CA = cardiac arrest, CAD =
Coronary artery disease, CPA = Chronic pulmonary aspergillosis, GERD =
Gastroesophogeal reflux disease, HC = Huntington’s Chorea, IC = intracranial
hemorrhage, NC = natural causes (old age), RA = respiratory arrest, PKD = Polycystic
Kidney Disease, unk=unknown
3.2.3.2 Planar Biaxial Mechanical Testing
Square samples from the AA were excised from each heart to undergo biaxial
mechanical testing. The sample dimensions were approximately 20 x 20 mm. Care was
taken to align the edges of each specimen along the circumferential and longitudinal
directions of the aorta to determine the differences in mechanical properties with respect
to anatomical orientation. The thickness of each sample was measured in five places
along the center of the specimen with a Mitutoyo rotating thickness gauge (Model 7301)
with an accuracy of ± 0.01 mm.

Four graphite markers delimiting a square

approximately 3 mm x 3 mm in size were glued to the central region of the tissue surface
for optical strain measurements.
Biaxial testing was carried out according to the methods presented in section
1.4.1.1 per Sacks and Sun [82]. Briefly, tissue samples were submerged in aqueous
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0.09% NaCl solution at room temperature, and stress-controlled test protocols were
utilized while the ratio of the normal Lagrangian stress components
constant with

=

= 0.

:

was kept

Twenty continuous cycles of preconditioning were

performed to reduce tissue hysteresis. Each sample was tested at the maximum load
possible without causing tissue damage. At the maximum load, seven consecutive stress
protocols were conducted at the following ratios:

:

= 0.75:1, 0.5:1, 0.3:1, 1:1,

1:0.75, 1:0.5, and 1:0.3. Tissue samples were assumed to be incompressible and planar.
3.2.3.3 Histological Analysis.
The fibrous structure of aged human and porcine AA tissues were examined in
both the circumferential and longitudinal directions via histological analysis. Porcine (69 months old) tissues were included to serve as a control. Porcine hearts were obtained
from Animal Technologies Inc. (Tyler, TX) and treated using the human heart protocol in
section 3.2.3.1. Tissue specimens were cryopreserved following the biaxial tests. After
thawing, tissues were fixed in formalin for 24 hours prior to the histology process. Each
sample was then dehydrated through a process of varied alcohol concentrations,
embedded in paraffin, and serially sectioned at 5µm through the thickness. Samples were
then mounted on microscope slides and dried. After deparaffinization, slides were stained
with the Verhoeff Van-Gieson (VVG) stain in order to identify the components of
interest: collagen, elastin, and smooth muscle fibers. Digital images of each section were
obtained from an Olympus U-TVO.5xC digital camera coupled to an Olympus BX40
light microscope and qualitatively analyzed to compare the relative content and
orientation of each component.
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3.2.4

Constitutive modeling of human AA aging response
The age-dependent human AA tissue structural and mechanical properties

presented in sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 were utilized to develop a constitutive model of
human AA aging using a combination of analytical and FE methods. The following subsections describe in detail how the AA aging model material parameters were
determined. The overall process is illustrated in the flowchart of Figure 3.6.

Determine initial (50 yr old) AA properties

Determine AA aging model parameters
Simulate AA
aging in single
element FE
model

Fit 50‐59 yr old
AA biaxial
response
Simulate inflation
in 50 yr old AA FE
model

Adjust
material
parameters

Compare
simulated and in
vivo physiological
strain

Compare
simulated and in
vitro equi‐biaxial
responses

Compare
simulated and in
vivo estimated
permanent set

Yes

Error
> 5%
Yes

Error
> 5%
No

Figure 3.6

Adjust aging
model
parameters

No
Endpoints:
Calibrated initial AA material properties
and AA aging model parameters

Flow-chart of AA aging model parameter fitting procedure

3.2.4.1 Determination of initial AA material parameters
The mean 50-59 year old human AA tissue properties were assumed to be the
initial tissue properties for the purpose of this AA aging model. Note that the AA
elasticity was dramatically reduced in the patients over 61 years as shown in Figure 3.3.
Accordingly, the mean 50-59 year old AA response was fitted with the modifiedHolzapfel model of Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13). This form of the matrix strain energy function
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was chosen in order to capture the nearly linear 50-59 year old AA stress-strain response
at low stress levels as demonstrated in the equi-biaxial responses shown in Figure 3.23,
and the rapid stiffening of the response at high stress levels as shown in the uniaxial
failure test data in Figure 3.9. The fiber orientation was fixed to

0, corresponding to

the circumferential direction due to the experimental observation that the collagen fibers
are highly circumferentially aligned in the human AA [205]. The suitability of the initial
model parameters was tested by simulating AA inflation to the diastolic and systolic
levels in two patient-specific AA FE models generated for patients between the ages of
50 and 59 years and comparing the physiological AA strain predicted from FE with that
measured in vivo by Eq. (3.1) The FE modeling methods are described in detail later in
section 3.2.5. The initial model parameters were adjusted until good agreement was
achieved between the model predicted and experimentally measured mean equi-biaxial
response and the FE predicted and in vivo measured mean physiological strain. An error
of ≤5% between the FE and in vivo physiological strain measurements was deemed
acceptable.
3.2.4.2 Determination of AA aging material parameters
The time-dependent inelastic model was used to describe the transition of the AA
material properties from the initial (50-59 year old) to the 80-89 year and 90-99 year old
aged states. The evolution of stress-softening was defined by Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26), and
the evolution of permanent set was defined by Eqs. (2.30)-(2.33).
3.2.4.2.1 Estimation of human ascending aorta permanent set with age
The human AA permanent set in the circumferential direction with age was
estimated by analytically “backing out” the un-pressurized AA diameter for each age and
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calculating the change in the un-pressurized diameter. The AA tissue specimens were not
in intact tubular form; therefore, the unloaded diameter was unknown and had to be
calculated. Utilizing the mean age-dependent AA biaxial responses and in vivo structural
data, the entire age-dependent AA pressure versus diameter response from 0 mmHg to
200 mmHg was estimated. In order to achieve this, the biaxial responses, which are
measured at low stress levels, must be extrapolated to the physiological stress levels, as
described in the proceeding sections.
Constitutive modeling of human AA biaxial testing data
The human AA tissue specimens were assumed to be anisotropic, incompressible,
nonlinear hyperelastic materials. Therefore, the mean AA biaxial data for each age group
was first fitted with the Fung-type model, Eq. (1.20) using a Marquardt-Levenberg nonlinear regression algorithm with SYSTAT 13 software (Systat Software, Inc. Chicago,
Illinois).
Extrapolation of biaxial testing data
The AA tissue was assumed to be of a closed-end, thin-walled cylinder as in
previous studies [219, 226-228]. The assumed cylindrical shape may be valid for the
healthy AA, because unlike in descending and abdominal aortic aneurysms, the healthy
AA is typically diffuse and relatively homogenous, with no significant intraluminal
thrombus [201].
According to the Laplace law, the ratio of the circumferential to longitudinal
Cauchy stress in the aortic wall is 1:0.5. Thus,
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0.5σ

,

3.6

where, the subscript “11” refers to the circumferential direction, and “22” refers to the
longitudinal direction. The biaxial test stress response in the material description can be
expressed in the spatial description through Eqs. (1.7) and (1.8). Assuming no shear,
=

1, the Cauchy stress in the

=0, and incompressibility,

circumferential and longitudinal directions can be expressed as
σ

, σ

3.7

,

respectively. The Second Piola Kirchhoff stresses can be expressed in terms of the Fung
model coefficients as
2

2

,

2

2

.

3.8

In order to extrapolate the biaxial data, the deformation gradient, , must be incremented
in each direction, and the increments of

and

are not arbitrary, rather they are

dependent on the material properties and the loading conditions. To extrapolate the raw
biaxial test data, given that the

:

ratio is kept at 1:0.5 and

is incremented,

from Eqs. (3.6)-(3.8) we have
1
2

1

1

1

3.9

1 ,

which can be expanded to
1
2

.

By rearranging Eq. (3.10), we get
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3.10

0.
Therefore,

can be solved in terms of

3.11

and the Fung model coefficients by

solving for the roots of the polynominal function in Eq. (3.11).

Equation (3.11) was

solved numerically using the built-in “fzero” function in Matlab (Natick, MA), and the
resulting, real-number,

value for each

increment was used in subsequent

calculations.
Finally, because the AA wall thickness in vivo is unknown, the tissue response
was expressed in terms of the tension and the initial tissue thickness
1. The tension in the material description analogous to

was assumed to be

is given by

,

3.12

h ,

3.13

and the tension in the spatial description is

where

is the deformed tissue thickness determined by

h

H

3.14

.

Estimation of age-dependent AA pressure versus diameter response
The circumferential Cauchy wall tension,
systolic blood pressure,

, at the age-dependent mean

, was calculated by the Laplace equation,
,

where

is the mean age-dependent diameter of the AA at

3.15
, as measured through

image analysis. Because the in vivo data was only collected for patients 79 years and
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below,

and

for the 80-89 and 90-99 year old groups were estimated based on

the linear regression models of Eqs. (3.25) and (3.27). From the extrapolated biaxial
data, the circumferential stretch

, corresponding to

, was determined (see

Figure 3.7).
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Circumferential test data
Axial test data
Circumferential extrapolated data
Axial extrapolated data
(lambda11sys ,t11sys )
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0
0.9

Figure 3.7
response.

1

1.1

Determination of

Since the mean

at

1.2
Stretch

1.3

1.4

1.5

from extrapolated 1:0.5 protocol biaxial test

is known for each age group, the mean AA diameter

at the unloaded (0 mmHg) state can then be determined as,
3.16

.
Once

is known, it is possible to generate the entire pressure vs. diameter curve.

The diameter, D, at each strain increment is calculated by Eq. (3.17), and is used to
calculate the pressure, P, at each strain increment by Eq. (3.18).
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3.17
3.18
With the entire pressure versus diameter response, the AA permanent set in the
circumferential direction could be approximated as the change in the unloaded AA
diameter from the initial (50-59 years) state to the aged states (80-89 years and 90-99
years). The

in the circumferential direction for the 80-89 year (

year old (

) age groups are given explicitly by
1 ,

where

,

, and

) and 90-99

3.19

1 ,

are the unpressurised AA diameters for the 50-59

year, 80-89 year, and 90-99 year old groups respectively.
3.2.4.2.2 Determination of AA equivalent strain limits
The maximum equivalent strain limits of the AA tissue,

and

, can

be determined from uniaxial failure data in the fiber and cross-fiber directions. However,
because there is no uniaxial failure test data available for the 50-59 year old human AA,
these values were approximated. Uniaxial tension simulations were conducted using FE
with the 50-59 year old AA material parameters determined in section 3.2.4.1. Briefly,
the uniaxial test model was in a dog-bone shape (Figure 3.8) and constructed with largestrain continuum brick elements (C3D8H) in ABAQUS. The nodes at one end of the
model were fixed in all directions, and the nodes at the opposite end were displaced to
stretch the sample. The matrix and fiber equivalent strains calculated through the FE
simulations at a stress level of 3.5 MPa, representing the approximate failure level
determined through the uniaxial failure tests for older human AA samples (Figure 3.9),
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strain levels in vivo at the 50 year old state. The in vivo peak equivalent strain levels at
the 50 year old state were therefore estimated through FE simulation, again using the 5059 year old AA material parameters determined in section 3.2.4.1, and a single largestrain continuum brick element model (C3D8H).

The in vivo circumferential and

longitudinal stress levels for the 50 year old state were determined from the linear
regression model in Figure 3.17c for the systolic tension in the circumferential direction,
. A deformed tissue thickness of 2 mm was assumed per [226] to calculate the
systolic circumferential stress,
longitudinal direction,

, from

and Eq. (3.13), and the stress in the

, was then obtained from the law of Laplace Eq. (3.6). The

single-element model was then deformed by applying the in vivo stresses,

and

to the corresponding sides of the model via concentrated nodal forces. The peak
/

matrix and fiber equivalent strains predicted in the model were 6.9
/

6.9

respectively. Thus,
/

and 0.67

/

and

and 0.67

were assumed to be less than or equal to

respectively. The

and

were initially set to

these values, and were adjusted to better fit the age-dependent AA property data as
described in the inverse FE procedure in the proceeding section.
3.2.4.2.3 Inverse finite element method to determine the AA aging model material
parameters
To simply the model fitting process the values for
assumed. Because the parameter
at large (near failure) Ξ
low values Ξ

,

,

and

were

predominately affects the damage evolution response

values and has a minimal impact on the damage evolution at

, as shown in Figure 2.4, it was assumed to not have a major impact on
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age-related AA property changes which accumulate over years at relatively low Ξ
values. Therefore,

and

were each set to 1. It was also assumed that the AA will

never rupture at normal physiological Ξ

values, thus, the cycles-to-failure for the

and

, respectively should exceed the normal

matrix and fiber components,

lifetime. Thus, the AA would only rupture under supra-physiological loads or disease
conditions. Accordingly, both

and

were set to 100 cycles, representing 100

years beyond the initial (50 year) state.
The remaining AA aging model parameters (

,

,

, and

) were

determined through an inverse FE procedure using the single-element model described in
section 3.2.4.2.2 to determine the upper bounds for

and

. The

and

values were also adjusted in order to fit the human AA property data. The
simulation consisted of five steps: 1) equi-biaxial tension at the 50 year (initial) state, 2)
30 cycles of biaxial tension to the age-dependent in vivo stress levels, 3) equi-biaxial
tension at the 80 year (cycle 30) state, 4) 10 cycles of biaxial tension to the agedependent in vivo stress levels, and 5) equi-biaxial tension at the 90 year (cycle 40) state.
Each simulated cycle of biaxial tension was equivalent to 1 year. Age-related AA tissue
stress-softening and permanent set were only allowed to evolve in step 2, representing the
transition from the 50 year to 80 year states, and step 4, representing the transition from
the 80 year to 90 year states. The circumferential and longitudinal in vivo stress levels
were calculated for cycle 1-40 representing ages 50 years to 90 years as described in
sections 3.2.2.3 and 3.2.4.2.1.
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The simulated stress-strain responses from steps 1, 3, and 5 were extracted from
the simulation results for comparison with the corresponding human AA equi-biaxial data
(Figure 3.23). The circumferential permanent set,

, was also extracted from the

simulation results for comparison with the estimated human AA circumferential
permanent set in section 3.2.4.2.1. The aging model parameters were adjusted until there
was good correspondence between the FE and experimental data. FE predicted equibiaxial responses within one standard deviation of the mean experimental equi-biaxial
responses, and FE predicted permanent sets within 5% of the experimental permanent
sets, were considered sufficient.
3.2.5

Computational modeling of human AA aging
The human AA aging constitutive model developed in section 3.2.4 was utilized

in FE simulations of AA aging. Patient-specific AA FE models were reconstructed for
two representative patients between the ages of 50 and 59 years for the analysis. Patient
1 was a 54 year old male and patient 2 was a 58 year old male. Both patients were
normotensive with no history of cardiovascular disease.
3.2.5.1 Reconstruction of patient-specific systolic AA geometry
The three-dimensional AA surface geometry was reconstructed from the clinical
CT data for each patient using Avizo 8.1 software (Burlington, MA). The aorta was
segmented semi-automatically in Avizo by adjusting the pixel intensity thresholds to
isolate the AA geometry from the neighboring tissues as described in section 3.2.2.2.
The surface geometry was exported from Avizo and imported into Altair HyperMesh
12.0 (Altair Engineering Inc., MI) to create shell-element AA FE models containing the
AA just distal to the sinotubular junction to the descending aorta (Figure 3.10). The
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brranching artteries at the arch were reemoved. Thhe AA FE m
models were constructedd with
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A
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his element size
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Figure 3.10
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However,
H
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Figure 3.13 Normalized AA peak stress predicted in by FE versus the number of
elements used in the model, with data labels indicating the average element size.
3.2.5.2 Reconstruction of un-pressurized AA geometry
3.2.5.2.1 Determine the systolic stretches
The AA FE mesh generated from CT data is in the pressurized condition. The
AA pressure at that time was assumed to be equivalent to the systolic cuff pressure
obtained for that particular patient. For FE analysis, the initial, un-deformed AA models
should be constructed with the AA geometries at the zero-stress, un-pressurized state.
Using the AA mesh generated directly from the CT data (i.e. at the pressurized state) for
FE analysis would result in unrealistic AA dilation. Thus, in this study, the systolic AA
meshes were transformed to obtain the un-pressurized geometry using the following
approach. Treating the AA as a thin-walled cylindrical pressure vessel as often done
[155, 219, 226-228], the systolic wall tension in the circumferential direction (systolic
hoop tension),

, is given by the Law of Laplace Eq. (3.15), and the systolic wall

tension in the longitudinal direction is given through Eqs. (3.6) and (3.15) as
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3.20

,
where

and

are the systolic AA pressure and diameter respectively. Following

the method presented in section 3.2.4.2.1 and [155], the AA tissue stress-strain response
for the 1:0.5 biaxial tension protocol was then extrapolated to the physiological tension
level. The circumferential and axial tissue stretches at the systolic condition,

and

respectively, were then inversely determined (Figure 3.14).
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Figure 3.14 Determination of the systolic stretches in the circumferential and axial
directions from the extrapolated biaxial response.
3.2.5.2.2 Determine the vessel centerline
The vessel centerline of each AA FE mesh was calculated using a custom Matlab
(Mathworks, MA) script. Using the script, each AA mesh was graphically divided into
approximately 10 roughly cylindrical segments along the length of the aorta (Figure
3.15). For more tortuous vessels, more segments were used. The center point in each
segment was determined using the Matlab built-in unconstrained nonlinear optimization
function, “fminunc”, to minimize the variance of the array of distances from each node of
the mesh within the segment to the center point of the segment. The AA centerline was
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th
hen obtained
d by fitting the
t center po
oints for all of the segm
ments with a 3D spline ccurve
(F
Figure 3.15).
A centerlin
ne was used
d to define a local cylinndrical coorddinate system
m for
The AA
ev
very point (node) in thee systolic AA
A mesh. Thhe maximum
m AA diameeter at each point
allong the cen
nterline was calculated in the scriptt by determiining the maximum disstance
between two nodes within
n the local

plane.

Figure 3.15 A schemattic of the loccal cylindriccal coordinatte system deefinition baseed on
th
he AA centterline (yelllow dots). The black dotted linees illustrate how the aaortic
geometry wass divided intto segments to determinee the centerline.
ansform the systolic AA mesh
3.2.5.2.3 Tra
The coordinates
c
for each no
ode in the ssystolic AA
A mesh weree transformeed to
btain the corrresponding nodal coord
dinates in thee un-pressurrized geomettry.
ob
th
his, each no
ode in the systolic meesh was sccaled by 1//

and 1/

To achhieve
inn the

ciircumferentiial and axiaal directionss respectiveely as definned by the local cylinddrical
co
oordinate sy
ystem. The resulting
r
sheell-element uun-pressurizzed AA mesh was assignned a
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un
niform thick
kness equivaalent to the mean
m
stress-ffree tissue thhickness meaasured for thhe 5059 year old AA
A tissue sam
mples during
g the mechannical test prootocol (3.2.3.2).

u
ed AA meshh overlaid w
with the original systolic mesh
Figure 3.16 The final un-pressuriz
fo
or patient 1.
3.2.5.3 FE simulation
s
The resultant un-pressurized AA meshess were used in AA aginng simulatioons in
ABAQUS
A
software. Thee AA tissue properties w
were definedd by the connstitutive law
w and
ag
ging parameeters determiined in sectiion 3.2.4. L
Local materiial axes weree defined att each
ellement of the model corrresponding to
t the local ccylindrical ccoordinate syystem determ
mined
th
hrough the center line an
nalysis (sectiion 3.2.5.2.22).
3.2.5.3.1 Sim
mulation and
d analysis off AA inflationn
Initiall AA inflatio
on was simu
ulated in tw
wo steps. Inn step 1, a uuniform preessure
eq
qual to the 50 year old mean diasttolic pressurre determineed from the linear regreession
model
m
Eq. (3.24) in sectio
on 3.1.3.1 was
w applied tto the luminaal surface off the entire vvessel
model.
m
In sttep 2, the lu
uminal pressure was inccreased to thhe 50 year oold mean systolic
prressure deteermined from
m Eq. (3.25
5), and thenn decreased to the 51 yyear old diastolic
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pressure. One simulation step was equivalent to 1 patient year. In each subsequent step,
the luminal pressure was ramped from the diastolic pressure to the systolic pressure for
the corresponding age, and then decreased to the diastolic pressure for the

1. A

maximum of 40 cycles of pressurization were applied to the model, corresponding to 40
years, from age 50 years to age 90 years.
The AA model deformation was constrained by two boundary conditions. The
nodes along the vessel circumference at the proximal end and the distal end were only
allowed to deform in the radial direction, as defined by the local cylindrical coordinate
system. No other constraints were imposed on the model.
The simulation results were used to measure the AA diameter at diastole,

,

and systole,

, from the deformed AA FE mesh at the corresponding diastolic,

,

and systolic,

, pressure levels for each step. Each diameter measurement represented

the distance between the same 2 nodes in the mesh at the maximum diameter level
determined from the centerline analysis. These values were also used to calculate the
physiological circumferential strain and the pressure-strain modulus by
/

, and
/

3.21
,

3.22

respectively, for comparison with the corresponding in vivo metrics calculated in section
3.2.2. The AA distensibility at systole was calculated by
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,

3.23

to facilitate comparison between the simulation results and corresponding in vivo
measurements in the literature. The peak AA wall max principal stress and permanent
sets in the circumferential and longitudinal directions were also extracted from the
simulation results for each step of the simulation.

3.3 Results
3.3.1

In vivo human AA structural characteristics

3.3.1.1 Analysis of in vivo AA characteristics
Figure 3.17 shows a significant negative linear correlation between the peak
circumferential strain and patient age (Figure 3.17a), as well as significant positive linear
correlations between the mean AA diameter, systolic wall tension, and pressure-strain
modulus and the patient age (Figure 3.17b-d).

The most statistically significant

correlation was between strain and age with a p-value of 0.0006. The results of the linear
correlation tests are given in Figure 3.17, where y is the dependent measured variable and
x is the patient age.
the diastolic (
diastolic (

Linear regression analysis was also conducted in order to obtain

) and systolic pressures (
) and systolic diameters (

) versus age relationships, as well as the
) versus age relationships. They are given

by
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Figure 3.17 Raw a) peak circumferential AA strain, b) mean diameter, c) systolic wall
tension, and d) pressure-strain modulus data plotted versus age with linear regression
lines.
3.3.1.2 Comparison between age groups
The mean peak strains were significantly higher in the 30-39 and 40-49 groups at
0.088±0.018 and 0.087±0.039, than in the 60-69 group at 0.051±0.026, with p-values of
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0.009 and 0.027 respectively, as well as in the 70-79 group at 0.052±0.022, with p-values
of 0.003 and 0.018. There was essentially no difference in the peak strain values between
the 30-39 and 40-49 groups (p=0.954) or the 60-69 and 70-79 groups (p=0.951). The
mean peak strain in the 50-59 group (0.072±0.030) was smaller than those of the 30-39
and 40-49 groups and larger than in the 60-69 and 70-79 groups, although these
differences were not significant. For this reason, the original 5 patient age groups were
condensed to 3 for the subsequent analysis: 30-49, 50-59, and 60-79 year olds. The mean
peak strains were significantly higher in the 30-49 at 0.092±0.03 than in the 60-79 group
at 0.056±0.03 with p <0.001 (Figure 3.18a). There was no significant difference between
the 30-49 and 50-59 year old groups, or between the 50-59 and 60-79 year old groups;
however, the mean peak strain was consistently larger in the younger patients.
The mean diastolic diameter was significantly smaller among the young patients
(30-49 years) at 29.9±2.8 mm than the old patients (60-79 years) at 33.2±3.2 mm
(p=0.003). The difference between the mean diastolic diameter in young patients
compared to that of the middle-aged (50-59 years) patients at 32.4±3.8 mm was
approaching statistical significance (p=0.062). There was no difference in the mean
diastolic diameters between the middle-aged and old groups (p=0.542). The same trends
were observed while comparing the mean systolic diameters between the groups;
however the differences between the means were less drastic.

The mean systolic

diameter of the young patients (32.5±2.5 mm) was smaller than that of the middle-aged
patients (34.7±3.2 mm) although not significantly (p=0.067) and of the old patients
(35.1±3.3 mm) at statistical significance (p=0.017). Again, there was no difference
between the mean systolic diameters of the middle-aged and old groups (p=0.783).
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The in vivo AA pressure-diameter and tension-strain responses were evaluated for
each patient group. Figure 3.18b shows that the pressure-diameter response is clearly
shifted to the right with age, indicating larger diameters at each phase. This figure also
shows that end-diastolic pressures were lower and peak-systolic pressures were higher for
the older patients although not significantly. Moreover, the pressure-diameter response
represented the AA structural compliance. The Figure 3.18b demonstrated steeper curves
with aging indicating increased stiffness. The mean tension-strain responses for each
group in Figure 3.19 show that the tissue modulus increased with age, and suggest that
while the diastolic tension remains relatively constant throughout life, the systolic wall
tension is higher in the middle-aged (303.0±48.5 kPa) and old (304.9±49.2 kPa) patient
groups compared to the young (268.5±31.3 kPa) patient group with p-values of 0.041 and
0.017 respectively.
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Figure 3.18 a) The mean systolic circumferential strain for each patient age group with
standard deviation bars. b) Physiological pressure versus ascending aorta diameter for
the 3 age groups, where the low pressure points represent the diastolic condition, the high
pressure points represent the systolic condition, and the middle pressure point was taken
from an intermediate phase, plotted as a mean with bi-directional standard error bars.
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Figure 3.19 In vivo tension versus strain responses of the 3 age groups with lower
points representing the diastolic condition, the upper points representing the systolic
condition, and the middle points representing an intermediate phase, plotted as the mean
value with bi-directional standard deviation bars.
The mean pressure-strain modulus was compared between patient age groups
(Figure 3.20a).

The mean pressure-strain modulus for the young patients was

significantly less than that of both the middle-aged (p=0.018) and old patients (p<0.001).
The mean pressure-strain modulus of the middle-aged patients group was also less than
that of the old patients group, although not significantly (p=0.276). Figure 3.20b shows
that the pressure-strain modulus was also found to be significantly lower among
normotensive patients of all ages as compared to the hypertensive patients (p=0.002).
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Figure 3.20 Comparison of the mean pressure-strain modulus value between (a)
patients in each of the 3 age groups, and (b) normotensive and hypertensive patients, each
plotted with standard deviation bars.
3.3.2

In vitro human AA tissue characteristics

3.3.2.1 Specimen characteristics
There were differences in the AA tissue specimens between the age groups. The
80-89 and 90-99 year old samples were all thinner than the four 50-59 year old samples.
The mean thickness for the 50-59 year old samples was 2.39±0.24 mm, while the mean
thicknesses for the 80-89 and 90-99 year old groups were 1.52±0.23 mm and 1.55±0.18
mm respectively. Also, many of the tissue samples for patients >80 years contained
some degree of calcification as shown in Figure 3.21, whereas this was not the case for
the younger (50-59 years) samples.
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Figure 3.21 Representative images of the Left-Coronary Sinus (LCS), Right-Coronary
Sinus (RCS) and Non-Coronary Sinus (NCS) of a human aortic root adopted from [33].
Asterisks indicate locations of calcium deposition in the lumen layer of the aortic wall.
[1mm sub-division for all images]
3.3.2.2 Biaxial test responses
The equi-biaxial responses in the circumferential and longitudinal directions for
each of the samples tested are shown in Figure 3.22. The responses for each group were
very consistent. The tissue samples for the older groups (>80 years) were much stiffer
than the younger (50-59 year old) samples. In the older samples, there was a very rapid
transition from the lower toe region to the deeper stress-strain curve. Conversely, the
younger tissues behaved nearly linearly with greater extensibility at low stresses. The
most pronounced linear response was observed in the stress-strain behavior of 50-59 year
old AA samples in the low stress range of < 40 kPa. The age-related stiffening is even
more evident from comparing the mean equi-biaxial responses for each group shown in
Figure 3.23.
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Figure 3.22 Human AA equi-biaxial response in the circumferential and longitudinal
directions for age groups a) and b) 50-59 years, c) and d) 80-89 years, and e) and f) 90-99
years.
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Figure 3.23 Mean human AA equi-biaxial responses for the 50-59 years, 80-89 years,
and 90-99 years age groups in the a) circumferential and b) longitudinal directions plotted
with standard error bars.
3.3.2.3 Histology
Histological analysis showed structural differences between the human and
porcine tissues. Representative images (Figure 3.24) were taken of an 82-year old human
AA specimen (ID #6) and a porcine AA specimen through the tissue thickness in the
longitudinal direction at an objective magnification of 40X.

VVG stain effectively

rendered elastin fibers black, collagen fibers pink, and smooth muscle brown. The
porcine tissues contain a higher proportion of elastin than the human tissues, which
contain a higher proportion of collagen. The elastin fibers in the porcine tissues also
appeared to be more undulated than the elastin fibers in the human samples which were
thinner and straighter.
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Figure 3.24 Representaative AA tissue
t
histollogical sectiions for a) 6-9 monthh old
porcine modeel and b) 82 year old hu
uman stainedd with VVG
G stain. Colllagen is renddered
s
muscle brown. Note that thhe collagen and elastin fiber
pink, elastin black, and smooth
waviness
w
in th
he porcine tiissue is abseent in the ageed human saample.
3.3.3

Consttitutive modeeling of hum
man AA aginng

3.3.3.1 Mateerial parameeters of age--dependent A
AA responsee
The Fung
F
model was able to
o capture thee human AA
A biaxial ressponses to a high
degree of acccuracy. Thee Fung mod
del parameteers to fit thee mean biaxxial responsees for
eaach age gro
oup are given in Table 3-3.

Thes e parameterrs were usedd to generatte the

en
ntire estimatted human AA
A pressuree versus diam
meter responnse for eachh age group. The
reesultant anallytical humaan AA presssure versus ddiameter ressponses are shown in F
Figure
3.25 plotted with
w the corrresponding in
n vivo measuured pressurre and diameeter points foor the
50-59 year ag
ge group, an
nd the estimaated in vivo pressure andd diameter ppoints for thhe 809 year age grroups based on the lineaar regressionn models (Eqqs. (3.24)-(3.27)).
90 and 90-99
The
T
estimateed pressure versus diaameter respoonses are cconsistent w
with the in vivo
measurement
m
ts.
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Table 3-3
Age (yrs)
50-59
80-89
90-99

Fung model coefficients for human AA for different age groups
37.94
6.42
1.57

3.76
32.50
212.64

3.29
38.93
170.75

0.10
0.10
5.20

1.10
22.61
95.23

0.15
1.32
0.21

0.26
0.56
-1.09
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Figure 3.25 Estimated human AA pressure versus diameter response from the
unpressurized state to the 200 mmHg pressurized state. The age-dependent in vivo
diastolic and systolic diameters and pressures are also plotted as a reference.
3.3.3.2 Material parameters of AA aging response
The time-dependent inelastic constitutive framework of Chapter 2 was able to
describe the aging phenomena of the human AA with the model parameters given in
Table 3-4.
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Table 3-4

18.55
√
1.00
√
0.50

Human AA aging model parameters.
Initial modified-Holzapfel model tissue material parameters
I̅
1.0
7.0
3.8
0.1
1.5
0.0
Inelastic model matrix material parameters
√
50.0
100.0
1.0
20.0
Inelastic model fiber material parameters
√
50.0

100.0

1.0

10.0

5e-4

1.6

0.8

The single-element cyclic systolic loading simulation using the parameters in
Table 3-4 demonstrated the altered geometry and mechanical properties of AA tissue in
response to cyclic loading. As illustrated in Figure 3.26, the model stress-free geometry
becomes significantly larger in the planar (circumferential and longitudinal) dimensions
as a result of accumulating permanent sets. The FE predicted permanent sets at the 50,
80, and 90 year states are given in Table 3-5.

The corresponding circumferential

permanent sets estimated from analyzing the human AA in vivo and in vitro mechanical
property data in section 3.2.4.2.1 are also given in Table 3-5. It can be seen that, at
corresponding age points, the FE predicted and analytically estimated permanent set in
the circumferential direction were in good agreement. The FE predicted permanent sets
in the circumferential and longitudinal directions were the same at the 80 year state, but
the permanent set in the longitudinal had become more significant by the 90 year state.
The change in the AA tissue properties is demonstrated by the altered stress-strain
response. The FE predicted human AA equi-biaxial responses referenced to the current
state (without permanent set) for the 50-59 year, 80-89 year, and 90-99 year states are
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plotted again
nst the correesponding experimental
e
l data as shhown in Fiigure 3.27.

The

siimulation results agree well
w with thee experimenttal data for eeach age statte.

Figure 3.26 Overlay of
o the stress-free single--element FE
E model geoometry at thhe 50
year, 80 yeaar, and 90 year statess, showing increased planar (circcumferentiall and
ongitudinal) dimensions with age.
lo
Table
T
3-5
Compariso
on of estimaated human AA permannent set (PS)) with agingg with
th
he FE predicted PS witth aging in the circumfferential (Ciirc) and lonngitudinal (L
Long)
directions.
Patient Agee
Estimatted Circ
FE Age
FE Predicteed Circ FE
E Predicted L
Long
(yrs)
PS
P
(yrs)
PS
PS
50-59
0.0
00
50
0.000
0.00
80-89
0.2
26
80
0.288
0.28
90-99
0.3
39
90
0.400
0.45
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Figure 3.27 Compariso
on between the experiimental andd FE prediccted humann AA
h aging in th
he a) circumfferential andd b) longituddinal directioons showing good
reesponse with
ag
greement. Note
N all data is referenceed to the currrent configurration.
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3.3.4

Initiall human AA inflation
Systollic AA inflation at the 50 year state was simulatted in both ppatients to ennsure

hat AA inflaation using th
he initial AA
A aging moddel parametters and the stress-free vvessel
th
geometry resu
ulted in realiistic AA defformation. T
The FE deforrmed meshees at systole, were
co
ompared to the original meshes gen
nerated from
m the surfacee geometriess segmented from
th
he CT data. The inaccu
urate boundaary conditionns and loadinng conditionns at the archh and
descending aorta, resulteed in discrep
pancies betw
ween the FE deformed ggeometry annd the
s
geom
metry surrou
unding thesee locations; however, thhe AA portioon of
orriginal CT systolic
th
he deformed
d FE mesh, the region of
o interest, matched thee ground truuth. Figure 3.28
sh
hows the AA
A portion off the FE defo
ormed geomeetry at systoole for patiennt 1 overlaidd with
th
he initial CT
T surface geo
ometry. The FE predicteed systolic A
AA diameter for patient 1 was
34
4.4 mm com
mpared to th
he ground trruth diameteer of 35.3 m
mm, giving a percent errror of
2.61%. The FE predicted systolic AA
A diameter for patient 2 was 37.6 m
mm comparred to
he ground tru
uth diameterr of 39.1 mm
m, giving a p ercent error of 3.89%. T
Therefore, thhe FE
th
siimulations reesulted in realistic AA deformation
d
uunder uniforrm pressurizzation.

Figure 3.28 Overlay of
o the FE deeformed AA
A geometry uunder systollic pressurizzation
an
nd the origin
nal systolic AA
A surface geometry
g
seggmented froom the CT daata showing good
co
orresponden
nce.
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3.3.5

Effect of aging on the human AA structural properties
Aging was simulated in both AA models using the parameters in Table 3-4 by

applying physiological pressurization cycles.

The AA geometries changed over the

course of the simulations due to the changing AA material properties and loading
conditions.

As a result, the AA became dilated, elongated and more curved with

continued cycling. The AA geometries at the 50 year and 80 year states under diastolic
tension are overlaid with each other in Figure 3.29, showing these changes. Note that the
80 year old AA diastolic geometries are significantly larger even though they are under
slightly less pressure than the 50 year old geometries, because the diastolic pressure is
inversely related to age (Eq. (3.24)).
Contour plots of the circumferential and axial AA permanent set are shown in
Figure 3.30 for patient 1 and Figure 3.31 for patient 2. At each age state, the axial
permanent set stretches were larger than the circumferential permanent set stretches.
Patient 2 had larger permanent sets at each age compared to patient 1. In both patients,
the peak axial permanent sets were located on the outer curvature of the vessel,
particularly at the arch. The peak circumferential permanent set stretches were located at
the proximal end of the AA towards the inner curvature, where the axial permanent set
stretches were small.
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Figure 3.29 Overlay of the FE defformed AA geometry aat end diastoole at the 500 year
(rred) and 80 year (blue) states for a) patient 1 annd b) patiennt 2, showingg at the aortta has
siignificantly dilated and elongated
e
an
nd the curvaature has increased over the course oof the
siimulation.

Figure 3.30 FE predicted aorta waall circumfeerential (CIR
RC) and axiial permanennt set
distributions for
f patient 1 showing larrger axial peermanent setts at each agee.
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Figure 3.31 FE predicted aorta waall circumfeerential (CIR
RC) and axiial permanennt set
distributions for
f patient 2.
2
3.3.5.1 Com
mparison with
h in vivo AA
A structural pproperty datta
The simulated
s
AA
A structuraal property changes w
were compaared to the agedependent in vivo structurral data. Ov
verall, the FE
E predictionss followed thhe same trennds as
th
he in vivo daata. The diasstolic and sy
ystolic diameeters for botth patients inncreased witth age
ass shown in Figure
F
3.33. The diastolic diameter increased att a slightly faaster rate thaan the
sy
ystolic diam
meter: 0.112 mm/year an
nd 0.115 mm
m/year versuus 0.072 mm
m/year and 00.074
mm/year
m
for patients
p
1 an
nd 2 respectiively, which is in agreem
ment with thee in vivo diastolic
diameter and
d systolic diameter
d
gro
owth rates oof 0.128 m
mm/year andd 0.099 mm
m/year
determined th
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Figure 3.32 FE predicted and in vivo measured AA diameter at a) end diastole and b)
peak systole for each age.
The simulated AA structural mechanics were also compared to the in vivo data.
Again, the FE predictions followed the same trends as the in vivo data. The physiological
circumferential strain decreased with age and the pressure-strain modulus increased with
age in both patients as shown in Figure 3.33. The mean physiological circumferential
strain determined from the in vivo analysis for 56±3 year olds, 65±3 year olds, and 73±2
year olds, was 0.072±0.03, 0.051±0.026, and 0.052±0.022 respectively.

The FE

predicted physiological strains at 56, 65, and 73 years for patient 1 were 0.063, 0.049,
and 0.039, and for patient 2 were 0.057, 0.044, and 0.035 respectively (Figure 3.33a).
The mean pressure-strain modulus determined in the in vivo analysis for 56±3 year olds,
65±3 year olds, and 73±2 year olds, was 124±80 kPa, 189±118 kPa, and 136±54 kPa
respectively. The corresponding measurements predicted by FE for patient 1 were 110
kPa, 145 kPa, and 196 kPa, and for patient 2 were 121 kPa, 160 kPa, and 215 kPa
respectively. Thus, good agreement between the in vivo and FE results was obtained for
both the physiological circumferential strain and the pressure-strain modulus at each
level.
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The initial strain was lower in patient 2 but decreased at a similar rate as in patient
1, where the rate of change in the strain decreased slightly with aging (Figure 3.33a).
The initial pressure-strain modulus was higher in patient 2 but increased at a similar rate
as in patient 1 (Figure 3.33b). In both patients the rate of change in the pressure-strain
modulus with age increased with aging.
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Figure 3.33 FE predicted and in vivo measured AA a) physiological circumferential
strain and b) pressure-strain modulus.
The AA distensibility at each level was also calculated from the simulation results
(Figure 3.34).

Similar to the physiological circumferential strain, the distensibility

decreased over aging in both patients, and the distensibility for patient 2 was lower than
that of patient 1 at each time point. The rate of change in the distensibility versus age
curve decreased with aging.
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Figure 3.34
3.3.6

FE predicted ascending aorta distensibility from age 50 years to 80 years.

Effect of aging on the human AA wall stress
Contour plots of the aortic wall stress generated by FE for both patients were

analyzed at each decade level (Figure 3.35). The aortic wall stress was largest at the
proximal AA where the diameter was largest at each age level, and the magnitude of the
stress increased with aging. The peak wall stress was located near the inner curvature at
each age state, but over aging new stress concentrations developed, indicated by the
arrows in Figure 3.35 at the 80 year age level.
The peak max Principal stress (MPS) was plotted versus age for both patients in
Figure 3.36. Figure 3.36 shows that the peak AA wall stress increases significantly with
age. From age 50 years to 80 years, the peak wall stress increased by 49% in patient 1
and 34% in patient 2. The MPS was initially lower in patient 1 but increased at an
accelerated rate compared to that in patient 2.
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3.4 Discussion
3.4.1

Age-related AA structural property changes
Overall, the age-dependent trends observed in this study for the AA are in line

with findings from other studies on the in vivo mechanics of the abdominal [177, 187,
192, 224, 230-232] and descending aorta [177, 187, 230] as well as the aortic arch [177].
The aortic tissue stiffness was shown to increase with aging; however the degree of aortic
stiffening may differ along the length of the aorta [177, 187, 230].
The mean AA diameter measurement for all of our patients (i.e., non-age -phase
specific) was 33.0±3.3 mm, which is similar to the mean AA diameters measured by CT
as reported in [175] (32.0±4.2 mm), [178] (~32 mm), [176] (32±3 mm), [173] (33.6±4.1
mm), [182] (32±4 mm), and [186] (33.5±3.6mm). In addition, the AA diameter in this
study was positively correlated with the patient age, as reported by other studies [174180, 182, 186]. According to the linear regression presented in Figure 3.17, the mean AA
diameter dilates 0.12 cm per decade, whereas the corresponding value reported for male
patients is 0.15 cm per decade in [176], and 0.1 cm per decade in [179].
The mean circumferential strain between diastole and systole for our young group
(42.6±5.3 years) was 0.092± 0.03 and for our old group (68.9±5.2 years) was 0.056±0.03.
Morrison et al. [178] reported a similar value of 0.103±0.038 for young patients (41
years), and a much smaller value of 0.026±0.012 for old patients (68 years). The
difference between our results and those of Morrison et al. [178] may be due to their
inclusion of both male and female patients (5 men and 2 women), and relatively small
sample sizes (n=7 for both young and old groups). Although not quantified here, similar
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age-related changes to the female AA mechanical properties are expected. Waddell et al.
[203] suggest that age-related arterial stiffening in women is even more pronounced than
in men. Young women tend to have lower, while older women have higher, arterial
stiffness than age-matched men [203], which may explain the more extreme strain values
measured in [178].
Overall, the AA mechanics seem to go through a transition period during a
patient’s fifties, when mechanical properties start to decline. There were no significant
differences between the 30-39 year old and 40-49 year old groups; however, the AA
diameter was larger, the circumferential strain was smaller, and the pressure-strain
modulus was larger in the 50-59 year old patients than in patients under 50 years. By the
age of 60 years, the AA properties had further declined. However, beyond 60 years the
AA properties declined only slightly, with no significant differences between the 60-69
year old and 70-79 year old groups. Incidentally, 60 years is the approximate onset age
for thoracic aortic aneurysm [233]. Given that reduced elasticity is also characteristic of
the dilated aorta [234], the reduced compliance of the AA beyond age 60 years may
predispose dilation.
As the aging aorta dilates and stiffens, the systolic pressure may increase and the
diastolic pressure may decrease [235], which were both observed in this study (Figure
3.18b). We also observed that on average, patients with hypertension have an AA
pressure-strain modulus which is over twice that of normotensive patients (Figure 3.20b).
Ganten et al. [192] suggest that increased arterial stiffness may be both the cause and the
effect of the concurrent increase in hypertension amongst aging patients. A recent study
by Craiem et al. [189], shows that the mean AA diameter in age- and gender-matched
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individuals is also higher in hypertensive patients compared to normotensive patients.
Regardless of the cause, the increase in systolic blood pressure and dilation of the AA
will increase the AA wall tension, which may render older patients more susceptible to
aneurysm formation and dissection. O’Rourke et al.[236] also attributes arteriosclerotic
changes in the microvasculature of the end organs (e.g., heart, kidneys, brain, etc.) to
increased aortic stiffness.
3.4.2

Age-related AA tissue property changes
The results from the in vitro human AA characterization tests mirrored these

trends. The equi-biaxial data (Figure 3.23) clearly showed AA stiffening with age in both
the circumferential and longitudinal directions which is consistent with other reports in
the literature [205, 211]. The most dramatic differences in the biaxial responses were
between the 50-59 year and 80-89 year groups. This may be partly due to the large age
difference between the groups; however, the results of the in vivo property study, as well
as the biaxial data presented by Haskett et al. [205], suggest that beyond the age of 60
years, the tissue properties have already significantly declined.
In the AA, the collagen and elastin fibers are wavy in young patients, and it has
been hypothesized that they become straightened out [209] and more aligned [205] over
time contributing to higher stiffness. Increased tissue stiffness may be associated with
detrimental microstructural changes such as elastin fragmentation [237], that may weaken
the tissue. In Figure 3.24 it can be seen that in the aged (82 year old) human AA sample,
the collagen and elastin fibers were nearly straight [154]. Because, the collagen and
elastin fibers in the aged human AA were relatively straight, when loaded, more collagen
fibers would be recruited to bear tension, attributing to higher stiffness, which explains
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the age-related stiffening in the AA tissue (Figure 3.23). Collagen fiber un-crimping and
elastin fiber fracture may also explain the concurrent positive correlations observed in the
in vivo study between diameter and age, as well as pressure-strain modulus versus age.
The slightly larger and more significant increase in diastolic diameter per year (0.13 mm,
p=0.0014) compared to the systolic diameter (0.10 mm, p=0.0081) also suggests collagen
fiber straightening and elastin fiber fracture, because these changes would be realized by
significant dilation of the diastolic diameter with little change to the systolic diameter,
due to the concurrent reduction in elasticity.
3.4.3

Constitutive modeling of human AA aging response
In this study, a modified strain energy function for the matrix components was

proposed (Eq. (2.12)) in order to fit both the biaxial response and the AA structural
response at the initial (50-59 year) state. Using the original matrix strain energy function
(Eq. (2.11)), in order to fit the linear low-stress portion of the stress-strain response,
parameter

had to be very small, and then the AA dilation at physiological pressures

predicted by FE were unrealistically large, because

determines the high stress range

stiffness. By adding an extensibility limiting parameter (
the low stress response (

), both the linear portion of

) and the rapid stiffening of the tissue response at

could be captured. The resultant initial AA material parameters were able to
describe the equi-biaxial behavior of the 50-59 year old human AA, as well as the AA
physiological structural response.
The AA aging model parameters determined in this study can capture the
transition of the human AA equi-biaxial response from the 50-59 year old state to the 80-
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89 year old and 90-99 year old states (Figure 3.27). To our knowledge, this is the first
model that can capture the experimentally-derived tissue response at different age states.
Additionally, the model can capture the estimated circumferential permanent set with
age. Unfortunately, the AA permanent set in the longitudinal direction could not be
determined from the in vivo data for comparison; however, the finding that the predicted
permanent set was more significant in the longitudinal direction corresponds with the
experimental observations that permanent sets are more significant perpendicular to the
preferred fiber orientation in aortic tissues [144].
3.4.4

Computational modeling of human AA aging

3.4.4.1 Finite element modeling of the human AA
The predicted AA wall stresses at systole were consistent with thoracic aorta FE
results in the literature. The peak vessel wall stress in both patients was located along the
inner curvature of the proximal AA at the maximum diameter level, consistent with
published FE results for the non-dilated [73] and dilated thoracic aorta [76, 118]. The
peak wall stress value in both patients at the 80 year state was approximately 500 kPa,
which is similar to what we found in our FE analysis of ascending aorta aneurysms under
systolic pressure (486±140 kPa) [118]. The unique aspects of our models presented in
this study are that the AA tissue properties were defined with a nonlinear, anisotropic
material model based on biaxial testing data of healthy human AA, and the FE wall
deformation and physiological diameter change was validated against CT data.
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3.4.4.2 Comparison with in vivo human AA measurements
The FE simulations results were very consistent with the in vivo AA property data
at corresponding age states. The FE predicted aging trends including: increased diameter,
decreased physiological strain, and increased pressure-strain modulus, correspond to the
in vivo data.

The age-dependent systolic inflation FE simulation results were also

consistent with other in vivo AA measurements in the literature. Koullias et al. [226]
quantified the in vivo AA distensibility in 20 patients with a mean age of 64±2.61 years
using epiaortic echocardiography. They found that the normal AA has a distensibility of
2.499±0.49 mmHg-1 x 0.001 and a percentage diameter change of 6.745 over the cardiac
cycle, which are consistent with the results calculated in this study, where patient 1 had a
distensibility of 1.75 mmHg-1 x 0.001 and a physiological circumferential strain of
0.0502, and patient 2 had a distensibility of 1.62 mmHg-1 x 0.001 and a physiological
circumferential strain of 0.0456 at age 64 years. The good agreement between the FE
and in vivo results serve to validate that the AA aging constitutive model combined with
the FE modeling techniques presented in this study can accurately describe AA structural
property changes with aging.
3.4.4.3 Effects of aging on human AA mechanics
The FE AA aging simulations demonstrated that the age-related tissue stiffening,
dilation and elongation, and systolic pressure amplification in the AA act to increase the
vessel wall stress over time as expected. Interestingly, these effects were accelerated in
patient 2 which had a larger initial diameter compared to patient 1, which is consistent
with clinical observations that wall stress increases [226] and distensibility decreases as
the aorta enlarges [226, 238]. By using an FE approach using patient-specific aortic
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geometry models we eliminated the assumption of cylindrical geometry needed to
calculate the vessel wall stress from in vivo measurements or theoretical models. Thus,
changes in the wall stress distribution with aging could also be visualized for the first
time (Figure 3.35).
3.4.5

Limitations
The aorta moves during the cardiac cycle, so it was difficult to measure the in vivo

strain at the exact same location of the aorta in each phase. Others have adopted a local
reference frame defined by anatomical markers to avoid this problem [178]; however,
using 3D reconstruction of AA geometries and overlaying the geometries at different
phases offers a good approximation of using the same measurement location, with little
post-processing required. Furthermore, the 3D reconstruction method utilizes CT data
with superior resolution to MRI, and allowed for AA circumference measurements,
which eliminated the circular cross-section assumption for the strain calculations.
Therefore, we assume the strain measurements presented here, accurately describe the in
vivo AA behavior. The mechanical properties in the axial direction were not measured.
Morrison et al. [178] measured the length of the aorta along the centerline path from the
left coronary artery to the third intercostal artery to measure the axial mechanics,
however the imaging data available in our study often did not include the aortic arch;
thus, leaving no anatomical markers for consistent length measurements. Also because
all of the patients studied in the in vivo analysis were referred for cardiac CT, some
displayed cardiovascular risk factors such as hypertension and coronary artery disease.
Therefore, this patient sample may have slightly more extreme AA tissue properties than
the normal healthy age-matched patient population.
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However, because the clinical

characteristics are similar for each group, the gender-specific, age-based comparison is
valid.
The AA luminal pressure at diastole and systole were not available in this study,
and, were thus, assumed to be equivalent to the corresponding pressure measurements
taken by sphygmomanometer at the brachial artery. It has been shown that peripheral
blood pressure may overestimate the pressure-strain modulus and wall tension in young
patients [236]. Furthermore, the AA pressure waveform for each patient was assumed to
follow the same shape although increased tissue stiffness has been shown to amplify
pressure spikes in the AA pressure waveform [239]. Therefore, for these reasons, the
increase in pressure-strain modulus with aging is likely underestimated in this analysis.
The use of simultaneous pressure recordings with gated CT images would have
eliminated the need for this assumption.
The sample sizes for the in vitro mechanical tests were relatively small: a larger
sample size would provide more conclusive results, and help with the constitutive
modeling.

Given that the 50-59 year old in vivo AA properties already exhibited

deteriorated mechanics compared to patients below 50 years old, the initial parameters
used in the AA aging constitutive model should be for patients younger than 50;
however, because there is no such biaxial data available for younger patients, we used the
50-59 year old response as the initial property. Through this initial study, we have shown
that the constitutive framework can capture age-related AA changes thus, upon the
availability of younger human AA biaxial data, the model parameters could be retuned in
the future. Quantifying the failure properties of human AA tissues at various ages is
particularly important for refining the

and
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parameters. More thorough

characterization of the tissue microstructure will also be important for assessing the
relationships between collagen fiber un-crimping and the tissue level dilation. Possible
regional property differences within the AA tissues studied were not considered in order
to simplify the experimental procedure. It may be necessary to expand the model in the
future to include growth and remodeling to describe tissue microstructural changes in
response to mechanical and biological stimuli to study disease progression. Also, longterm clinical follow-up data, for example clinical CT images for a patient at different
ages, are needed to validate the predictability of the model. At this point we can only
claim that the model can interpolate the bulk age-related AA structural property changes
between 50-59 years and 60-69 and 70-79 years given the known tissue property changes
from 50-59 years to 80-89 and 90-99 years.
Several simplifications were also made in the FE models. There could be some
error in the reconstructed AA models and presented diameter measurements due to the
resolution of the images. Vessel residual stress was ignored in this analysis. Therefore,
2D shell elements were utilized to represent the neutral axis wall response. The AA
tissue properties were assumed to be homogeneous throughout the FE models, because
only the AA was tested; however, the aorta tissue properties may be region specific
[205].

Vessel inflation was simulated by applying a uniform pressure to the luminal

surface and hence fluid flow was ignored. The luminal pressure was assumed to be
equivalent to the patient’s cuff pressure.

3.5 Conclusions
In this study the age-dependent human AA structural and tissue properties were
quantitatively assessed. The in vivo structural properties were measured from multi169

phase clinical CT image data, and the tissue properties were characterized through in
vitro mechanical tests. The results of this study show that the AA mechanics deteriorate
with aging, i.e. diameter increases, systolic expansion decreases, and pressure-strain
modulus increases.

These changes are likely due to the degradation of elastin and

collagen fiber un-crimping.

Nearly straightened collagen and elastin fibers were

observed in the 80 year old AA histology.
These data were used in the development of a novel AA aging constitutive model
based on the time-dependent inelastic framework of Chapter 2. The developed model
was able to capture the evolution of the human AA equi-biaxial response at age 50-59
years, to 80-89 years, and 90-99 years. The constitutive model was then utilized in FE
simulations of AA aging in 2 patient-specific aorta models to investigate how the AA
mechanics evolve over time.
The FE results in terms of the diameter, systolic expansion, and pressure-strain
modulus at corresponding age states were in good agreement with the in vivo data. Thus,
the constitutive framework and FE modeling approaches developed in this study can be
used to describe tissue- and organ-level property changes in the human AA due to natural
aging. The simulation results also showed that the AA wall stress increases significantly
with aging, likely predisposing to aneurysm and dissection.
The ultimate goal of this research is to develop a computational tool that can be
used to evaluate a patient’s risk of disease and rupture over time. Such a tool would be
particularly beneficial for determining timely surgical intervention for patients with
ascending aorta aneurysm. In order to do this, the AA aging model parameters must be
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recalibrated for aneurysm tissues in a similar fashion. The human AA aging model in
this study represents the baseline model which can capture the bulk changes in AA tissue
properties and structural properties in response to natural aging.
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4

MODELING OF BIOPROSTHETIC HEART VALVE FATIGUE
DAMAGE

In the previous chapter, we used the theoretical and computational framework
developed in Chapter 2 to model human ascending aorta aging. In this chapter we used
the theoretical and computational framework to model the fatigue damage process of
bioprosthetic heart valve (BHV) biomaterials following a similar overall approach.
Currently, the only clinically proven effective, long-term treatment for valvular
heart disease is open-chest cardiac valve repair or replacement surgery. Typically the
diseased native valve is replaced with either a mechanical or tissue-derived BHV. BHVs
can better replicate normal valvular hemodynamics, but they have limited durability. An
improved understanding of the BHV fatigue process could provide scientific rationale for
improved device design. Thus, in this chapter we developed a constitutive model of the
glutaraldehyde-treated bovine pericardium (GLBP) fatigue response utilizing uniaxial
fatigue experimental data presented in the literature [105]. GLBP was chosen as a
representative BHV leaflet material. This model was then used in conjunction with finite
element (FE) simulations of cyclic BHV deformation to investigate the impacts of leaflet
fatigue damage on the device durability.

Leaflet fatigue was first simulated in a

surgically implanted aortic valve (SAV). The simulation results were in good agreement
with the known failure modes of SAVs [240-244], which served to validate the modeling
approaches. These same approaches were then taken to predict the impacts of leaflet
fatigue damage in transcatheter aortic valves (TAV) for which the durability and failure
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modes are currently unknown. The results show that the durability of TAVs will be
reduced compared to that of SAVs, particularly in non-optimal deployment
configurations. Some of the results of this chapter are published in [131, 245].

4.1 Introduction
4.1.1

Heart valve structure and function
The heart has four cardiac valves, namely the aortic, mitral, tricuspid and

pulmonic valves, which maintain unidirectional blood flow through the heart during the
cardiac cycle. These four valves are primarily passive structures i.e., they open and close
due to the differential blood pressure on each side of the valve leaflets. Diseases of the
aortic and mitral valves, on the left side of the heart, are much more prevalent than those
of the tricuspid and pulmonic valves on the right.
The aortic valve (AV) (Figure 4.1a), residing in the aortic root (Figure 4.1b),
consists of three leaflets, namely the left-, right- and non-coronary leaflet. These three
leaflets may differ in size and are not necessarily symmetrically aligned (120 degrees
apart from each other) [246]. Microscopically, each leaflet is composed of three layers:
the ventricularius, spongiosa, and fibrosa. Each layer contains a different amount of
elastin, collagen, glyosaminoglycans and proteoglycans.
The mitral valve is a complex yet elegantly structured cardiac valve that consists
of an annulus, two leaflets, approximately 25 chordae tendineae, two papillary muscles,
and the underlying left ventricular myocardium (Figure 4.1c). The mitral annulus, similar
to the aortic annulus, is subdivided into the lateral (anterior) portion, mainly composed of
cardiac muscle, and the septal (posterior) portion of fibrous tissue. The anterior mitral
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4.1.2

Heart valve disease
Heart valve disease is a significant cause of morbidity and mortality. In the

United States, heart valve disease is responsible for about 22,000 deaths per year. In the
past two decades, major advances have been made in diagnostic methods in
interventional cardiology as well as surgical procedures that enhance our understanding
of the natural history of valvular heart disease, and thus, increase patient survival.
However, valve procedures still have an overall in-hospital mortality rate of 4.22%, a
figure that is much higher than that of other cardiac procedures [247].
The two most common presentations of valve disease are aortic stenosis (AS) and
mitral valve regurgitation (MR). AS is the abnormal narrowing of the AV, which
partially obstructs the outflow of blood from the left ventricle. MR is an abnormal
leakage of blood from the left ventricle back into the left atrium during systole.
4.1.3

Clinical management of heart valve disease
Currently, the only clinically proven effective, long-term treatment for valvular

heart disease is open-chest cardiac valve repair or replacement surgery. Typically with
aortic valve disease, the native valve is replaced with either a mechanical or tissuederived BHV.

BHVs offer superior hemodynamics and eliminate the need for

anticoagulants accompanying mechanical valve replacement. For these reasons, BHVs
have been widely used to treat valvular disease for over forty years [248]. Now with the
advent of minimally invasive implantation techniques, a new breed of BHVs amenable to
transcatheter delivery, TAVs, have emerged [249, 250].
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TAV intervention is now the standard-of-care treatment for inoperable patients
and a viable alternative option for high-risk patients with symptomatic AS [251]. Since
the first TAV procedure in 2002 [252], TAVs have been implanted in more than 150,000
patients worldwide [253].

Short and mid-term clinical results are promising: TAV

intervention can significantly improve valve hemodynamics and patient quality of life
with the added benefits of lower operative risk and shorter recovery time compared to
SAV replacement [254, 255]. However, little is known about the long-term durability of
these devices, owing in part to the relative immaturity of TAV intervention and the
advanced age and illness of the patients selected for this treatment. To date, TAV
intervention is still not considered for lower-risk patients: SAV replacement with either a
mechanical or bioprosthetic valve remains the gold standard.
TAV implantation into an existing BHV, to treat stenosis or regurgitation in either
a failed SAV or an ill positioned TAV, is also a growing trend for high-risk patients.
There are currently 4 TAV devices used in these valve-in-valve (ViV) procedures: the
Edwards SAPIEN/XT, the Medtronic CoreValve, the Medtronic Melody valve, and the St
Jude Portico valve [255]. TAV implantation within a failed SAV has been shown to be
feasible and safe with a reported procedural success rate of 93.1% in the largest reported
TAV-in-SAV registry to date with 202 patients across 38 centers [256].

Considering

this success rate with the morbidity and mortality associated with valve reoperation, ViV
treatment for SAV failure will likely become an increasingly attractive option for both
patients and clinicians [257], particularly with the recent shift towards the implantation of
bioprosthetic SAVs versus mechanical heart valves [258].
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4.1.4

Limited durability of bioprosthetic heart valves
Yet the main limitation of BHVs continues to be the long-term durability owing

to calcification or fatigue-induced structural deterioration of the tissue leaflets [259].
Consequently, BHVs often need to be replaced within 10 years of implantation, and in as
little as 5 years in younger patients [259]. It has been suggested that these failures are
caused by localized leaflet damage at stressed regions, but the mechanisms of BHV
leaflet fatigue and failure are incompletely understood.
It is, however, clear that BHV design features have an impact on the long-term
durability. For instance, the Ionescu-Shiley (IS) SAV was taken off the market for its
subpar durability of approximately 5 years [240, 260-264], due to design flaws shortly
after its release. IS valve failures were often associated with leaflet tearing initiating at
the commissures and propagating down the suture attachments as shown in Figure 4.2
from Lawford et al. [265].

For this reason, second generation pericardial SAVs,

including the Carpentier-Edwards Perimount (CEP), incorporated a flexible stent to act
as a cushion and reduce stresses acting on the leaflets [242]. The CEP valve has an in
vivo durability of up to 20 years. After extensive study, the inferior durability of the IS
valve compared to the CEP valve has been hypothesized to be the result of several
factors: very little stent-tip deflection (due to the rigid stent), thin leaflets, and poor leaflet
coaptation causing “pin-wheeling” of the leaflets [241]. In rare cases, early CEP valve
structural failures have also been observed [244]. These failures are thought to be largely
due to heterogeneity in the structure and properties of the glutaraldehyde-treated bovine
pericardium (GLBP) leaflets, which leads to leaflet tearing and/or prolapse due to
elongation of one or more of the leaflets [242-244].
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TAV underexpansion is particularly a problem with ViV procedures. In ViV
procedures the newly implanted TAV is typically oversized (larger in diameter) with
respect to the inner diameter of the previous prosthesis to prevent paravalular leak and
valve migration [270, 271]. While oversizing has been shown to reduce the risk of
moderate to severe paravalvular leak in patients [272-274], the degree of oversizing
remains controversial. ViV implantation was recently approved for the CoreValve device
in 2015, but typically ViV procedures are performed as an “off-label” usage of TAV
devices. Consequently there are little guidelines in terms of proper TAV sizing and
positioning for clinicians to go by. Excessive oversizing may preclude full expansion of
the TAV due to the non-deformable stent of the previous prosthesis which restricts the
TAV from fully expanding [252, 275, 276]. Valve underexpansion has been shown to
distort the configuration of the leaflets [277, 278] and can affect transvalvular gradients
and effective orifice areas [271, 279-285]. Thus, ViV is typically not recommended in
SAVs smaller than 21 mm [255]. The ViV configuration is also believed to affect leaflet
durability by two primary mechanisms: 1) overhanging of the leaflets over the stent
during opening and 2) twisting and overhanging of the leaflets over each other during
valve closure [257, 270, 271].
Furthermore, it has been shown that poor leaflet coaptation [132, 286] will
reduce the durability of bioprosthetic SAVs; thus, it follows that the durability of TAVs
that exhibit poor leaflet coaptation as seen under non-optimal deployment conditions
(elliptical, underexpanded, non-uniformly expanded) [153], would be further reduced.
Therefore, there is a critical need for more comprehensive studies on the long-term
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durability of TAV devices in various configurations to assess deployment strategies and
provide insight for improved design.
4.1.5

Valve durability analyses
Several groups have adopted whole valve device fatigue tests using accelerated

wear testers (AWT), which can mimic in vivo hemodynamics, to gain a better
understanding of BHV fatigue mechanisms. AWT testing is also used frequently in
commercial settings. In fact, the International Standards Organization [48] and the Food
and Drug Administration [287] recommend that new BHV designs be tested up to 200
million cycles using AWTs to evaluate the fatigue performance. The fatigue effects
observed in BHV materials include: softening, strength reduction, and collagen alteration.
Billiar and Sacks [288] found a significant reduction in the ultimate tensile strength and
alteration of the planar biaxial mechanical properties of porcine BHV leaflets after 200
million of cycles of AWT tests. Hilbert et al. [289] used polarized light optics to
characterize damage to the BHV collagen fiber architecture due to accelerated testing.
For GLBP, they measured a 37% increase of collagen fiber crimp period after 360x106
cycles [289]. Similarly, Liao et al. [290] observed loss of collagen crimp and leaflet
thinning in decellurized aortic valves. Smith et al. [291] observed increased curvature
and collagen fiber distortion in the central belly region of porcine BHV leaflets to
500x106 AWT cycles [291]. Sacks and Smith [292] showed that this fiber damage can
occur in localized regions, likely those subjected to high stresses, far before any gross
structural changes become evident.

Similarly, Purinya et al. [293] found a ~50%

reduction in the strength of BHVs after only 48 months of in vivo implantation, indicating
that fatigue damage can occur rapidly in the leaflet tissue. Wells et al. [49] observed
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irreversible alteration of the glutaraldehyde crosslinks in porcine BHV leaflets after just
50x106 cycles. Vyavahare et al. [259] and Raghavan et al. [294] also observed leaflet
microstructural changes including damage to the type I collagen [259] and loss of GAG
content [259, 294].
These studies have been particularly useful in identifying concentrated damage
regions within the leaflets and flawed designs. However, although AWTs can imitate the
in vivo hemodynamics, it remains difficult to isolate the specific effects of various BHV
design parameters on the durability of the leaflets when using this technique. The in vivo
mechanical environment is quite complex for heart valve applications. Different areas of
the leaflets may experience drastically different loading conditions. Therefore, BHV
durability assessment is largely based on the visual inspection of the leaflets following
AWT cycling, and this method is both time-consuming and expensive.
4.1.6

Experimental characterization of heart valve biomaterial fatigue properties
Alternatively to whole valve tests, several groups have adopted isolated BHV

material fatigue tests to characterize the effects of cyclic loading on the tissue properties
in a more controlled way (precise application of displacement or loads). Early studies
include those by Broom to characterize the effects of uniaxial fatigue in chemically fixed
bovine and porcine mitral valve tissue [295, 296] as well as porcine aortic valve tissue
[297]. Continued cycling induced a reduction in tissue compliance and collagen crimp
[295-297]. Broom concluded that preserving the natural collagen fiber crimp in fixed
valve tissues will improve the fatigue properties of the tissue [297], although this point is
somewhat controversial [298]. Sun et al. [105] and Sellaro et al. [137] have since
investigated the uniaxial tensile fatigue properties of GLBP.
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The results of [137]

demonstrated a strong dependency between the GLBP fatigue properties and the collagen
fiber orientation with respect to the applied loading. In GLBP specimens cycled along
the fiber direction, slight stiffening was observed in the fiber direction [105], with little
change to the cross-fiber direction, inducing slightly increased mechanical anisotropy
[105, 137]. These results can be explained physically by increased fiber alignment and
un-crimping in the fiber direction [105, 137]. The specimens cycled in the cross-fiber
direction again became stiffer along the loading direction, while the cross-loading
direction or fiber direction became more compliant. This resulted in a complete reversal
of the tissue mechanical anisotropy after fatigue, and can be explained by reorientation of
the collagen fibers towards the direction of applied load [137]. Permanent set was
observed in both groups presenting as elongation in the loading direction and contraction
in the cross-loading direction [105, 137]. Collagen conformational changes were evident
after only 20 million cycles of fatigue, which represents approximately 7 months in vivo
[137]. García Páez et al. [299, 300] have adopted a more physiologically relevant cyclic
pressurization experimental set up for characterizing the fatigue properties of
gluraladehyde-treated pericardium. They argue that the tissue durability can be estimated
from the energy consumed during the initial loading cycles. The limitation of these
studies is that they represent low fatigue states (≤4500 cycles) and the fatigue induced
property changes were not rigorously determined.
Tissue bending is also a primary loading modality in heart valve applications.
The leaflet experiences curvatures of up to 0.6mm-1 during diastole [301]. Vesely et al.
[302] examined the opening characteristics of porcine BHVs and found correlation
between areas of high bending curvature and tearing in the leaflets. Furthermore, in the
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uniaxial fatigue studies by Broom [295-297], the tissues were subjected to compressive
flexure upon unloading and this flexure was thought to be the cause of collagen fiber
disruption apart from un-crimping. Yet, there has been little work to characterize the
fatigue effects of cyclic bending in heart valve tissues.

Only Mirnajafi et al. [303] have

adopted an isolated cyclic bending test for valve tissue.

Cyclic flexural fatigue of

glutaraldehyde-treated porcine aortic valve leaflets induced a marked loss of flexural
rigidity in just 10 million cycles [303]. Their results suggest that the primary mechanism
of early to mid-level fatigue damage of porcine BHVs may be delamination induced by
cyclic flexure damage as shown in the histological slides in Figure 4.3 from Mirnajafi et
al. [303]. This is in contrast to pericardial BHVs in which tissue damage is thought to be
a result of high tensile stress [303]. The discrepancy in fatigue mechanisms may be a
result of the structural differences between leaflet and pericardial tissues. The aortic
valve leaflet has a distinct tri-layer structure with the spongiosa layer, largely comprised
of non-collagenous glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) and proteoglycans (PGs), between the
mainly fibrous fibrosa and ventricularis layers composed of collagen and elastin. GLBP
has a much more homogenous structure.

Raghavan et al. [294] have shown that

glutaraldehyde only stabilizes the collagen component of the porcine BHV leaflets, and
thus GAGs leach out under conditions of fatigue [259]. For this reason, the long-term
fatigue response of glutaraldehyde-treated tissues is primarily based on the collagen
fibers. This loss of GAGs may be responsible for the delamination of the ventricularis
and fibrosa layers, the increased flexural rigidity of the leaflets, and has been suggested to
be a pathway for leaflet calcification [259]. It has been suggested that chemical
modifications such as the addition of neomycin to the typical glutaraldehyde tissue
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Several FE models [119, 120, 123] have been developed to analyze the biomechanics
involved with TAV implantation in specific patients. Auricchio et al. [119] simulated
both Edwards SAPIEN stent crimping and deployment through balloon inflation in a
patient-specific aortic root model. From the simulation they were able to determine the
effect of device positioning on the leaflet and aortic wall stresses. Wang et al. [123]
developed a patient-specific FE model to quantify the biomechanical interaction between
the TAV stent and the stenotic AV. This analysis included the modeling of the native
aortic leaflets, ascending aorta and surrounding myocardium, which were defined by
biaxial testing data of human aortic tissues [154, 312].

From the simulation results,

Wang et al. [123] show that calcium deposits on the leaflets may inhibit stent expansion
and ultimately result in paravalvular leak. A limitation of the biomechanics studies on
TAV devices, they have been confined to the TAV function [153, 310, 311, 313, 314]
and interaction with the surrounding tissue [79, 119-123] immediately following
implantation. However, a peak stress analysis at a single snap shot in time may not be
sufficient to predict BHV durability. Under cyclic loading, the leaflets will undergo
stress-softening and permanent set, thus, both the tissue properties and leaflet geometry is
changing over time, and both factors may change the stress distribution throughout the
valve life cycle.
4.1.8

Motivation of this study
While it is well known that BHVs have limited durability, the fatigue damage

process is still not well understood. Much of this insight comes from comparing clinical
outcomes for various SAV designs, and although these studies were very useful to
determine critical valve design issues, in vivo studies are not well controlled due to
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patient variability and this retrospective approach is unsuitable for investigating new
designs. This is an issue for TAV devices for which long-term in vivo data is currently
unavailable: currently the durability and potential failure modes of TAV devices remain
unknown. Before TAV intervention can be considered a potential alternative treatment
for lower-risk patients with longer life expectancies, there is a pressing need for new
strategies to evaluate and improve leaflet durability.
The experimental characterization of BHV tissue fatigue properties through
AWT and isolated tissue fatigue tests have provided important insight on the fatigue
damage mechanisms of the tissue under cyclic loading including: collagen
conformational changes on the cellular level, collagen fiber un-crimping on the
microstructural level, and permanent set and changes in compliance on the tissue level.
However, it is difficult to quantify the effects of precise loading through AWT tests, and
the isolated fatigue tests have been limited to uniaxial loading conditions, which cannot
replicate the in vivo loading conditions of BHVs. Consequently, there is still a jump
between understanding the BHV tissue material fatigue response and the BHV structural
fatigue response.
Constitutive models describing the fatigue damage process of BHV biomaterials
are needed to interpolate and extrapolate the isolated tissue fatigue experimental data to
different cycle and loading states. Simulation-based fatigue analyses can then be used to
translate tissue-level fatigue to BHV device-level fatigue. However, there is limited
experimental data on the fatigue properties of BHV leaflet materials and even less on the
modeling and simulation of fatigue in these tissues.
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4.2 Methods
4.2.1

Overview of study design
Therefore, in this chapter, the inelastic time-dependent constitutive model

described in Chapter 2 was used to model the fatigue behavior of GLBP, a representative
BHV biomaterial, under uniaxial tension utilizing isolated GLBP fatigue experimental
data presented in the literature [105]. The developed GLBP fatigue damage constitutive
model was then implemented in computational simulations to analyze BHV fatigue under
cyclic loading. The first set of computational simulations involved SAVs to investigate
the effect of the leaflet and stent elastic properties as well as the leaflet thickness on the
device durability. The simulation results were compared to the known failure modes of
SAVs to validate the modeling approach. The validated modeling approaches were then
applied to TAV devices to predict the durability of TAVs in normal and underexpanded
configurations. The overall study design is illustrated in the flow chart of Figure 4.4.
This marks the first study where fatigue damage was simulated for BHV
applications and the effect of BHV design parameters on the durability were
quantitatively assessed. This computational approach to assess leaflet fatigue is
advantageous in terms of efficiency (i.e. hours of simulation time versus the months it
may take to fabricate and test valves via accelerated wear testers), and also because it
enables well-controlled, side-by-side engineering design comparisons. For instance, the
precise effects of various design features (leaflet shape, free edge height, leaflet
thickness, etc.) on BHV leaflet durability can be quantitatively assessed and compared.
Although, there is little data to rigorously determine the GLBP fatigue parameters [131]
used in this study, the comparison between cases provides invaluable insight into the
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1), anisotropic, nonlinear, hyperelastic material [145] and the

incompressible (det

un-fatigued strain energy,

, was expressed by the generalized Fung-type strain energy

function [32] (Eq. (1.20)) for the planar biaxial response of soft biological tissues. The
Fung-model parameters presented in [85] to fit the L1, L2, and L3 responses are given
Table 4-1.

Table 4-1
Fung model parameters for CEP valve leaflets adapted from Sun [85].
Specimen
Leaflet 1 (L1)
14.42
70.37
61.27
5.11
14.20
2.01
3.10
Leaflet 2 (L2)
9.95
192.18
56.85
1.00
34.00
4.00
2.00
Leaflet 3 (L3)
25.32
274.77
21.82
15.66
50.41
41.86
2.00
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Figure 4.5
Equi-biaxial response for each leaflet property: a) L1, b) L2, and c) L3, in
the radial and circumferential directions.
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To investigate the fatigue effects to the matrix and fiber components of GLBP
distinctly, the initial L2 property was also fit with the modified-Holzapfel structuralbased strain energy function [87] (Eqs. (2.11) and (2.13)) using a Marquardt-Levenberg
non-linear regression algorithm with Matlab software (Mathworks, Natick, MA).
4.2.2.2 Determination of fatigued state GLBP tissue properties
The evolution of GLBP stress-softening was defined by Eq. (2.24) and the
evolution of permanent set was defined by Eq. (2.27). Accordingly, the time-dependent
inelastic model was calibrated to the experimental fatigue data of GLBP subjected to
cyclic uniaxial testing reported previously by Sun et al. [105]. In the experiment, it was
shown that GLBP exhibited stiffening after fatigue loading (Figure 4.6a) with a mean
permanent set of 7.1% in the loading direction (LD), with little change to the stiffness in
the cross-loading direction (XD) but with a mean permanent set of -7.7% (Figure 4.6b).
Therefore, the sample became longer along the loading axis and narrower along the
cross-loading axis as expected. Figure 4.7a illustrates the apparent tissue stiffening along
the LD due to cyclic fatigue loading when the permanent set is not included. However,
when the permanent set is included, it can be seen that the tissue stiffness has indeed
degraded as a result of fatigue loading (Figure 4.7b). This effect is likely due to the
reorientation of collagen fibers and loss of collagen crimp [105, 137].
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leaflets during closure and under an imposed pressure of approximately 120 mmHg.
Thus, our assumption is that under the peak equivalent strain of 4.67

√

BHV will fail after 10 patient years. The equivalent strain limit ψ
through uniaxial failure tests (Figure 4.9) with ψ
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in Figure 4.8b.
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Uniaxial failure test data for 5 GLBP specimens with a mean failure strain
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4.2.2.2.2 Inverse finite element method to determine GLBP fatigue damage model
parameters
The maximum number of cycles to failure, n
ψ

and ψ

cycles, n

, as well as the damage criterion,

, were assumed to be known constants. The maximum number of loading
, was set to 368 million cycles which corresponds to approximately 10

patient years assuming a heart rate of 70 bpm. However, to reduce computational cost, in
the simulation, nmax, was proportionally scaled from 368 million with the parameter
1 10 , a scaling factor relating the number of simulated cycles, to the number of
real-time cycles. Thus, 368 simulated cycles is equivalent to 368 million real-time
cycles.
Due to a lack of experimental fatigue data under different loading conditions (i.e.,
Ξ

values), the true values for α and β of Eq. 2.21) for GLBP are unknown. For this

study, because the parameter
large (near failure) Ξ

predominately affects the damage evolution response at

values and has a minimal impact on the damage evolution at
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low values Ξ

, as shown in Figure 2.4, it is assumed to not have a major impact on

fatigue-related GLBP property changes which accumulate over years at relatively low
(physiological) Ξ

values.

Therefore,

was set to 1.

The parameter β was

determined through an inverse FE procedure to reflect the known degree of softening and
permanent sets after 30x106 cycles of uniaxial loading.
FE model setup
To determine β, a uniaxial fatigue simulation was developed to mimic the
experimental protocol in [105]. The simulated test specimen was modified from the
multi-element model used in the UMAT verification tests of section 2.3.5.1.2 so that the
top and bottom 2 rows of elements act as the grips used to secure the tissue specimen in
the experimental set-up. Therefore, damage was not considered in those elements. The
test specimen model consisted of 400 plane stress elements to allow for a test specimen
geometry of 25 mm x 25 mm x 0.4 mm. The simulation consisted of 3 steps: 1) unfatigued state biaxial tension under load control imposed by evenly spaced nodal forces
along both axes to apply a first Piola Kirchhoff stress ratio

:

= 1:0.1 to the

specimen, similar to the corresponding biaxial test protocol [105], 2) 30 cycles of
uniaxial tension to a peak strain of 16% imposed by a uniform displacement applied to
the top and bottom rows of elements, which corresponds to 30x106 cycles in real time and
3) at the 30x106 state, biaxial tension with identical loading as in step 1. Fatigue damage
accumulation was only considered in step 2). The uniaxial tension tests in steps 1) and 3)
were simply to facilitate comparison between the simulation results and the experimental
fatigue data in [105]. The amount of damage per simulated cycle was scaled up to reflect
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approximately 1x106 cycles real-time. based on the fatigue model parameters by setting
to 1x106. The β parameter was adjusted until the simulated fatigued-state biaxial
response extracted from the step 3 simulation results matched the corresponding 30x106
cycle state experimental data, and the predicted permanent set in LD matched that
measured experimentally.
4.2.2.3 Description of distinct matrix and fiber fatigue damage
The evolution of GLBP stress-softening and permanent set were also defined by
component through Eqs. 2.22 -(2.23) and Eq. (2.29) respectively. It can be seen from
Figure 4.17 and Eqs. (2.11) and (2.13) that the stress-strain responses and the respective
strain energy components (i.e., peak equivalent strain and damage) for the matrix and
fiber constituents are drastically different. One would expect the threshold for the fibers
to be higher than that for the matrix. Thus, under the same loading condition, the fiber
reinforced direction may accumulate less fatigue damage than the cross-fiber direction.
All of these factors warrant the development of a fatigue damage model to include
distinct matrix and fiber descriptions.
However, since the GLBP fatigue experiment in [105] was only conducted along
the preferred fiber direction, the distinct matrix and fiber fatigue parameters cannot be
uniquely determined.

For the purpose of this study, the matrix fatigue damage

parameters were assumed to be identical to that of the bulk tissue determined in section
4.2.2.2.

Therefore, the overall GLBP tissue failure is assumed to be due to the matrix

components. Accordingly, the

was assumed to be higher than

, and was set

to 500 million cycles. Alternatively, the minimum equivalent strain threshold to induce
damage could be defined separately for each constituent. Clearly, there is a pressing need
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to collect the relevant fatigue experiment data to calibrate and validate the GLBP fatigue
model.
4.2.3

Computational modeling of bioprosthetic heart valve fatigue

4.2.3.1 SAV model generation
The SAV FE model was developed and validated previously by Sun et al. [81]
(Figure 4.10).

Briefly, the tri-leaflet SAV model consisted of GLBP tissue leaflets

mounted onto a metal stent. The stent and sutures attaching the leaflets to the stent were
constructed using beam elements. The stent was assigned a Young’s modulus of 160.1
GPa and a Poisson ratio of 0.3, while the sutures were assigned a Young’s modulus of
4.14 GPa and a Poisson ratio of 0.3. The leaflets were attached to the valve stent and
modeled using quadrilateral large strain shell elements. The leaflets were prescribed a
nominal thickness of 0.43 mm corresponding to the mean thickness of GLBP tissues used
to fabricate CEP valves [85]. Each leaflet had its own local coordinate system for
material property definitions (see Figure 4.11) that were fully defined by the constitutive
law, Eq. (2.39) and the GLBP fatigue parameters determined in section 4.2.2.2.

The

contact between two leaflets was modeled using a master-slave contact pair (an option in
ABAQUS). The leaflet that was stiffer in the radial direction was assigned the master
surface while the other was specified as the slave surface.
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Figure 4.10 SAV finite element model connstructed frrom shell elements inn the
prressurized sttate overlapp
ped with the initial un-deeformed geoometry.

Radial
Co
ommissures
Na
adir
Be
elly
Su
uture attachment
Circumferential

Figure 4.11 Diagram of
o the leafllet material orientationss and the ffiber orientaations
drrawn on the 2D leaflet schematic.
An ad
dditional SA
AV FE mod
del was deveeloped using the exact same geom
metry,
ex
xcept 3D co
ontinuum briick elementss (C3D8H) iin ABAQUS
S were usedd to construcct the
leeaflets to giv
ve a leaflet thickness off 0.4 mm too correspondd to commerrcial CEP vaalves.
The
T purpose of using bricck elements rather than shell elemennts is becausse brick elem
ments
arre more accu
urate for mo
odeling bend
ding. While tension is thhe primary lloading conddition
on
n the leafletts during vaalve closure, bending iss a significaant loading condition dduring
valve opening
g. Thus, by
y using brick
k elements, tthe effect off valve opening on the leeaflet
ge could be more accuraately modeleed. The SAV
V FE model in the fully open
faatigue damag
an
nd fully clossed configurrations is sho
own in Figuure 4.12. Thhe SAV stennt was allow
wed to
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deform to acccommodate approximateely 5º of stennt-tip deflecction under tthe peak preessure
lo
oad of 120 mmHg
m
(Figu
ure 4.12b). In this moddel, the stentt and suturess, leaflet maaterial
orrientations, and leaflet contact
c
weree modeled tthe same as previous.

In this casee, the

in
nitial leaflet material prroperties weere defined based on thhe biaxial testing of thhe L2
tiissue, which was modeleed with the modified-Ho
m
olzapfel moddel parameteers given in T
Table
4-2.

The leeaflet fatiguee propertiess were definned distincttly for the m
matrix and fiber

co
omponents based
b
on the GLBP tissu
ue fatigue paarameters dettermined in section 4.2.22.3.

Figure 4.12 Overlay plots
p
of the un-deformedd and deforrmed SAV F
FE models uusing
brrick elementts in the a) open
o
position
n and b) clossed position.
4.2.3.2 Finite element modeling
m
of TAVs
T
The FE
F model of a generic 23
3 mm diametter TAV devveloped prevviously by L
Li and
dy. The TAV
V leaflets weere also moddeled using llargeSun [310] waas also used for this stud
sttrain brick (C3D8H) elements,
e
an
nd prescribeed a thickneess of 0.255 mm simillar to
co
ommercial TAV
T
devicees. The TA
AV FE moddel in the ffully open and fully cclosed
co
onfiguration
ns is shown
n in Figure 4.13.

Thee TAV stennt was not included inn the

siimulations because
b
the deformation
n of the steent is assum
med to be m
minimal; thuss, the
sttent-attachm
ment nodes were
w
fixed in
n space to m
mimic attachhment to thee non-deform
mable
sttent. The leeaflet material orientatio
ons and conttact was moddeled identically to the SAV
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models.
m
Thee initial leafl
flet material properties w
were again ddefined baseed on the biiaxial
teesting of th
he L2 tissu
ue, which was
w modeleed with thee modified-H
Holzapfel m
model
parameters given in Tab
ble 4-2, and the leaflet fatigue propperties weree defined byy the
GLBP
G
tissue fatigue paraameters deterrmined in se ction 4.2.2.33.

Figure 4.13 Overlay plots of the un-deformed
u
d and deform
med TAV F
FE models iin the
nominal conffiguration in the a) open position andd b) closed pposition.
4.2.3.3 FE simulation
s
A quaasi-static app
proach was used
u
to analyyze the defoormation of the valve m
models
on to a fully
y loaded connfiguration w
with the effeects of fatiguue by
frrom a stress-free positio
ap
pplying cycllic pressurization to the leaflets. Thhe amount off damage per simulated cycle
was
w scaled up
u to reflectt approximaately 10x106 cycles reaal-time based on the faatigue
model
m
parameters by settting

to 10x106. The ssimulation reesults (stresss, strain, dam
mage,

ettc.) were ex
xtracted for each
e
loading
g cycle. Vaalues from tthe elementss along the sstentatttachments were
w
ignored to avoid potentially
p
iinaccurate bboundary efffects. Whille the
am
mount of damage
d
at certain cyccle states m
may not bee accurate, due to lim
mited
ex
xperimental data, the vaariable, N, nominalizes
n
the simulateed cycle statte. Althouggh the
prrecise timing
g of fatigue events cannot be predic ted, throughh well-controolled side-byy-side
co
omparison, the
t effects of valve desig
gn on the leaaflet durabiliity can be asssessed.
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In a pilot study, systolic opening of the valves was simulated by applying a
uniform pressure of 4 mmHg to the ventricular surface of the leaflets (Figure 4.12a and
Figure 4.13a), and diastolic closure of the valves was simulated by applying a uniform
pressure of 120 mmHg to the aortic side of the leaflets (Figure 4.12b and Figure 4.13b)
We found that the peak leaflet stresses and strains were consistently lower in the fully
open configuration compared to the fully closed configuration (Figure 4.14).
Additionally, fatigue damage due to 1) cyclic opening and closing, and 2) just cyclic
closing was simulated in the SAV model. In the cyclic opening and closing simulation,
one cycle consisted of applying a sinusoidal pressure waveform to the ventricular side of
the leaflets from a minimum of 0 mmHg to a peak of 4 mmHg, and then applying a
sinusoidal pressure waveform to the aortic side of the leaflets from a minimum of 0
mmHg to a peak of 120 mmHg.

In the cyclic closing only simulation, one cycle

consisted only of applying the sinusoidal pressure waveform to the aortic side of the
leaflets. Contour plots of the peak equivalent strain, as well as the matrix and fiber
damages at the 9N fatigue state for each fatigue loading condition are shown in Figure
4.15. The peak equivalent strain was slightly underestimated at the commissures and the
central portion of the free edge under the closing only fatigue condition compared to the
opening and closing condition; however, the overall resultant damage patterns were
nearly identical under both fatigue loading conditions.

Given that opening did not

significantly impact the SAV leaflet damage and required much more time to run, only
cyclic closing was considered in the TAV fatigue simulations, and all comparisons
between the SAV and TAV fatigue simulations in the proceeding sections are made
between the cyclic closing fatigue simulations. The fatigue simulation results including
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th
he leaflet stress, strain, equivalent
e
sttrain, matrix and fiber daamage factors were extrracted
att each fatigu
ue cycle statee for comparrison. Valuees from two layers of booundary elem
ments
allong the sttent-attachmeents were ignored
i
to avoid poteentially inacccurate bounndary
efffects.

Figure 4.14 Contour plots
p
of the max
m princippal stress andd max logarrithmic straiin for
eaach valve in the open an
nd closed con
nfigurations at the 0N sttate. In eachh valve the leeaflet
sttresses and strains weree higher in the
t closed pposition withh peak valuues located aat the
co
ommissures (red) and minimum
m
values at the naadir (blue). All contourr plots are shhown
on
n the aortic side of the leeaflet deform
med geometrry at peak prressurizationn.
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Figure 4.15 Contour pllots of the peak equivaleent strain, fibber and matrrix damage iin the
a closing and cyclic closing onlyy at the 9N state,
SAV leaflets due to cycllic opening and
howing sligh
htly higher peak
p
equivalent strains due to cycliic opening aand closing aat the
sh
frree edge, butt nearly iden
ntical fiber an
nd matrix daamage patterrns.
4.2.3.3.1 Parametric stu
udy of the efffect of leaflett and stent pproperties onn SAV durabbility
In an effort to inv
vestigate the effects of leeaflet and steent material properties oon the
BHV
B
durability, we cond
ducted a parrametric studdy. The efffect of the unn-fatigued leeaflet
prroperties waas tested by comparing
c
th
hree nominaal valve cases: L1 – all thhree leaflets were
asssigned the L1 property
y (Figure 4.5
5a), L2 – alll leaflets weere assignedd the L2 prooperty
(F
Figure 4.5b)), and L3 – all leaflets were assignned the L3 pproperty (Fiigure 4.5c). The
efffect of mismatched leaaflets was teested by com
mparing 3 aadditional caases: L1/L2//L3 –
eaach leaflet was
w assigned
d a distinct un-fatigued property, 2 L1/ L2 – ttwo leaflets were
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assigned the L1 property while the other was assigned the L2 property, and L1/ 2 L2 –
two leaflets were assigned the L2 property while the other was assigned the L1 property.
The effect of the leaflet thickness was investigated by testing two additional cases
with the L2 leaflet property: L2-thin – using a leaflet thickness of 0.35 mm, and L2thick – using a leaflet thickness of 0.5 mm. The 0.35 mm and 0.5 mm thicknesses
represent the typical range for GLBP tissues used to fabricate SAVs.
The effect of valve stent-tip deflection was investigated by altering the stent
modulus by ±40%, referred to as the 1.4E and 0.6E cases respectively, in the L1 (L1
0.6E, L1 1.4E) and L2 (L2 0.6E, L2 1.4E) nominal valves. The Rigid case, where the
stent modulus was unchanged, albeit all degrees of freedom of the stent were fixed in
space to prevent any stent-tip deflection, was also studied.

Each BHV model was

subjected to up to 30N simulated cycles of fatigue.
4.2.3.3.2 Comparison study of SAV versus TAV durability
To estimate the durability of TAV devices, the durability of the SAV and TAV
models under identical loading and with identical leaflet properties were quantified and
compared. The SAV model with brick elements was used in the comparison.
4.2.3.3.3 Parametric study of the effect of underexpansion on TAV durability
Cyclic diastolic closure of TAVs was simulated in two steps. First, the aortic side
of the leaflets were slightly pressurized to 10% of the peak pressure (~12 mmHg) and the
nodes along the leaflet stent-attachment lines were radially displaced towards the center
of the valve by 0 mm, 0.5 mm, 1 mm, and 1.5 mm to reduce the valve radius and achieve
the nominal, and 1 mm, 2 mm, and 3 mm underexpanded (UE) cases (Figure 4.16a). In a
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size 23 mm TAV with an internal diameter of 22 mm, these UE cases represent 4.5%,
9.1%, and 13.6% underexpansion respectively. Note that 10% to 15% underexpansion is
generally considered acceptable in clinical practice [271]. Qualitatively, this approach
resulted in realistic distortion of the leaflets (Figure 4.16b). The stent-attachment nodes
were then fixed in space at this new location for the duration of the simulations to mimic
attachment to a rigid stent. Then diastolic pressurization cycles from the minimum
pressure of ~12 mmHg to a peak pressure of ~120 mmHg were applied to the aortic side
of the leaflets to investigate the effects of repetitive loading.
The deformed valve geometries were imported into HyperMesh 12.0 (Altair
HyperWorks, MI), for dimensional analysis. The leaflet coaptation area under the peak
diastolic pressure of 120 mmHg was measured as the surface area of the contacting
regions of adjacent leaflets. The degree of leaflet pin-wheeling upon valve closure was
quantified in terms of the minimium bending radius (MBR) of the leaflet free edge per
the methods proposed by Corden et al. [315]. The leaflet MBR was also measured along
the radial mid-line, the line bisecting the leaflet in the radial direction. Briefly, the
deformed coordinates of the nodes along the leaflet free edge and radial mid-line were
exported and used to generate spline curves using Matlab (Mathworks, MA). The central
difference method was used to calculate the approximate derivatives of the spline curves
in order to calculate the line curvatures and bending radii for each case.
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Figure 4.16 a) The 3 mm
m UE TAV
V FE modell after inwarrd radial dissplacement oof the
sttent-attachm
ment line overlaid with th
he nominal T
TAV model under minim
mum pressurre. b)
A failed expllanted 26 mm
m Sapien XT
X TAV impplanted in a 27 mm Carrpentier-Edw
wards
SAV (adapted
d from [268]]).

4.3 Resultts
4.3.1

Consttitutive modeeling of GLB
BP uniaxial ffatigue respoonse

4.3.1.1 Mateerial parameeters of un-fa
fatigued GLB
BP responsee
The modified-Ho
m
olzapfel mod
del parameteers to fit thhe L2 propeerty are given in
Table
T
2-2. Th
he constitutiive model was
w able to ccapture the response weell (Figure 44.17).
The
T matrix contribution
c
to the oveerall stress was kept small compaared to the fiber
co
ontribution during the parameter
p
fitting,
f
becauuse the fibeers are estim
mated to be over
100X stiffer than
t
the matrrix materialss [316].

Table
T
4-2
Modified-Holzapfel model
m
parameeters for CEP
P valve leafl
flets.
Specimen
(°°)
Leaflet
L
2 (L2)
30.03
3.47
74.50
63.199
43.11

2005

1e-5

Cauchy Stress (kPa)
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Radial

Circumferential
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Figure 4.17 GLBP L2 equi-biaxial response from Sun [85] (open circles), with the
modified-Holzapfel model fit (black lines), and the contributions from the matrix (blue
lines) and fibers (red lines) to the overall response.
4.3.1.2 Material parameters of fatigued GLBP response
The fitted GLBP fatigue parameters for use with the Fung-type strain energy
function are given in Table 4-3.

The GLBP material parameters for use with the

modified-Holzapfel strain energy function are given in Table 4-4. These parameters were
able to capture the uniaxial fatigue response of GLBP as described in the proceeding
sections.

Table 4-3
(kPa)
0.58
√
4.67

GLBP fatigue parameters for use with the Fung strain energy function.
Initial Fung model tissue material parameters
76.19

198.0
28.02
50.9
Inelastic model material parameters

-9.67

0.17

√
431,840.00

368 10

1.00
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10.0

0.1

0.1

0.05

Table 4-4
GLBP fatigue parameters for use with the modified-Holzapfel strain
energy function.
Initial modified-Holzapfel model tissue material parameters
30.03
√
4.67
√
4.67

3.47
74.50
63.19
43.11
Inelastic model matrix material parameters
√

1e-5

431,840
1.0
10.0
368 10
Inelastic model fiber material parameters
√

0.105

500 10

n/a

431,840

1.0

10.0

The uniaxial fatigue simulation using the parameters in Table 4-3 are
demonstrated the altered geometry and mechanical properties of the tissue specimen in
response to cyclic loading. As illustrated in Figure 4.18, the test specimen becomes
clearly distorted throughout cyclic loading as a result of accumulating permanent sets.
The specimen became elongated in the LD and narrowed along the XD, as observed
experimentally. The specimen geometry change after 30x106 fatigue cycles is evident in
the stress-free state (Figure 4.18). The total permanent sets accumulated after 30x106
simulated fatigue cycles presented as the average Green strains at the zero stress-state in
the central 16 elements were -0.0105 in the XD, 0.0698 in the LD, and 0.001 in shear
which agree well with the experimentally observed values [105]. Damage was highest
near the sides of tissue at the grips as expected, with a maximum stress softening factor
of 1.0 indicating tissue tearing at these locations. The stress softening factor throughout
the center of the specimen was approximately 0.698.
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Figure 4.18 Schematicc of the initiaal model geoometry and lloading condditions on thhe left
nd specimen
n at the streess-free statee after simuulated fatigue with a contour plot oof the
an
damage on th
he right. Th
he red solid line represeents the dam
mage zone annd the red ddotted
liine representts the un-fatiigued geomeetry.
The change in thee specimen mechanical
m
pproperties iss demonstratted by the alltered
sttress-strain response.
r
The
T mean strress-strain reesponses weere extractedd from the ceentral
16 elements of
o the modell where the stress
s
and strrain were neearly uniform
m. In Figuree 4.19
he stress-straain responsee was extractted from thee same elem
ments during steps 1 andd 3 of
th
th
he simulation and were plotted against the expperimental faatigue data ffrom [105]. The
siimulation results agree well
w with thee experimenttal data for bboth the 0 cyycle (un-fatiggued)
sttate and the 30x106 cycle state. In Fiigure 4.19 a non-zero strrain of approoximately 0..0698
att zero stress is shown forr the 30x106 cycle state response.
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Figure 4.19 The uniaxial stress-strain response under load control of the simulated
specimen compared to the actual specimen at the 0 state and the 30x106 state.
4.3.2

Effect of cyclic loading on BHV function
Cyclic loading induced leaflet material property and geometry changes in each

case. Some degree of fatigue damage was evident in each of the leaflets, with peak
damages on the aortic side of the leaflets, for each of the BHVs studied. This damage
caused the leaflets to “sag” in all cases. Figure 4.20a&b shows the overlaid leaflet
geometry for the L1 valve at the 0N and 30N states under ~120mmHg pressure. The
leaflet free edge was lowered but leaflet coaptation was maintained by leaflet sagging
particularly in the belly region of the leaflet.

Leaflet fatigue damage also induced

changes in the leaflet stress distribution. Contour plots of the max principal stress in the
L1 valve leaflet at the 0N (Figure 4.20c) and 30N (Figure 4.20d) states show that the
leaflet peak stress is originally along the suture attachment line on the aortic side of the
leaflet, but at the highly fatigued state, the leaflet peak stress is located at the commissure
on the ventricular side of the leaflet.
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Figure 4.20 Overlaid L1
L valve leaaflet geometrry in the fullly pressurizzed state afteer 0N
ycles of fatigue (gray) and
a 30N cyccles of fatiguue (blue). a) (Front view
w) sagging oof the
cy
leeaflet free ed
dge at the 30N state and
d b) (side viiew) increassed curvaturee in the leafflet at
th
he 30N statee which is particularly pronounced
p
in the belly region. Thhe L1 leaflett max
prrincipal stress distributio
on on the ao
ortic side of tthe leaflet att the c) 0N aand d) 30N sstates.
The
T arrows in
ndicate the peak
p
stress lo
ocation.
4.3.3

Leafleet property parametric
p
sttudy
In eaach simulattion, the valve
v
modeel was subbjected to 20N cyclees of

n. In 3 casees, the L3, L1/L2/L3 andd 2 L1/L2 caases, the sim
mulation diveerged
prressurization
prrior to the 20N
2
cycle mark.
m
The reemaining 3 ssimulations ccompleted suuccessfully. The
th
hree nominaal cases disp
played very
y different innitial leaflett stress disttribution pattterns
(F
Figure 4.21aa), which traanslated to veery differentt fatigue dam
mage patternns (Figure 4..21b).
Both
B
the L1 and
a L3 valv
ves had high stress and cconcentrationns and fatiggue damage aalong
th
he suture atttachment lin
nes below th
he commisssures. The L2 valve leeaflets had m
much
lo
ower peak sttresses which
h were locatted at the siddes of the beelly region, in from the ssuture
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attachments. The leaflet fatigue damage region was largest in the L1 valve. The damage
was most significant along the suture attachments but also appeared along the belly and
commissures. In the L2 valve, the fatigue damage was very minimal and in the region
corresponding to the peak stresses, while in the L3 valve, in addition to the damage along
the suture attachments, damage accumulated at the free edge due to twisting of the
leaflets upon cyclic closure. The L1 and L2 nominal valves both displayed good leaflet
coaptation and no fatigue damage at the leaflet free edge.
In the leaflet mismatch cases, the initial leaflet stresses, particularly along the
commissures, increased in each leaflet (Figure 4.21a), which accelerated fatigue damage
in these regions (Figure 4.21b). The L2 leaflet stress distribution in the mismatch cases
was altered dramatically with much higher peak stresses which moved towards the suture
attachment lines. Fatigue damage was greatly accelerated in the L2 leaflet in each of the
mismatch cases. The stress distributions and damage patterns in the L1 and L3 leaflets in
the mismatch cases were similar to the respective nominal cases. However, a small
amount of damage along the L1 leaflet free edge was induced in the mismatch cases due
to the compromised leaflet coaptation in these cases, where one or two leaflets would
“lean” over the others.
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Figure 4.21 Contour plots
p
of the a)
a max prinncipal stress at the un-faatigued and fully
lo
oaded state and
a b) the 9N state fatig
gue damage on the aortiic side of thhe leaflet forr each
valve of the leeaflet properrty parametrric study.
The leeaflet peak stress, equivaalent strain aand damage factor (

), were extractted at

eaach cycle for each case (Figure
(
4.22
2a-c). The L
L2 valve dispplayed the loowest peak leeaflet
sttresses, equivalent strain
ns, and damaage throughoout cycling. Interestinglly, of the nom
minal
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cases, the L3 valve had the highest initial peak stress, which was ~25% higher than that
of the L1 valve; however, the L1 valve had much higher peak equivalent strains
throughout cycling, and consequently, greater leaflet damage.

The leaflet property

mismatch cases all displayed higher peak leaflet stresses than the nominal cases;
however, they displayed similar peak equivalent strains to the L1 valve throughout
cycling. The damage factor in the L1/L2/L3 was accelerated compared to all other cases.
Damage in the 2 L1/L2 and L1/2 L2 valves accumulated at a similar rate to the L1 valve.
The peak damage factor vs. cycle curve in each case was extrapolated to complete leaflet
failure (

1) to estimate the fatigue life of each valve. Figure 4.22d shows the

normalized fatigue life of each valve, to the L2 nominal valve.

According to this

analysis, the fatigue lives of the L1, L1/L2/L3, 2 L1/L2, and L1/2 L2 valves were
reduced by over 15% compared to the L2 valve.
The leaflet thickness had a significant impact on both the L2 valve leaflet peak
stress at the un-fatigued state and the accumulated fatigue damage at the 20N fatigued
state (Figure 4.23). The overall stress distribution of the L2 valve was not affected by
changing the thickness. However, it did affect the magnitude of the stress, as expected.
This resulted in a much larger damage region in the L2-thin valve and a smaller damage
region in the L2-thick valve at the 20N state.
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Figure 4.22 The effectt of leaflet material
m
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e
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Figure 4.23 Contour plots
p
of the a)
a max prinncipal stress at the un-faatigued (0N) and
fu
ully loaded state
s
and b) the 20N statte fatigue daamage on thee aortic sidee of the leaflet for
eaach valve off the leaflet thickness
t
parrametric studdy.
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The leaflet peak stress was increased throughout cycling in the L2-thin valve and
decreased in the L2-thick valve compared to the L2 nominal as shown in Figure 4.24a.
The peak equivalent strain was also higher and increased much more rapidly over cycling
in the L2-thin valve than the L2 nominal and L2 thick valves (Figure 4.24b). These
effects reduced the fatigue life of the L2-thin valve compared to the L2 and L2-thick
valves (Figure 4.24c). The fatigue life of the L2-thick valve was slightly improved
compared to the L2 valve.
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Figure 4.24 The effect of the leaflet thickness on the peak L2 leaflet a) maximum
principal stress and b) equivalent strain observed during valve closure at each cycle. The
normalized fatigue life of each of the valves with altered leaflet thickness compared to
the nominal L2 valve.
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4.3.4

Stent property parrametric stud
dy
In eacch simulation
n the valve model
m
was suubjected to 220N cycles oof pressurizaation.

All
A eight alteered stent sim
mulations co
ompleted suuccessfully. Changing thhe stent modulus
alltered the am
mount of sten
nt-tip deflection in the L
L1 and L2 vaalves to simiilar degrees. The
L1
L and L2 nominal vaalves had sttent-tip defllections of 5.3° and 55.9° respectiively.
Decreasing
D
th
he stent mod
dulus by 40%
% (0.6E) incrreased the L1 and L2 steent-tip deflecctions
to
o 8.0° and 8..8°. Increasing the stentt modulus byy 40% (1.4E
E) decreasedd the deflectiion in
th
he L1 and L2
L valves to 4.0° and 4.5
5° respectivvely (see Figgure 4.25), w
while the “R
Rigid”
fo
ormation preevented any
y stent deflecction. Alterring the stennt modulus had a negliigible
efffect on the L1
L leaflet co
oaptation: in
n each case thhere was a sm
mall gap bettween the leaflets
up
pon closure.. However, the stent mo
odulus affectted the leafleet coaptationn of the L2 vvalve.
The
T nominal L2 valve haad perfect leeaflet coaptattion, and deecreasing thee modulus caaused
sllight leaflet pin-wheeling
p
g in the L2 0.6E
0
case. IIncreasing thhe L2 stent m
modulus cauused a
sm
mall gap upon valve clo
osure in the L2 1.4E caase and a moore significaant gap in thhe L2
Rigid
R
case.

Figure 4.25 The effectt of the stentt elastic moddulus on the degree of sttent-tip defleection
fo
or the L1 vallve.
In bo
oth the L1 and L2 no
ominal valvves, decreasing the deggree of stennt-tip
deflection inccreased leafflet stresses particularlyy in the bellly and com
mmissure regions
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(Figure 4.26a), which induced greater fatigue damage in these regions (Figure 4.26b).
For each of the L1 cases, the peak leaflet stresses were located along the leaflet suture
attachments. The L2 nominal, L2 0.6E and L2 1.4E valves all had leaflet peak stresses
on the sides of the leaflet belly region, while the L2 Rigid valve had peak stresses at the
commissures.
The L1 leaflet peak stresses (Figure 4.27a) and equivalent strains (Figure 4.27c)
throughout cycling were only minimally affected by the altered stent property, where
increasing stent-tip deflection decreased leaflet stresses and equivalent strains.

The

trends were less consistent for the L2 valve, because the peak stresses and equivalent
strains did not correspond to the same region of the leaflet in each case. All of the altered
stent-tip deflection L2 cases resulted in higher initial peak leaflet stresses and equivalent
strains than the nominal L2 (Figure 4.27b&d). Similar, to the leaflet property parametric
study, the peak damage factor vs. cycle curves for each valve in the stent property
parametric study were extrapolated to estimate the valve fatigue life. The stent property
had a minimal effect on the L1 valve fatigue life (Figure 4.27e) of less than 1%. For the
L2 valve, the altered stent-tip deflection had a greater impact on the valve life (Figure
4.27f), where the rigid stent reduced valve durability by ~2.5%, although this is still not
very significant.
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Figure 4.26 Contour plots
p
of the a)
a max prinncipal stress at the un-faatigued and fully
lo
oaded state and
a b) the 20
0N state fatiigue damagee on the aorttic side of thhe leaflet forr each
valve of the stent
s
property
y parametricc study.
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Figure 4.27 The effect of the stent elastic modulus on the peak L1 leaflet a) maximum
principal stress and c) equivalent strain observed during valve closure at each cycle. The
effect of the stent elastic modulus on the peak L2 leaflet b) maximum principal stress and
e) equivalent strain observed during valve closure at each cycle. The normalized fatigue
life of each of the e) L1 and f) L2 leaflet property valves with altered stent properties
compared to the corresponding nominal valves.
4.3.5

Comparison study of SAV and TAV leaflet fatigue
The SAV fatigue simulation ran until complete local failure of the matrix

(

1) at the 28N fatigue state, which caused a numerical singularity and solution
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divergence. The TAV fatigue simulation only ran until the 9N fatigue state due to
numerical instability.

The peak leaflet strain and equivalent strain were compared

between the two valves for each cycle (Figure 4.28). In each case, the peak values were
higher in the TAV compared to the SAV at corresponding cycle states. The initial (0N
state) peak strain and equivalent strain values in the TAV leaflets were 26% and 51%
higher than the respective SAV leaflet values. The TAV peak strain and equivalent strain
values at the 9N fatigued state corresponded to the values observed in the SAV leaflets at
the 23N state (Figure 4.28). Therefore, the leaflet peak equivalent strain, max principal
stress, and max principal strain contours in the fully closed valve configuration were
compared between the TAV at the 9N state and the SAV at the 23N state (Figure 4.29a).
While the peak values were similar, the respective contour plots show that a larger area of
the TAV leaflet was subjected to high strains compared to the SAV leaflet, and the TAV
leaflet had higher stress throughout. In each case, the peak equivalent strains, stresses,
and strains were located near the commissures and along the stent-attachments, which
contributed to the most significant damages in these regions of the leaflets.
The peak equivalent strain, max principal strain and stress contours are also
shown for the SAV at the 28N state representing the failure state in Figure 4.29b. The
leaflet failure points correspond to the peak equivalent strain and max principal strain
concentrations near the commissures. The SAV leaflet stress contour plot at the 28N
state shows that the stress distribution homogenized from the 0N state (Figure 4.14).
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Figure 4.29 a) Contou
ur plots of th
he peak equuivalent straiin, max prinncipal stresss, and
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m principal strain of th
he TAV at th
he 9N state aand the SAV
V at the 23N
N showing siimilar
patterns and peak
p
values. b) Contou
ur plots of thhe peak equuivalent straiin, max prinncipal
sttress, and maax principal strain of thee SAV at faillure (28N staate).
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th
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Figure 4.30 Leaflet coaptation upo
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Figure 4.31 a) The percent area of leaflet coaptation, b) the MBR of the leaflet free
edge and radial mid-line versus the degree of underexpansion at the 0N state.
The peak leaflet stress during closure along the commissures, belly, and nadir
were compared for each case. The normalized peak stresses compared to the nominal
case at the 0N state are shown in Figure 4.32. The underexpanded configuration resulted
in increased tensile stresses at the commissures and decreased tensile stresses in the belly
region (Figure 4.32a). The peak tensile stress was also increased in the 2 mm and 3 mm
UE cases at the nadir compared to the nominal valve. The peak compressive stresses
consistently increased in all regions of the leaflets with increasing degree of
underexpansion (Figure 4.32b).

In the nominal and 1 mm UE cases the peak tensile

stress was located at the commissures and the peak compressive stress was at the nadir
due to coaptation. In the 2 mm and 3 mm UE cases the peak tensile and compressive
stresses were both located near the commissures along the suture attachments due to
significant leaflet bending in these regions.
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Figure 4.32 Peak a) ten
nsile and b) compressivve stress for each valve aat the 0N staate in
different regio
ons of the leeaflet: 1) alon
ng commissuures, 2) bellyy, and 3) naddir.
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nents (Figuree 4.33). In the
t UE casees, the overaall damage aarea was redduced,
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ut damage was
w acceleraated at the freee edge andd suture attacchments corrresponding tto the
ellevated stressses and eq
quivalent strrains in thesse regions. The damagge became more
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oncentrated with increassing degree of
o underexp ansion, as thhe maximum
m peak equivvalent
sttrain values tended to in
ncrease (Fig
gure 4.34). The overall peak equivvalent strainn was
in
nitially loweest in the 1 mm
m UE; how
wever, surpaassed that off the nominaal valve at thhe 4N
sttate (Figure 4.34b). Th
he maximum
m peak equivvalent strainn was initiallly located aat the
co
ommissures in the nom
minal case, but shiftedd slightly ddownwards aalong the ssuture
atttachments at
a the 8N staate. The maaximum peaak equivalennt strains weere located aat this
reegion along
g the suturee attachmentts throughoout each of the UE siimulations.

The

maximum
m
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nt strain incrreased slighttly more rappidly in eachh of the UE cases
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ompared to the
t nominal fully expand
ded case witth continuedd cycling.
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4.4 Discusssion
4.4.1

Consttitutive modeeling of GLB
BP fatigue reesponse
The theoretical
t
and compu
utational fraamework oof Chapter 2 was ablle to

qu
uantitatively
y describe th
he changing mechanical and structurral properties of GLBP ttissue
sttrips subjectted to uniax
xial tension cycles. W
While the exxperimental data availabble is
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limited, the results of this study show that the modeling approach is suitable for modeling
the GLBP fatigue response. The developed constitutive model can thus be used in
conjunction with FE analysis to investigate the impacts of BHV design features on the
durability of the GLBP leaflets, as in this chapter, and could also be used to investigate
the durability of GLBP patches for various applications.
4.4.2

Effect of cyclic loading on SAV function
The added effects of fatigue-induced stress softening and permanent set caused

changes in the leaflet stress distributions and often the region of peak stress in the leaflet.
Therefore, the region of peak stress in the un-fatigued leaflet may not necessarily
correspond to the ultimate failure region. Fatigue also caused the leaflets in each case to
sag, particularly in the central belly region of the leaflet (Figure 4.20). This phenomena
was also observed in porcine BHVs subjected to 500x106 cycles of accelerated wear
testing [291], where the leaflets exhibited increased curvature particularly in the central
belly region. The areas of increased curvature were correlated to areas with collagen
fiber distortion [291] or damage, which agrees well with the simulated results. Leaflet
sagging may increase the coaptation area throughout cycling and accelerate damage at the
free edge of the leaflets.
4.4.3

Effect of leaflet properties on SAV durability
The results of this study suggest that SAV durability is highly dependent on the

leaflet properties. Unsurprisingly, the best leaflet properties, L2 and L3, were highly
anisotropic with higher stiffness in the circumferential direction, similar to the native
valve property [312]. The worst the leaflet property, L1, was nearly isotropic, which
translated to fatigue damage over a much larger area of the leaflets compared to the L2
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and L3 valves. The fact that the initial leaflet peak stresses in the L1 valve were lower
compared to those of the L3 valve, demonstrates that an initial peak leaflet stress analysis
may not be appropriate for assessing valve durability. The initial peak leaflet equivalent
strain may be a superior metric for assessing valve fatigue, because this value accounts
for the total leaflet deformation.
The three leaflet property mismatch cases were associated with higher leaflet
stresses and fatigue damage along the leaflet commissures and suture attachments
compared to the nominal valves. This helps explain why mechanical failures of SAVs
are often associated with leaflet tears in the vicinity of the commissures and/or suture
attachments, regardless of the specific design [242, 317-319]. The L1/L2/L3 valve had
the shortest fatigue life of all the valves studied. Fatigue damage was also accelerated in
the 2 L1/L2 and L1/2 L2 valves compared with the L2 nominal valve: the damage in
these valves was similar to that in the L1 nominal valve. Thus, the valve durability is
only as good as the worst leaflet. However, the 2 L1/L2 and L1/2 L2 valves were slightly
more durable than the L1/L2/L3 valve, which suggests that leaflet property homogeneity
also plays a role in the valve durability and supports leaflet heterogeneity as a failure
mode of pericardial SAVs [242-244]. Of course in reality, it may be challenging to build
BHVs with identical leaflet material properties; however, careful selection of the tissue
used for fabrication may significantly improve the durability of BHVs. Indeed, leaflet
sorting based on mechanical properties has been adopted by the heart valve industry for
the BHV manufacturing process.
The leaflet fatigue damage increased with a decrease in leaflet thickness as
expected. This result is intuitive because as the leaflet thickness is reduced, the stress is
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increased, and corresponds to the clinical observation that thinner leaflets are associated
with reduced durability [241]. Surprisingly, the leaflet material properties still had a
more significant impact on the valve durability than the leaflet thickness. The results of
this parametric study have implications for TAVs which require thinner leaflets.
Interestingly, although the L2-thin valve had accumulated damage over a larger area of
the leaflet at the 20N state compared to the L2-Rigid valve, the peak damage was similar
in both valves. This suggests that the lack of stent-tip-deflection and thin leaflets have a
similar detrimental impact on the valve durability; although, the leaflet thickness would
likely have a more significant impact on the durability when reduced below 0.35 mm.
Thus, some mechanism to provide stent-tip deflection in TAVs may be important.
4.4.4

Effect of stent properties on SAV durability
As expected, reduction of the stent-tip deflection resulted in higher peak leaflet

stresses and fatigue damage in the commissure regions. Mechanical failures of the IS
valve were associated with tears in the leaflets along the free edges near the top of the
struts [240, 320-322], which agrees with this result (Figure 4.26b). Reduction of the
stent-modulus redistributed the peak stresses and fatigue damage away from the
commissures, towards the leaflet free edge, yet, did not always translate to better
durability. At some minimum threshold stent-tip deflection value, leaflet fatigue damage
will exceed that of the nominal stent.
In the L1 stent property parametric study, although increasing the degree of stenttip deflection consistently resulted in lower leaflet stresses, equivalent strains and fatigue
damage particularly in the commissure regions, some degree of fatigue damage was
accrued in the commissure regions in each case. This result is supported by the clinical
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finding that commissural tears continue to be a mechanism of BHV failure, even in
designs with flexible stents [323].
In the L2 stent property parametric study, all of the altered stent cases resulted in
higher leaflet stresses, equivalent strains and fatigue damage than the nominal case. The
incorporation of stent-tip deflection eliminated leaflet fatigue damage in the regions of
the commissures completely, yet increased damage at the free edges. The leaflet peak
stresses and equivalent strains over cycling followed a similar pattern for the L2, L2
0.6E, and L2 1.4E cases, likely because the peak values in each case corresponded to the
same region of the leaflet, towards the sides of the belly region. The peak stresses and
equivalent strains for the L2 Rigid leaflets followed a different pattern, but these peak
values corresponded to different regions of the leaflets: the commissures. Leaflet fatigue
damage seems to propagate differently in different regions. It is clear that the complexity
of the BHV design can cause confounding effects on the durability. Overall, the degree
of stent-tip deflection had a lesser impact on leaflet durability than the leaflet material
properties, and affected valves with different leaflet material properties differently.
4.4.5

Effect of leaflet coaptation on SAV durability
For clinical or experimental cases, where the full leaflet stress and equivalent

strain distributions are unknown, the leaflet coaptation upon closure may also be a useful
qualitative indicator of BHV durability. The L2 valve had essentially perfect leaflet
coaptation and the least amount of fatigue damage in the leaflets. In the leaflet property
mismatch cases, one or two of the leaflets would lean over the others due to the
differences in stiffness of the contacting materials. The greater the disparity between the
leaflets, the more appreciable the leaflet leaning upon closure became. The leaning was
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most significant in the L1/L2/L3 valve which had the greatest amount of fatigue damage.
The leaning is also likely responsible for the high stress concentrations at the suture
attachment lines in the L1/L2/L3, L1/2 L2, and 2 L1/L2 valves. Leaflet leaning may
initiate a positive feedback mechanism for leaflet tearing. For instance, if a leaflet leans
more to one side than the other, higher stress will be applied to the opposing side of the
leaflet along the suture attachment, and as that area becomes damaged, the leaflet leaning
will become more pronounced.
Pin-wheeling of the leaflets may also compromise leaflet durability. In the L3
and reduced stent modulus cases, leaflet pin-wheeling upon closure induced fatigue
damage at the leaflet free edge. Interestingly, the leaflet max principal stress is often low
at the free edge despite high equivalent strains and damage in this region with leaflet pinwheeling. This is because the leaflets undergo significant compressive strains in this
region and the principal stress is actually at a minimum, which further supports the use of
the equivalent strain in place of the max principal stress for assessing valve durability.
4.4.6

Effect of including distinct matrix and fiber descriptions
Overall, including distinct matrix and fiber descriptions in the SAV model did not

significantly impact the SAV fatigue simulation results. The peak equivalent strain
contours for both SAV models showed peak values near the commissures and along the
suture attachments, and in both cases SAV failure was predicted at the 28N cycle state
due to tissue failure at these regions. However, by including separate mechanisms for
distinct matrix and fiber damages in this study, matrix damage was revealed in regions of
low stress, albeit large strains such as the lower belly region of the SAV leaflet (Figure
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4.15). This effect is due to the marked anisotropy of the tissue which allows the leaflets
to achieve large strains in the radial direction under low stress. By comparing the contour
plots of the max principal stress and strain in the SAV leaflets shown in Figure 4.14 with
the matrix and fiber damage contour plots in Figure 4.15, it appears that matrix damage
corresponded to regions of high strain, while damage to the fibers corresponded to
regions of high stress. Damage at the nadirs (Figure 4.15) due to significant compressive
stresses (Figure 4.14) was also predicted unlike in our previous study. The leaflet may be
particularly susceptible to fatigue damage under compressive loading, because fibers are
typically assumed to only bear load under tension, thus, the weaker matrix components
must support all compressive stresses.

In these regions where only the matrix is

damaged, the fibers may become debonded from the surrounding matrix causing
delamination. Thus, while the inclusion of distinct matrix and fiber damage descriptions
did not change the predicted failure location for this case, in cases where the leaflets may
be undergoing larger bending deformations or compressive stresses, it could have a
significant impact on the conclusions of the study.
4.4.7

Computational fatigue analysis of surgical bioprosthetic valves
Overall the results of the SAV fatigue simulations were very robust and

corresponded to the known failure mechanisms of SAVs very well. The following
factors were associated with accelerated fatigue of the GLBP leaflets: heterogeneity of
leaflet elastic properties, thin leaflets, poor leaflet coaptation, and little stent-tip
deflection. Each of these factors has long since been known to accelerate fatigue of
SAVs [240-244].

Furthermore, regardless of the leaflet and stent properties, the

simulated leaflet fatigue damage was highest along the commissures and suture
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attachments, which correspond with the known failure locations of SAVs [240, 320-323].
Therefore, the SAV fatigue damage modeling approach presented can be used to predict
realistic BHV fatigue patterns, and thus was used to investigate TAV fatigue
mechanisms.
4.4.8

Comparison of SAV and TAV leaflet fatigue damage
Similar to the recently published FE results comparing SAV and TAV leaflet

mechanics at the un-fatigued state [310], the leaflet stresses and strains were significantly
higher in the TAV compared to the SAV. The TAV leaflet peak equivalent strains
remained significantly higher than the SAV leaflet values at corresponding cycle states
throughout fatigue life.

This translated to elevated peak damage values and larger

damage areas in the TAV leaflets at any given cycle state. In both valves, these peak
leaflet damages were predicted near the commissures and along the stent-attachments,
which corresponds with the known failure regions of SAV leaflets [242, 317-319].
Unfortunately, TAV leaflet fatigue until complete failure could not be simulated.
However, considering that the peak strain and equivalent strain values of the TAV
leaflets at the 9N state corresponded to the respective peak values of the SAV leaflets at
the 23N state (Figure 4.29), and it is known that SAVs have a durability of approximately
20 years, we can estimate the durability of TAVs. If we scale the SAV failure point,
28N, to be equivalent with 20 years, 23N represents about 16 years and 82% of the
fatigue life. Assuming proportional fatigue damage in the TAV, the 9N state represents
82% of the fatigue life; thus, the expected durability of TAVs is about 7.8 years. This
result has important clinical implications: the limited durability of TAVs compared to
SAVs must be taken into consideration when evaluating whether lower-risk AS patients
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should receive TAV replacement versus SAV replacement. TAV durability will likely be
further reduced in the setting of non-optimal deployments where the stent is underexpanded or elliptical in shape [324], which may disturb normal coaptation and increase
leaflet curvatures [324], as well as stresses and strains [153].

TAV leaflet fatigue

analysis under various deployment configurations is necessary in order to develop design
and deployment strategies for optimizing TAV durability.
4.4.9

Effect of TAV underexpansion on durability
There have been few quantitative studies on the effects of non-optimal

deployment configurations on TAV mechanics. Sun et al. [153] used FE analysis to
investigate the effect of elliptical stent deployment on TAV leaflet stresses and strains,
which they found to be significantly increased compared to those in the nominal
cylindrical stent. Smuts et al. [278] have also used FE to study the effects of leaflet
design, mismatched leaflet properties, stent under and overexpansion, as well as
asymmetric expansion, on the deformation of the leaflets under hypotensive (50 mmHg)
pressurization. They showed that the leaflets will fold over each other in the 1 mm UE
case, similar to our result. This is the first study to our knowledge which investigated
TAV leaflet mechanics in the setting of stent underexpansion with the added effects of
GLBP tissue fatigue.
The UE cases all exhibited leaflet redundancy, pin-wheeling, and sagging in the
belly region upon closure, which lead to increasingly heterogeneous leaflet stress and
peak equivalent strain distributions (Figure 4.32 and Figure 4.34). From the substantial
compressive stresses (Figure 4.32b) and leaflet curvatures in the UE valves (Figure
4.31b), it is clear that tissue bending becomes a more significant loading condition during
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TAV closure in the UE configuration. The combination of increased coaptation and
considerable leaflet pin-wheeling of the significantly underexpanded valves (≥ 2 mm),
increased the leaflet free edge curvature (Figure 4.31b), and resulted in stress
concentrations and accelerated tissue fatigue damage at the nadirs (Figure 4.34). The
exaggerated leaflet sagging (Figure 4.31b) and twisting in these cases also dramatically
increased the peak leaflet stresses and equivalent strains at the suture attachments
compared to the nominal case (Figure 4.32 and Figure 4.34). This finding was in
agreement with the results of our previous fatigue simulation study of SAVs, where
valves that exhibited poor leaflet coaptation had accelerated damage along the suture
attachments [245], and the clinical finding that poor coaptation is a predictor of poor
durability in SAVs [286].
Although failure could not be simulated, the leaflet maximum peak equivalent
strains in the 2 mm and 3 mm UE valves were significantly higher than those in the 1 mm
UE and nominal cases at corresponding cycle states (Figure 4.33).

Although the peak

equivalent strain was initially lower in the 1mm UE case than in the nominal case, it
increased more rapidly with cycling and quickly surpassed that of the nominal case at the
4N state (Figure 4.33). These results indicate that TAV underexpansion will compromise
the durability of the leaflets, and that leaflet tissue fatigue damage accumulates faster
with increasing degrees of underexpansion. In each of the UE cases, the maximum peak
equivalent strain values were along the suture attachments just below the commissures
(Figure 4.34), thus, the expected mode of leaflet fatigue failure for TAVs in the ViV
configuration is along the suture attachments. The maximum peak equivalent strain
values in the nominal TAV leaflets were located at the commissures until the 8N fatigue
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state when the maximum value moved slightly further down suture attachment line.
Therefore, TAVs in the fully expanded configuration are also expected to fail just below
the commissures along the suture attachments, the known failure region of SAV leaflets
[242, 317-319].
Clinically a range of 10% to 15% underexpansion is generally considered
acceptable [271]. All of the cases presented here fall within or below this range, with 3
mm of underexpansion representing only 13.6% underexpansion. The simulation results
indicate that up to 5% underexpansion may be acceptable (1 mm underexpansion case),
but beyond this level, leaflet tensile and compressive stresses increase dramatically,
which will compromise durability. It is important to note that the degree of acceptable
underexpansion is also likely dependent on the valve design. The leaflet curvature and
coaptation areas at closure may be useful non-design specific indicators of the leaflet
durability.
Regardless, the results of this study suggest that the true inner diameter of a
previous prosthesis is of critical importance in selecting an appropriately sized TAV.
Knowing the labelled size of the SAV may not be enough: the mechanism of failure may
also be of importance. Regurgitant valves with torn leaflets may have relatively larger
inner diameters, while calcified or thrombosed valves may have smaller or asymmetric
inner diameters [271]. Conservative oversizing may also be justified in standard TAV
procedures cases where the native aortic valve leaflets are heavily calcified and nondeformable. New TAV devices that are intentionally designed to be deployed within a
smaller prosthesis with a larger central gap between the leaflets at the undeformed
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configuration may reduce the likelihood of paravalvular leak without negatively
impacting the leaflet durability.
4.4.10 Limitations of this study
In this study, the GLBP fatigue damage model parameters were fit to
experimental data at one set peak equivalent strain [131]. The dependence of the peak
equivalent strain on the fatigue-induced softening and permanent set is unknown. A
more comprehensive data set is necessary to determine the true unique fatigue model
parameters to capture the fatigued response of GLBP. However, although the amount of
fatigue damage in each case presented here is dependent on the fatigue model parameters
chosen which were not rigorously determined through experiments, this approach is valid
for studying the effects of BHV design parameters on durability through well-controlled,
side by side comparison. It is also important to note that the optimal BHV leaflet and
stent properties presented here are likely valve design dependent.
Structural valve degeneration due to calcification was not considered in this study.
Calcification tends to occur in the areas of high stress during function [320], thus, the
fatigue damage areas for each case presented here may also represent areas most
susceptible to calcification. It has been suggested that calcific and non-calcific damage
may be synergistic, where collagen disruption could expose new calcium nucleation sites
or mechanical damage may occur due to stress concentrations created by local calcium
deposits [318, 325]. Therefore, the leaflet damage regions presented here may represent
locations most likely to calcify.

It may also be necessary to include non-affine

deformation modes of the tissue constituents, i.e. fiber slippage or breakage, to determine
the mechanisms of BHV leaflet fatigue damage.
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The combined effect of tissue softening and permanent set over cycling created
numerical instabilities in the simulations, particularly in the TAV simulations, where
damage was accumulating at an accelerated rate, and was highly concentrated. At these
damage concentration zones, adjacent elements may have very different

and

values which creates discontinuities in the material properties and affects numerical
convergence. For this reason, TAV fatigue could only be simulated up to the 9N state,
whereas in the SAV case, the incremental damage per cycle was low and more
homogeneous, and more advanced fatigued states could be simulated (up to 28N). An
explicit solver could potentially improve numerical convergence; however, at this time,
an implicit code is needed to accurately simulate the tissue fatigue response.

4.5 Conclusions
In this study, GLBP fatigue was modeled with the time-dependent inelastic
constitutive law derived in Chapter 2. A GLBP uniaxial fatigue FE simulation replicating
the experimental protocol of Sun et al. [105], demonstrated that the FE modeling
approach presented in this chapter can quantitatively capture the material fatigue
response of GLBP including the stress softening and permanent set phenomena.
The GLBP fatigue damage model was then implemented in BHV FE simulations
to assess GLBP leaflet fatigue damage in BHV applications. The effects of the SAV
leaflet and stent elastic properties on the durability of the leaflets were investigated in a
parametric study. The following factors were associated with accelerated fatigue of the
GLBP leaflets: heterogeneity of leaflet elastic properties, thin leaflets, poor leaflet
coaptation, and little stent-tip deflection. Each of these factors has long since been
known to accelerate fatigue of BHVs [240-244], but this is the first study to show that
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this is analytically the case. Thus, the modeling framework presented here can predict
realistic BHV structural level damage.
Once it was verified that the modeling approaches developed in this chapter could
replicate BHV fatigue mechanisms both on the material (GLBP) and structural levels, the
same approaches were taken to predict TAV durability under normal and underexpanded
configurations.

The results of this study suggest that even when properly deployed, the

durability of TAV devices will be significantly reduced compared to SAVs to about 7.8
years. The simulation results show that TAV underexpansion by ≥ 2mm results in
significantly higher tensile and compressive leaflet stresses which will ultimately limit
the durability of the leaflets, while slight underexpansion (1 mm) has a minimal effect on
the leaflet durability. However, the degree of acceptable underexpansion will likely
depend on the particular valve design.

The results of this study warrant further

investigation of ViV mechanics.
TAV and ViV interventions are expected to grow in the coming years: TAV
intervention can significantly improve valve hemodynamics and patient quality of life for
inoperable and high-risk AS patients with the added benefits of lower operative risk and
shorter recovery time compared to SAV replacement. However, one of the determining
factors limiting the use of TAV devices in younger and healthier patients with longer life
expectancies is the unknown durability. Furthermore, TAVs do not always fully expand
clinically when deployed within either a heavily calcified native aortic valve or a noncompliant failed prosthesis in ViV procedures.
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The computational approach for studying fatigue of BHV leaflets developed in
this study may be an invaluable tool for evaluating the durability of new BHV designs,
including the next generations of TAVs which also often utilize chemically-treated
pericardium leaflets. This approach can provide a fully quantitative analysis of specific
design factors on the BHV durability to facilitate durable design, and could serve as a
prerequisite to AWT testing to dramatically speed up the design cycle time.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, we will summarize the main findings of the previous chapters.
Then we will discuss the clinical impacts and future directions related to this thesis.

5.1 Summary
In Chapter 1, we summarized the current state-of-the-art methods for
characterizing and modeling the mechanical properties of soft collagenous tissues. We
discuss the limitations of existing models for describing fatigue and aging effects in soft
tissue, as well as the motivation and aims of this work.
In Chapter 2, we presented a theoretical and computational framework to describe
the time-dependent dissipative property changes of soft tissues due to fatigue and aging
including the accumulation of stress-softening and permanent set. By perturbing the
model parameters, we demonstrated that the model can describe a wide range of timedependent, inelastic effects, making the framework suitable for many applications. A
uniaxial tissue fatigue simulation was presented to show that the computational
framework predicts realistic anisotropic changes in tissue properties in response to cyclic
loading. In the following two chapters, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the theoretical and
computational framework was applied to model age-dependent ascending aorta (AA)
tissue property changes in natural human aging, and cycle-dependent tissue property
changes in bioprosthetic heart valve (BHV) devices fabricated with glutaraldehydetreated bovine pericardium (GLBP) leaflets.
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In Chapter 3, we characterized the age-related structural and mechanical property
changes of the human AA through in vivo and in vitro measurements. We utilized this
data in conjunction with the theoretical and computational framework of Chapter 2, in the
development of a constitutive model of human AA aging.

The human AA aging

constitutive model was then implemented in patient-specific AA FE models, and the
effects of aging were simulated. The FE predicted AA structural property changes were
validated against in vivo measurements. The simulation results showed that the AA wall
stresses increase over time, and this increase becomes significant after many years.
In Chapter 4, we utilized GLBP uniaxial fatigue data presented in the literature, to
develop a constitutive model of the GLBP fatigue response using the theoretical and
computational framework of Chapter 2.

The GLBP fatigue damage model was

implemented in parametric FE simulations of BHV deformation to investigate the
impacts of BHV design factors on durability. We found that the following factors were
associated with accelerated fatigue of the GLBP leaflets in surgically implanted BHVs
(SAV): heterogeneity of leaflet elastic properties, thin leaflets, poor leaflet coaptation,
and little stent-tip deflection, which correspond to the known failure modes [240-244].
Thus, we used this same approach to predict effects of GLBP fatigue damage in
transcatheter implanted valves (TAV) for which the durability and failure modes are
currently unknown.
The major contributions of this thesis are:
i) Theoretical framework for modeling time-dependent irreversible soft
tissue property changes
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ii) Computational framework for simulating time-dependent irreversible soft
tissue property changes in FE models
iii) Constitutive model to describe age-related human AA tissue property
changes
iv) Computational methodology for simulating age-related human AA
structural property changes
v) Constitutive model to describe fatigue-induced property changes in GLBP,
a representative BHV biomaterial
vi) Computational framework for simulating leaflet fatigue damage in BHVs

5.2 Clinical relevance
The theoretical and computational framework for modeling soft collagenous
tissue fatigue and aging effects developed in Chapter 2 of this thesis may facilitate
durable tissue-derived device design, and improve understanding of the impacts of aging
on soft tissue properties and organ function. The benefits of a computational platform are
that it could be used for general applications, i.e. tissue types, anatomies, loading
conditions and it permits quantitative and efficient analyses.
The phenomenological baseline human AA aging model developed in Chapter 3
of this thesis can capture the general changes in AA tissue properties and structural
properties in response to natural aging. While the model may be refined and more
rigorously validated upon the availability of additional in vivo and in vitro experimental
data in future studies, we demonstrated the feasibility of using the developed modeling
approaches to assess how the AA mechanics, i.e. stiffening, wall stress, systolic
expansion, in a patient-specific model will evolve over time. This is important because
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impacts of age-related AA stiffening include: increased systolic pressure, which causes
cardiac hypertrophy and increased ventricular oxygen consumption, and increased risk
for the development of cardiovascular disease. A computational model to noninvasively
predict the AA functional changes over time in a particular patient would thus be a
powerful clinical diagnostic tool for identifying patients at risk and timing potential
interventions.
The BHV fatigue damage model developed in Chapter 4 of this thesis can capture
the failure modes that have been empirically observed over decades of BHV
implantation, and effects of various design factors on the durability of BHVs. Again,
more experimental fatigue data for GLBP is needed to refine the model; however, we
demonstrated that a computational approach could be used to assess BHV durability.
Currently, durability is one of the primary limiting factors preventing the use of BHVs
across all patient populations. Ultimately the techniques established in this thesis could
facilitate the design of more durable valves and lead to improved long-term patient
outcomes.

5.3 Future directions
5.3.1

Refinement of the time-dependent inelastic theoretical framework
There are several limitations of the theoretical framework presented in Chapter 2,

which should be addressed in future studies. Due to limited experimental data on soft
tissue aging and fatigue damage effects, a linear progression of the stress softening and
permanent set parameters at a given equivalent strain over cycling was assumed. Both of
these values may evolve faster during the initial cycles, thus, Eqs. (2.24)-(2.26) and
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(2.27)-(2.34) may be modified in the future to accommodate non-linearity, provided that
experimental data to describe such nonlinear behavior become available. Furthermore, to
give the model more flexibility, the functional form of the permanent set should be
independent of the loading condition. As presented, the permanent sets in each direction
under any applied loads are assumed to be proportional to the

measured under the

uniaxial loading condition. Again, more experimental data is necessary to determine an
appropriate functional form for the permanent set. Through the soft tissue uniaxial
fatigue experiment described in section 2.2.11, tissue specimens would be subjected to
displacement-controlled loading cycles to a given peak strain, and the tissue stress-strain
response and dimensions would be measured throughout fatigue life to yield the
necessary stress-softening vs. peak equivalent strain vs. cycle, and permanent set vs. peak
equivalent strain vs. cycle relationships to refine the model.
The theoretical and computational framework developed in Chapter 2 is
phenomenological. Thus, it cannot describe microstructural changes in the tissue due to
fatigue and natural aging, only changes in the bulk tissue-level mechanical response and
geometry. The focus of this study is to model the degradation of tissue mechanical
function, rather than modeling soft tissue microstructural-level changes in response to
biological and mechanical stimuli. The benefit of a phenomenological model is that it
can be more easily implemented in FE where the effects of fatigue and aging can be
simulated in realistic anatomical geometries under physiological loading. In order to gain
mechanistic insight into the progression of soft tissue aging and fatigue damage, first,
further efforts to experimentally characterize the multi-scale tissue aging and fatigue
effects are necessary, in order to determine how microstructural changes manifest in the
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overall tissue-level mechanical properties.

For instance, the elastin and collagen

architecture of a tissue sample at various fatigue states could be assessed through nondestructive multi-photon imaging, in order to determine the relationships between elastin
fragmentation and collagen fiber un-crimping with changes in the tissue-level mechanical
response and geometry. These data could be incorporated in structural-based constitutive
models with distinct descriptions of matrix and fiber damages which would provide more
insight into the mechanisms governing fatigue- and age-related soft tissue property
changes.
The theoretical and computational framework developed in Chapter 2 is also
based on continuum theory. It may be necessary to include non-affine deformation
modes of the tissue constituents, i.e. fiber slippage or breakage, to further investigate the
mechanisms of soft tissue aging and fatigue damage effects. A non-affine approach may
also be necessary for modeling the delamination process between tissue layers: where the
progressive fracture of fibers binding adjacent layers will initiate delamination.
Delamination is not a significant failure mode of pericardial heart valves [303], because
the tissue structure is relatively homogeneous through the thickness.

However,

delamination is a critical tissue failure mode for the AA, which has a tri-layer structure
with the intima, media, and adventitia layers, each with distinct material properties.
Therefore, future work should include experimental peel tests of aorta tissues to
determine the binding strength between the individual layers, and the appropriate way of
modeling such failure modes.
Further work should also include expanding the model to include growth and
remodeling to describe tissue microstructural changes in response to mechanical and
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biological stimuli to study disease progression. Tissue remodeling plays an important
role in the durability of living tissues and tissue engineering constructs, while enzymatic
degradation and calcification will limit the durability of tissue-derived implants and
decellurized scaffolds. However, while there is strong evidence that mechanical factors
induce cellular changes in tissues little has been done to mathematically model these
effects. Because the computational approach of Chapter 2 is based on the FE method,
tissue structure and property changes are realized in the model through the evolving
material parameters (

and

), loading conditions, and/or boundary conditions, first

we need to precisely quantitative the impacts of biological events on one or more of these
factors. Therefore, incorporating biological factors in the modeling framework would
require some fundamental experimental work using animal models or in vitro bioreactors
to study the relationships between mechanical stimuli and changes in tissue-level
mechanical properties.
5.3.2

Advances in the computational modeling of soft tissue aging and fatigue effects
There are also several limitations of the computational modeling methods that

should be addressed in future work. For the AA (Chapter 3) and BHV (Chapter 4)
computational models, tissues were treated as homogeneous materials both in-plane and
through the tissue thickness. However, the aorta [205] and GLBP [326] tissue properties
may be region specific. It would be relatively straightforward to model continuum
damage to a multi-layer material using the framework developed in Chapter 2. In order
to do this, the specific time-dependent inelastic material model parameters must be
determined for each layer of the tissue, i.e. intima, media, and adventitia for the AA. In
the computational model, each layer of the tissue would then be modeled with a distinct
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set of elements which would be described by the time-dependent material parameters for
the corresponding tissue layer. Layer-specific tissue properties will be essential for
modeling the delamination process, although this may also require refinement of the
theoretical model as discussed in section 5.3.1. The same approach can be used for
modeling in-plane regional property differences. As long as the time-dependent inelastic
material model parameters can be determined for the different regions, the parameters
can be applied to the corresponding regions in the computational model. One of the
challenges with determining the heterogeneous, regional tissue properties lies with the
experimental methods. Typically soft tissue properties are determined through planar
biaxial mechanical tests, for which homogeneity is assumed to calculate the material
stress-strain response. Therefore, to determine the layer-specific tissue properties, the
layers must be dissected from each other and tested individually. The dissection process
can be time-consuming and challenging, and may result in damage of the layers. To
assess regional property differences, many tissues samples, i.e. around the vessel
circumference and along the length, must be tested. However, the minimum biaxial test
specimen size is ~ 10 mm x ~10 mm, therefore, the spatial resolution of the regional
material properties that can be measured in this way, is relatively poor.

Another

approach which we plan to take in the future is to use imaging techniques such as multiphoton microscopy to quantify the spatially varying fiber architecture throughout a tissue
sample.

Then these experimentally-derived statistical fiber distributions could be

incorporated into the computational models to more accurately represent the tissue
heterogeneity.
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Although the presence of residual stress in arteries is well known [32], residual
stress was ignored in the AA FE models of Chapter 3. In a residually stressed artery, the
inner wall is initially under compression, while the outer wall is under tension.
Somewhere through the wall thickness the residual stress is zero, this location is referred
to as the “neutral axis”. The experimental and simulation results presented in Chapter 3,
thus, represent the vessel neutral axis response. Exclusion of the residual stress could
have a significant impact on the transmural wall stresses, but is not thought to affect the
neutral axis response. This is why 2D shell elements, representing neutral axis responses,
rather than 3D brick elements were used to construct the FE models.

It has been

proposed that the residual stress develops due to differential growth rates of the
individual tissue layers [93]. Thus, in the future, we may use a growth and remodeling
framework to incorporate residual stress [327] in our computational models by
prescribing differential growth rates to the individual tissues layers.
Furthermore, fluid flow was not considered in either the AA (Chapter 3) or BHV
(Chapter 4) computational models. The loading acting on the AA wall and BHV leaflets
was simplified and prescribed as a uniform quasi-static pressure; thus, a purely structural
approach was taken. Fluid flow induced shear stresses are thought to play an important
role in the development of aortic aneurysm and dissection. For the purpose of optimizing
BHV design, including the fluid flow may not be necessary, because different valve
designs can be assessed in a side-by-side manner under the same loading condition so the
optimal design can be determined; however, experimental AWT methods would still be
necessary to evaluate the effect of dynamic loading on the computationally-optimized
design. In the future, the theoretical and theoretical framework of Chapter 2 could be
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used in fluid-structure interaction simulations to investigate the effects of more
physiologically relevant loading conditions on aging and fatigue damage of soft tissues.
Finally, the combined effect of tissue softening and permanent set over cycling
created numerical instabilities in the simulations, particularly in simulations, where
damage was accumulating at an accelerated rate, and was highly concentrated. At these
damage concentration zones, adjacent elements may have very different

and

values which creates discontinuities in the material properties and affects numerical
convergence. For this reason, it is often difficult to simulate tissue aging and fatigue
damage to the point of failure. Currently, this can only be achieved when the incremental
damage per cycle is low and the damage pattern is relatively homogeneous. In the future,
the model could be implemented in an explicit solver to potentially improve numerical
convergence; however, at this time, an implicit code is needed to accurately simulate the
tissue fatigue response.
5.3.3

Evaluation of ascending aorta aneurysm rupture risk over time
The AA aging model presented in Chapter 3 is mainly limited by the available

experimental data. The sample sizes for the in vitro mechanical tests were relatively
small: a larger sample size would provide more conclusive results, and help with the
constitutive modeling. Given that the 50-59 year old in vivo AA properties already
exhibited deteriorated mechanics compared to patients below 50 years old, the initial
parameters used in the AA aging constitutive model should be for patients younger than
50; however, because there is no such biaxial data available for younger patients, we used
the 50-59 year old response as the initial property. Quantifying the failure properties of
human AA tissues at various ages is particularly important for refining the
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and

parameters.

Nevertheless, ultimately our motivation for developing a time-

dependent AA modeling framework is to develop a computational tool to predict
ascending aorta aneurysm (AsAA) rupture risk over time. Through this initial study, we
have shown that the constitutive framework can capture age-related AA changes thus,
upon the availability of AsAA tissue property data at various states of disease
progression, the model parameters could be retuned in the future.
Aortic aneurysms present significant clinical risk as 50% of untreated aortic
aneurysms will rupture within 1 year [194]. AsAA rupture is a catastrophic event with an
estimated mortality rate of up to 90% [328]. AsAA rupture is preventable by elective
surgical repair which is typically recommended for patients with an AsAA dilated to 55
mm or greater [201, 226]. However, the overall AsAA diameter may not accurately
reflect a patient’s risk [201, 329, 330]: small aneurysms (< 45 mm) have been known to
rupture [201]. Ultimately, AsAA rupture is a mechanical event occurring when the
vessel wall stress exceeds the strength of the tissue. For this reason, attention has turned
towards biomechanical analyses to better understand the underlying mechanisms
governing AsAA pathogenesis [71-77, 331].
In an additional study from our group [332] (see Appendix A), the tissue elastic
and failure strength properties were characterized for AsAA tissues resected from
patients undergoing elective AsAA repair. Patients with concomitant bicuspid aortic
valve (BAV) and bovine aortic arch (BAA) were studied specifically to gain a better
understanding of why these patients may be more susceptible to AsAA and dissection
[333-335]. BAV and BAA are common congenital malformations of the aortic anatomy.
In BAV, the aortic valve is formed with only two leaflets rather than the typical three,
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and in BAA the innominate and left carotid arteries originate from a common stem off
the aortic arch rather than distinct branches as in most patients. The mechanical testing
data was used to analytically predict the AsAA wall stresses and rupture criteria [331],
i.e. AsAA diameter and blood pressure to induce rupture, for each patient in a follow-up
study (see Appendix B). Through this analysis, decreased AsAA tissue compliance in
addition to increased wall tension was identified as a potential marker for rupture risk. A
limitation of the analytical method [331] was that an idealized cylindrical AsAA
geometry was assumed and thus the effect of the patient’s specific AsAA geometry on
the vessel wall stress was not taken into account. This analysis also did not account for
the time-dependent material property changes of AsAAs.

Therefore, the timing of

adverse events could not be predicted.
Therefore, we hope to adapt the phenomenological human AA aging model
developed in Chapter 3 of this thesis to describe the progression of AsAA in the future.
We recently developed a method to simulate AsAA rupture using FE in order to estimate
the blood pressure needed to rupture the vessel. Representative simulation results are
shown in Figure 5.1. The ultimate goal of this research is to develop a computational tool
that can be used to evaluate a patient’s risk of rupture over time. Currently, we can only
assess a patients risk at the time of evaluation. Thus, the time-dependent inelastic AsAA
tissue properties must be integrated into these computational models. Such a
computational tool would facilitate timely surgical intervention and improve AsAA
patient outcomes.

In order to do this, the AA aging model parameters must be

recalibrated for AsAA tissues. This will require additional in vitro mechanical testing of
AsAA samples following the methods in Appendix A for tissues at different stages of
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induced softening and permanent set is unknown. A more comprehensive data set is
necessary to determine the true unique fatigue model parameters to capture the fatigued
response of GLBP. Through parametric studies we investigated the relative durability of
BHVs comprised with GLBP leaflets in Chapter 4 [132, 133], but the timing of fatigue
events is unknown. Proper calibration of the models requires extensive mechanical and
structural analysis of GLBP tissues at various fatigue states. GLBP tissues must be
fatigued under various loading magnitudes for various numbers of cycles in order to
generate the needed data, as described in section 2.2.11. Thus, significant future effort
will be dedicated to collecting and modeling experimental GLBP fatigue test data.
5.3.5

Computational based design optimization of bioprosthetic heart valves
Once the GLBP fatigue damage model has been properly calibrated, we hope to

use it to perform computational BHV fatigue analyses, which can be provide a fully
quantitative analysis of specific design factors on the BHV durability to facilitate durable
design. First, the computational models developed in Chapter 4 should be validated
through comparison with experimental data.

This would require testing real valve

prototypes using AWT and measuring the leaflet strain under static pressurization per
Sun et al. [81] at various fatigue states for comparison with the computational results.
Once validated, this computational approach for valve durability analysis could serve as a
prerequisite to AWT testing to dramatically speed up the design cycle time.
One significant upcoming application will be the design of durable next
generation transcatheter heart valves. Our simulation results indicate that TAV durability
can be expected to be reduced compared to SAVs even in the nominal circular
deployment configuration, and worse still in the under-expanded configuration (Chapter
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4). With the growing interest in ViV procedures and transcatheter mitral replacement,
optimizing transcatheter heart valve durability will be an important area of future
research. An additional advantage of a computational durability method is that it allows
for patient-specific analyses. For instance, the BHV fatigue model developed in this
study could potentially be coupled with patient-specific TAVR deployment
computational simulations [79, 123] to assess TAV durability in a particular patient,
which could be compromised due to the patient’s unique aortic characteristics, or in the
case of ViV - their existing BHV device design.

5.4 Conclusions
The mechanical properties of soft tissues are not stagnant. They evolve over time,
due to repetitive loading, the aging process, and disease progression. Over the course of
a life cycle, these changes manifest to reduce the functional capacity of native tissues and
the durability of non-viable tissue-derived devices. The numerical methods developed in
this thesis aim to model and predict tissue material property changes over time, and how
these changes impact overall tissue or tissue-derived device function. It is hoped that such
tools could be used to determine patients at risk, and plan timely interventions to avoid
catastrophic tissue rupture or device failure. This thesis work represents the first step in
developing such tools.
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APPENDIX A – BIOMECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF
ASCENDING AORTIC ANEURYSM WITH CONCOMITANT
BICUSPID AORTIC VALVE AND BOVINE AORTIC ARCH

A.1 INTRODUCTION
Thoracic aorta aneurysms represent the 18th most common cause of death in
adults [201]. Approximately 6-9% of people age 65 and older in the Western world have
an aortic aneurysm [194]. There are a number of conditions that have been linked to
aortic dilation including Marfan syndrome, Loeys-Dietz syndrome, Ehlers-Danlos
syndrome type IV, arterial tortuosity syndrome, autosomal dominant polycystic kidney
disease, and autosomal recessive cutis laxa type 1 [328]. In addition to these disorders
there appears to be a strong genetic link associated with aortic aneurysms, as up to 20%
of patients referred for thoracic aortic aneurysm or dissection have family members with
the same condition [201].
The development of ascending aortic aneurysms (AsAA) may also be linked to
anatomical anomalies. It is well known that patients with a bicuspid aortic valve (BAV, a
condition in which two of the three aortic leaflets fuse together) are more likely to
develop AsAA than patients with a normal, tricuspid aortic valve. In the United States,
approximately four million people harbor a BAV, making BAV the most common
congenital malformation [335]. Approximately 50% of BAV patients will develop an
AsAA and 5% will experience aortic dissection in their lifetime [336]. There is some
debate on whether the high prevalence of ascending aortic aneurysms in BAV patients is
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due to abnormal aortic hemodynamic stresses or intrinsic material property differences
rendering the aortic wall weaker than in normal patients [337-339] .
More recently, a link between bovine aortic arch anatomy and thoracic aortic
aneurysms has also been suggested [334]. In the majority of patients (74%), there are
three great vessels branching from the aortic arch: the innominate artery, the left carotid
artery, and the left subclavian artery [340]. However, there are many other possible
anatomic configurations of the aortic arch – the most common being the “bovine aortic
arch” (BAA) configuration, in which the innominate and the left carotid arteries originate
from a common stem off the aortic arch [340]. Although, BAA is generally thought to be
a benign anatomical difference, recent research shows the incidence of BAA dissection is
significantly higher among patients with an AsAA than among the general population
[334].

Again, it is unclear why BAA patients may be more susceptible to AsAA

formation. This may be due to altered hemodynamics or possible innate aortic tissue
property differences in these patients.
Rupture of the aortic wall is generally accepted as mechanical failure of the vessel
due to a combination of excessive hemodynamic forces [218, 237, 328, 341] and
degeneration of the medial wall [337, 339, 342-345]. The microstructural components,
mainly elastin, collagen fibers and smooth muscle cells (SMCs) play an important role in
maintaining proper structure and function of the aortic wall. Damage to the elastic fibers
and aortic dilation might cause increased wall stiffness and stress. Eventually, acute
aortic dissection and rupture can occur in response to certain dramatic events such as a
spike in blood pressure during intense physical or emotional exertion [201]. Therefore, an
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understanding of the elastic properties and the microstructure of the vessel wall is
important in predicting the risk of wall rupture.
The goal of this study was to characterize the mechanical and failure properties
of non-dissecting AsAA patients without a BAV or a BAA and compare with those
patients co-harboring a BAV or a BAA. Histological analysis of the wall microstructure
of the three tissue groups was also performed. A thorough quantification of the AsAA
tissue properties for these three patient groups may offer insight into the underlying
mechanisms of AsAA development in these patients.

A.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
A.2.1 Clinical data and aortic specimens
Aortic specimens were obtained from a total of 55 patients who underwent
elective ascending aortic aneurysm surgery at Yale-New Haven Hospital between
December 2008 and September 2010. Patients who experienced aortic dissection prior to
surgery were excluded from the study. Upon perioperative harvest, the specimens were
fresh frozen and stored in a -80°C freezer, see Figure A.1. Once the tissue specimens
were transported to the lab, they were cryopreserved [346] at -80°C prior to mechanical
testing. The use of human tissues in this study was approved by the Research Compliance
Office of the University of Connecticut. The patients were divided into three groups:
AsAA - patients without BAV or BAA (n = 20), BAV – patients with BAV but without
BAA (n = 20), and BAA – patients without BAV but with BAA (n = 15).
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MgCl2
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O3 11.9, NaH
HPO4 0.47, EGTA
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2.0, annd 0.1M pappaverine) at 37°C. A tennsionontrolled tesst protocol was
w utilized [82]
[
and connverted to thhe first Piola Kirchhoff sstress,
co
P, wherein th
he ratio of CIRC (11) to LONG (22)) that is P11 : P22 was kkept constantt with
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the shear terms P12 = P21 = 0. All specimens were stretched to a maximum membrane
stress value of 120 kPa (or ~300g), which is the approximate tension in a thin cylindrical
tube 2 cm in diameter and 2 mm in thickness at 120 mmHg [348]. Preconditioning was
performed to minimize tissue hysteresis. Each tissue specimen was preconditioned for at
least 40 continuous cycles with P11 : P22 = 1 : 1. Seven successive protocols were
performed using ratios P11 : P22 = 1 : 0.3, 1 : 0.5, 1 : 0.75, 1 : 1, 0.75 : 1, 0.5 : 1, and 0.3 :
1. This range was chosen for extensive coverage of the in-plane stress state [82]. The inplane Green strain tensor E was calculated from the deformation gradient, F, using E =
½(FTF – 1). The tensor P was calculated using P = f/(TL ) where f are the current
measured loads in each direction, T is the initial thickness of the specimen, and L are the
unloaded reference specimen dimensions in the CIRC and LONG directions. The second
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S was obtained using S = F-1P.
The tissue stiffness was quantified by means of the secant modulus at both the
low (60 kPa) and high membrane stress (120 kPa) regions under the equibiaxial loading
protocol (P11 : P22 = 1 : 1). The 60 and 120 kPa stress values correspond to the
approximate hoop stresses, calculated from Laplace’s law, for the dilated aorta with a
diameter of 5 cm and wall thickness of 2 mm under 40 and 80 mmHg pressure
respectively. Due to the limitation of the biaxial test set-up, i.e. using hooks to apply
loads, the tissues could not be loaded to the stress level corresponding to a systolic
pressure of 120 mmHg without damaging the specimens.

The extensibility of the

samples was calculated via the areal strain equation, e = λ11,max λ22,max – 1, where λ11,max
and λ22,max are the circumferential and longitudinal peak stretch values from the equibiaxial protocol, respectively. The degree of anisotropy (DA) was analyzed using the
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ratio of peak Green strains DA = E11,max/E22,max. A DA value of 1 indicates an isotropic
tissue response, whereas other values represent various degrees of anisotropy.
A.2.2.2 Uniaxial failure test
Following the biaxial test, each specimen was cut into strips about 15 mm x 5
mm in both the circumferential and longitudinal directions. In some cases only one
uniaxial specimen was prepared in either the circumferential or the longitudinal direction
due to limited tissue size. The specimens were tested with a Tinius Olsen uniaxial
machine (Horsham, PA). The force and deformation in terms of stretch were measured
continuously as the specimen was loaded to failure. The ultimate tensile strain (UTE) and
strength (UTS) were determined from the maximum tension which correlated to the
complete rupture of the specimen.
A.2.2.3 Histological analysis
A total of 10 samples in each group were selected for qualitative histological
analysis of the medial degenerative characteristics of aortic aneurysm. The central region
of each specimen was cut out and fixed in 10% formalin for 24 hours prior to histological
processing. After a series of dehydration steps by varying alcohol concentrations,
samples were embedded in paraffin, sectioned at 5 μm in thickness and then mounted on
microscope slides. After deparaffinization, slides were stained with Verhoeff Van-Gieson
(VVG) and Movat pentachrome stains. The VVG stain distinguishes elastic fibers as
black, collagen fibers as red, and muscle fibers as a duller red or light brown color, and
Movat stain is for visualization of blue mucoid material. The hematoxyline and eosin
(H&E) stain was also used to visualize the nuclei of SMCs. Qualitative analysis of
degenerative features of the aneurysmal tissues was performed through images obtained
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from an Olympus U-TVO.5xC digital camera coupled to an Olympus BX40 light
microscope.
The tissue microstructure was quantitatively assessed from a histological section
from the central testing region. The thickness measurements of each layer and the area
fractions of elastin and collagen fibers were measured from the 2D images of histological
slides using ImageJ software (Bethesda, MD). The intima, media and adventitial layer
thicknesses were measured at 5 locations along the specimen length and the average
values were obtained. The percent thickness of each layer was calculated relative to the
overall wall thickness. The elastin, collagen and SMC/matrix components of the media
layer were quantified using the color segmentation method by splitting the color channels
and thresholds.

The three fields of view (FOV) with equivalent area across the media

thickness were selected (per 2D image). The area fractions of each component were then
obtained by averaging the relative content measured from the three selected FOVs.
A.2.2.4 Statistical analyses
All measurements are presented as a mean ± standard deviation. The analysis of
variance (ANOVA) test followed by the Holm-Sidak test and the Dunn’s Method test
were used to compare between groups. The Student’s t-test was used to determine
significant differences between the mean values for two variables. For comparison
between circumferential and longitudinal responses, the paired Student’s t-test was
employed. Non-parametric tests, including the Wilcoxon signed-rank test and MannWhitney rank sum test, were utilized for non-normally distributed sample groups.
Outliers were identified and removed when necessary for comparison across groups.
Correlation was determined using the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) and the non261

parametric Spearman Rank Order. A probability, p-value, less than 0.05 was considered
to indicate a statistically significant difference between the groups, with a p < 0.001
indicating high statistical significance. Statistical analyses were performed using
SigmaPlot (V11.0, Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA).

A.3 RESULTS
A.3.1.1 Sample characteristics
Table A-1 summarizes the clinical patient data. There were no significant
differences in age (p = 0.417), diameter (p = 0.877) or Aortic Size Index (ASI) [201] (p =
0.402) between the three patient groups. On average, the diameters were below 5.5 mm,
and the ASI values were below the moderate risk level for all groups (see [201] for the
ASI risk level classification). The percentages of hypertensive patients (systolic pressure
higher than 140 mmHg) for AsAA patients was 20% (n = 4), 25% (n = 5) for BAV
patients and 13% (n = 2) for BAA patients. The mean thickness of the BAV samples
(1.88 ± 0.20 mm) was significantly lower than that of the AsAA samples (2.09 ± 0.35
mm, p = 0.021), but there was no difference with respect to the BAA samples (2.18 ±
0.55 mm, p = 0.072). The mean thickness of the ASAA and BAA samples were not
significantly different, p = 0.566. Significant positive correlation between thickness and
diameter was observed in the BAV group, r = 0.52, p = 0.023 (Figure A.2a). No strong
correlation was found in the AsAA and BAA patient groups. From Figure A.2b, it
appears that thickness and ASI increase with age, however, the correlation coefficients
were not significant.
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Table A-1

Summary of patients’ information.

ASAA
All age (n)
59.45 ± 7.86 (20)
M:F
3:1
Diameter (mm)
4.94 ± 0.48
ASI
2.51 ± 0.58
Hypertension (n,%)
4 (20%)

BAV
55 ± 9.65 (20)
3:1
5.01 ± 0.50
2.54 ± 0.35
5 (25%)

BAA
p‐value
58.07 ± 14.70 (15) 0.417
11:4
‐
4.93 ± 0.53
0.877
2.39 ± 0.37
0.402
2 (13%)
‐
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Figure A.2
(a) Diameter and thickness relationship of ASAA, BAV and BAA patient
groups, the BAV group showed a strong correlation (p = 0.02); (b) a consistent trend of
increasing thickness and ASI with increasing age in all groups, the ASAA group showed
a near significant correlation between thickness and age (p = 0.052).
A.3.1.2 Biaxial stress-strain responses
The mean equibiaxial stress-strain curves in the CIRC and LONG directions for
the three patient groups are shown in Figure A.3. The mean AsAA and BAA curves
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exhibited a somewhat nonlinear characteristic upon a peak stress of 120 kPa, with the
CIRC direction being stiffer than the LONG direction, while the BAV response was more
isotropic and linear. Both directional responses of the BAV group were stiffer than those
of the AsAA and BAA groups. The LONG directional responses of AsAA and BAA
groups were similar.

Membrane Stress (kPa)

160

ASAA
ASAA - CIRC
ASAA - LONG
BAV - CIRC
BAV - LONG
BAA - CIRC
BAA - LONG

120

BAV BAA

80

40

0
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

Strain
Figure A.3
Mean and standard error equibiaxial stress-strain responses of ASAA,
BAV and BAA patient groups in the circumferential (CIRC) and longitudinal (LONG)
directions.

A significant difference in tissue stiffness was observed in the LONG direction at
60 kPa membrane stress where the BAV group was significantly stiffer than the AsAA
group (p = 0.024) and the BAA group (p < 0.001), see Figure A.4. A similar trend was
observed at 120 kPa between the BAV and AsAA groups (p = 0.072) and between the
BAV and BAA groups (p = 0.072). For the CIRC tissue stiffness, the BAV group showed
the highest stiffness compared to the AsAA (p = 0.473) and BAA (p = 0.152) groups at
60 kPa, but the stiffness values at 120 kPa were similar among all the groups (p = 0.890,
one-way ANOVA). The CIRC direction was stiffer than the LONG direction for the
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AsAA (p = 0.012 at 60 kPa, p = 0.068 at 120 kPa) and BAA (p = 0.004 at 60 kPa, p =
0.025 at 120 kPa) samples, but not for the BAV samples (p = 0.407 at 60 kPa, p = 0.744
at 120 kPa).
The mean areal strain of the BAV samples was significantly less than the AsAA
(p = 0.041) and BAA (p = 0.004) tissues at a low membrane tension, see Figure A.4c.
The mean DA values of AsAA, BAV, and BAA samples indicated that the BAV
specimens were more isotropic than the AsAA and BAA tissue samples, see Figure A.4d.
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Figure A.4
(a) The relationship between age and areal strain at 60 and 120 kPa for
AsAA, BAV and BAA patient groups, and (b) a significant negative correlation between
ultimate tensile strain and age was observed in the circumferential (CIRC) direction of
BAV samples and longitudinal (LONG) direction of BAA samples.
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A.3.1.3 Uniaxial mechanical responses
No significant difference in the mean UTE was found between the CIRC and
LONG directions or across the groups (Figure A.5a). The mean CIRC UTS values were
larger than the mean LONG UTS in all sample groups, but the difference was significant
only in the AsAA group (p = 0.016). The mean LONG UTS of the BAV group was
significantly higher than the AsAA group (p = 0.006) (Figure A.5b).

ASAA

BAV

1.6

4.0
UTS (MPa)

UTE

1.2
0.8
0.4

*

*

3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

0.0

a.

BAA

CIRC

LONG

b.

CIRC

LONG

Figure A.5
Comparison of the mean circumferential (CIRC) and longitudinal (LONG)
stiffnesses at (a) low (60 kPa) and (b) high (120 kPa) membrane tensions between
ASAA, BAV and BAA patient groups; (c) mean extensibility and (d) mean degree of
anisotropy (DA) of ASAA, BAV and BAA tissue samples at low and high membrane
tensions. (*) indicates a statistical significance with p < 0.05, (**) indicates a highly
statistical significance with p < 0.001. Data presented as mean and standard deviation.
A.3.1.4 Age and mechanical data correlation
No significant correlation was found between age and biaxial mechanical data in
all three groups; however, a trend was observed in all groups where the areal strain
decreased with age (Figure A.6a). There was no strong correlation between age and
uniaxial data for the AsAA group. However, for the BAV group, the ultimate CIRC UTE
significantly decreased with age, r = -0.630, p = 0.003 (Figure A.6b). For the BAA group,
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the UTE decreased significantly with age in the LONG direction (r = -0.622, p = 0.048)
but not in the CIRC direction (p = 0.060).
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Figure A.6
(a) The relationship between age and areal strain at 60 and 120 kPa for
AsAA, BAV and BAA patient groups, and (b) a significant negative correlation between
ultimate tensile strain and age was observed in the circumferential (CIRC) direction of
BAV samples and longitudinal (LONG) direction of BAA samples.
A.3.1.5 Hypertension
The LONG stiffness of the AsAA hypertensive group was significantly higher
than that of the normotensive, with p = 0.017 at 60 kPa (see Table A-2). Similarly, a
significant difference between hypertensive and normotensive BAA groups was only
observed in the LONG stiffness at 60 kPa (p = 0.049). Although statistical significance
was not achieved, in general, the mean directional stiffness of hypertensive groups was
greater than the normotensive groups (see Table A-2) for both the AsAA and BAA
groups. Although BAV samples did have on average the highest stiffness at both low and
high membrane tensions, there was no significant difference between hypertensive and
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normotensivee properties. This could be due to thhe highly vaariable data aand small saample
siizes. Compaarison betweeen the hyperrtensive and normotensivve failure prroperties werre not
co
onducted du
ue to small saample sizes.
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had a grade 2 or a moderate degree of SMC loss, resulting in several collapsed elastic
lamella Figure A.7a, as arrows). Loss of SMCs, indicated by the absence of the cell
nuclei (see Figure A.7b), were noted in all samples analyzed. A representative BAV
sample from a 56-year-old patient is shown in Figure A.7c, where Movat pentachrome
stain revealed mucoid accumulation (grade 1 according to [353] or mild) between the
elastic lamella (yellow arrows) and smooth muscle cell reorientation (double-head
arrow). The most severe (or grade 3 [353]) samples for each group were displayed in
Figure A.8. These samples exhibited extensive medial damages including fragmentation
and focal loss of elastin fibers and SMCs, increase of ground substances or mucoid
materials. Intimal and adventitial thickening of the aorta wall due to fibrosis
characterized by an increase in collagen, were also observed. In summary, 20% of both
AsAA and BAA samples exhibited severe degeneration, while the remaining samples
displayed mild to moderate degeneration. Only one BAV sample (see Figure A.8)
displayed signs of severe damage while the majority of samples had only mild to
moderate damage. None of the hypertensive AsAA and BAA aortas had any severe
medial wall damage, while the severely damaged BAV sample was from a hypertensive
patient. No conclusion could be drawn for the hypertension effect since only a small
number of hypertensive patients were histologically analyzed.
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Figure A.7
(a) A circumferential cross sectioon of the aoortic wall froom a 58-yeaar-old
patient with AsAA only
y. Note the changes in the elastic lamella inccluding collaapsed
ow arrows) and fragmeentation of eelastic fiberrs (white arrrow). Imagee was
laamella (yello
sttained with Verhoeff
V
Vaan-Gieson stain. (b) Eviddence of foccal loss of SM
MC cells thrrough
lo
oss of cell nu
uclei (asterissks) in the media
m
layer from an 80--year-old AssAA only paatient.
(cc) A cross section
s
of th
he aortic waall from a 566-year-old ppatient with BAV and aaortic
sttenosis. Theere are evidences of mu
ucoid accum
mulation in between thhe elastic lam
mella
(y
yellow arrow
w) throughou
ut the mediaa layer and the disorienntation of the smooth m
muscle
ceells (double--head arrow)). Image wass stained witth Movat penntachrome. ((Bar = 200µm)
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Figure A.8
A circumfferential crosss section thhrough the thhickness of aortic walls from
p
(b) a 61-year-oldd BAV patiennt and (c) a 775-year-old BAA
(aa) a 52-year--old AsAA patient
patient. Severre damages of the elastic lamella annd intima thiickening duee to fibrosis were
ob
bserved in these
t
imagees. Image waas stained w
with Verhoeeff Van-Giesson stain. (B
Bar =
200µm).
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Figure A.9
(a) The percentiles of intima, media and adventitial layers in the AsAA (n
= 10), BAV (n = 10) and BAA (n = 9) patient groups, (b) the percentiles of elastin,
collagen and SMCs and ground substances in the media layer of each patient group.

A.4 DISCUSSION
In this study, we investigated the mechanical and microstructural properties of
aortic tissues from patients harboring ascending aortic aneurysm (AsAA) with and
without concomitant bicuspid aortic valve (BAV) or bovine aortic arch (BAA) for
comparison across patient groups.
A.4.1 Tissue properties of AsAA
There is limited data on the mechanical properties of the dilated ascending aorta
subjected to planar biaxial testing. Choudhury et al. [354] performed biaxial mechanical
tested in five AsAA samples but only in the circumferential direction. Their mean strain
modulus at high stress of about 0.45 MPa was similar to our circumferential AsAA
stiffness. Another study was done by Okamoto et al. [216] who showed biaxial stressstrain responses for one of their 65 year old AsAA patients from which the moduli were
approximately 0.5 MPa in both directions.
The tensile strengths for AsAA samples obtained from uniaxial tensile test were
previously reported in the literature. Vorp et al. [218] reported the mean tensile strength
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of their AsAA samples in the CIRC and LONG directions as 1.18 ± 0.12 and 1.21 ± 0.09
MPa, respectively. Garcia-Herrera et al. [219] found the tensile strengths of their AsAA
samples to be 1.19 ± 0.13 MPa circumferentially and 0.88 ± 0.12 MPa longitudinally.
The mean failure stresses of AsAA specimens found by Iliopoulos et al. [237] were about
1.70 and 1.00 MPa in the CIRC and LONG directions, respectively. The mean tensile
strengths of our AsAA samples (2.27 and 1.47 MPa, respectively) demonstrated that the
tissues were stronger in the CIRC direction but similar in the LONG direction compared
to other studies.
A.4.2 Bicuspid aortic valve effect
Overall, our study indicates that aneurysmal BAV tissues were different in both
mechanical and structural properties compared to the AsAA and BAA groups. BAV
samples were stiffer than the AsAA and BAA samples in both directions. Similarly,
Choudhury et al. [354] reported in their study that BAV tissues were significantly stiffer
than AsAA tissues at low strain, and Duprey et al. [227] also found significantly higher
stiffness in the CIRC BAV response compared to their AsAA group.
BAV samples were also found to be isotropic than AsAA and BAA samples with
a mean degree of anisotropy approaching 1 (0.99 ± 0.37 and 1.10 ± 0.47, p = 0.756, at
low and high membrane stresses, respectively). Our findings are in agreement with
Choudhury et al. and Okamoto et al. [216] who report no significant anisotropy in BAV
samples. However, Duprey et al. [227] found anisotropy in the uniaxial responses of
BAV tissues with the CIRC being stiffer than the LONG direction, and Garcia-Herrera et
al. [219] reported a statistically significant difference in the directional responses in their
BAV samples. Both Duprey et al. and Garcia-Herrera et al. determined BAV tissue
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anisotropy from uniaxial tensile tests rather than bixaxial tests which might explain their
opposing findings.
The altered mechanical properties of the BAV tissues may also be explained in
part by differences in the underlying microstructure. The overall thickness of the BAV
samples was found to be smallest compared to other groups, which could possibly
contribute to its relatively high stiffness. However, the BAV media was thicker than that
of AsAA and BAA samples. We found positive correlation between diameter and
thickness in BAV tissues, which may indicate tissue remodeling to reduce the wall stress.
Despite having the highest medial thickness among the sample groups, the BAV samples
had the lowest elastin content, which correlates well with other reports of less elastin in
the BAV aortic wall compared to that associated with normal tricuspid valves [350, 354].
The lower elastin content along with the evidence of elastin fragmentation in the BAV
samples may be the result of an underlying pathology in BAV aortas and may explain the
loss of extensibility at low load.
Interestingly, the tensile failure properties of BAV samples were similar to those
of the AsAA and BAA groups despite the differences in mechanical properties and tissue
structure. Although, patients with BAV are more likely to experience aortic dissection
and rupture during their lifetimes [355], our tensile failure test results suggest that the
strength of AsAA tissue is comparable in patients with and without BAV. This is in line
with the conclusion of Tadros et al. [350] that BAV-associated ascending aortic
aneurysms dissect and rupture at a size comparable to that of aneurysms due to other
etiologies. Hence, higher risk of dissection and rupture in BAV patients may be due to
the higher prevalence and earlier onset age of aortic dilation in these patients [350].
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A.4.2.1 Bovine aortic arch effect
The epidemiological linkage between aneurysm and BAA was investigated by
Malone et al [356] who found a statistically strong association between BAA and AsAA
in patients over 70 years old and concluded that BAA should be considered a potential
risk factor for thoracic aortic aneurysm. To our knowledge, this is the first study aimed to
characterize the mechanical properties of aneurysmal aortic tissues in BAA patients. The
BAA tissues were anisotropic with the CIRC direction being significantly stiffer than the
LONG direction. We found similar mechanical and failure properties between the AsAA
and BAA samples. These results suggest that ascending aortic aneurysm may occur in
both patient groups as a result of the same underlying pathology. However, the
underlying trigger for ascending aortic dilation in BAA patients remains unknown.
The quantitative histological analyses showed no significant differences in medial
thickness and fiber composition between BAA and AsAA tissues; however, the BAA
samples had the highest elastin and collagen contents. The BAA samples also had the
highest intimal and adventitial thicknesses. The medial layer, in contrast, was smallest
among the groups. Moreover, there was a strong negative correlation between the medial
thickness and the overall diameter, and a strong positive correlation between the intimal
thickness and diameter. It may be necessary to test and compare the non-aneurysmal
ascending aorta tissues in BAA and healthy patients to determine whether BAA tissues
are innately different than normal.
A.4.2.2 Aging effect
Aging arteries progressively stiffen and dilate [160]. As expected, we found a
consistent trend of decreasing areal strain with increasing patient age across the groups.
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The ultimate tensile strength of BAV and BAA tissues were also found to decrease with
age. Note that the comparatively narrow age range of the AsAA patient group may have
prevented us from determining an age-related decline in strength.
A.4.2.3 Hypertension effect
Prolonged hypertension generally provokes medial degeneration [357, 358] and
worsen mechanical properties of the vessel wall [359, 360]. We did not see a distinct
difference in the medial wall of hypertensive patients in any group. However, there was a
significant increase in tissue stiffness in the longitudinal direction in hypertensive AsAA
and BAA patients compared to normotensive AsAA and BAA patients. There was no
difference in stiffness between the hypertensive and normotensive BAV patients.
Currently there is some debate on the relationship between increased aortic stiffness and
blood pressure: it may be a positive feedback relationship. It is suggested that the
stiffening and dilation of the aorta act to increase systolic and decrease diastolic blood
pressure; however, the initial cause of tissue stiffening may be increased systolic pressure
[235]. There seems to be a linkage between severity of aortic stenosis and hypertension
[361] but it cannot be determined in this study because only a small number of patients in
each group acquired aortic stenosis (n < 3). There was no difference in stiffness between
the hypertensive and normotensive BAV patients. Again, larger sample sizes are needed
to achieve a desired level of statistical power for detecting any pathological effect on the
aortic mechanical properties.
A.4.2.4 Limitation and future study
The comparison between aneurysmal tissues would be more accurate if the tissue
was tested fresh, however, fresh human aneurysmal tissue is difficult to obtain. In this
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study, we utilized the cryopreservation technique for tissue storage which has been
shown to minimize damage to the elastic components of blood vessels [346]. Our results
were comparable to the results reported in the literature for tissue mechanics and strength
as mentioned earlier. A dog-bone shaped sample is recommended for minimizing and
homogenizing stress at the middle section. However, due to limited sample size, we were
not able to cut the samples into a dog-bone shape, which might slightly affect our
calculation. Other limitations of this study include the small sample sizes. Degenerative
changes in the aortic wall involve complex and variable processes, and thus a larger
sample size is required to determine the mechanisms of disease and its correlation with
various clinical entities. A larger sample size and an extended age range could possibly
demonstrate some age related differences between the groups. Other methods have been
implemented for studying aneurysmal aorta tissues [362-364] where an initial tear was
created in the intima layer and either force or pressure was applied to study the dissection
propagation as hemodynamic forces increased. However, we did not focus on the initial
tear or the dissection parameter in this study; instead we compared the tissue ultimate
tensile strength between the three groups. Additionally, the quantitative analyses of
specific layer thickness did not account for shrinkage after histological processing. The
fiber contents were approximated based on the 2-D cross section areas at the central
testing regions, thus did not represent the volume content.
We did see subtle differences in the structural layers and fiber composition
between groups. Future work may include mechanical tests of each layer of the aortic
wall which could possibly reveal some differences between the patient groups. Moreover,
the linkages between the extracellular matrix proteins, wall remodeling and tissue
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mechanics in these samples require a parallel comprehensive bio-molecular study, which
may help to provide a better understanding of the underlying pathologies responsible for
weakening the aortic wall.

A.5 CONCLUSION
In this study, we investigated the biomechanical properties of ascending aorta
aneurysmal tissues with and without bicuspid valve and bovine aortic arch conditions.
We found that the BAV tissues were stiffer than both AsAA and BAA tissues, and the
BAA tissues were similar to the AsAA tissues. Tissue anisotropy was found in AsAA and
BAA tissues but not BAV tissues. Our histological analyses showed local aortic wall
abnormalities characterized by elastin fragmentation, cystic medial necrosis, loss of
smooth muscle cells and accumulation of mucoid ground substances within the medial
layer. The BAV samples were thinnest with less elastin than AsAA and BAA samples,
which may have attributed to the altered mechanical properties of these tissues, i.e. loss
of extensibility at low load. Despite these differences, there was no apparent difference
in the tissue strength found between the groups, which suggest that each of the patient
groups may have a similar risk of rupture. The present findings might help to better
understand the underlying mechanisms of dilation in BAV and BAA patients and aid in
developing numerical and computational models for improved assessment and prediction
of thoracic aortic aneurysmal rupture potential.
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APPENDIX B – PREDICTIVE BIOMECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF
ASCENDING AORTIC ANEURYSM RUPTURE POTENTIAL

B.1 Introduction
Aortic aneurysm is a leading cause of death of adults [365], often claiming lives
without any premonitory signs or symptoms.

Adverse clinical outcomes of aortic

aneurysm are preventable by elective surgical repair; however, identifying at-risk
individuals is difficult [366]. Currently the decision to repair an ascending aortic
aneurysm (AsAA) lies predominantly on the aneurysm diameter: namely, patients with an
AsAA dilated to 5.5 cm or greater are recommended for surgery [201, 226]. However,
the reliability of the diameter criterion to predict aneurysm rupture and dissection has
been largely debated in the literature [201, 329, 330]. Ruptured AsAAs at diameters less
than 4.5 cm have been documented [201].
Recent studies have shown that the peak vessel wall stress in abdominal aortic
aneurysms may be a more reliable rupture criterion than the overall diameter, as the peak
wall stress for ruptured aneurysms is about 60% higher than for non-ruptured [196, 197].
In a study by Koullias et al. [226] the ascending aortic wall stress was estimated in vivo.
They found that the aneurismal wall stress in a hypertensive patient with an AsAA 6 cm
in diameter may exceed the strength of the tissue [226]. However, this conclusion may
not be sufficient to assess rupture risk on a patient-specific level, because the AsAA
tissue elastic properties and failure strength are different for each individual. The aortic
tissue strength may be compromised by underlying microstructural changes brought on
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by aging [216, 217], disease progression [218], or other factors [219, 220]. Therefore,
the patient-specific tissue strength and the aortic wall stress are both critical for assessing
AsAA rupture potential.
In this study, we performed a biomechanical analysis of the passive AsAA tissue
elastic properties and failure strength. A total of 50 AsAA patients were studied among 3
sub-groups: AsAA – patients without a bicuspid aortic valve (BAV) or bovine aortic arch
(BAA) (n=20), ASAA-BAV – patients with a BAV (n=17), and ASAA-BAA – patients
with BAA and without a BAV (n=13). We developed a novel analytical method to
characterize the experimental data and predict the in vivo failure criteria (aneurysm
diameter and blood pressure) on a patient specific level. We focus on AsAA patients
with concomitant BAV and BAA in this study, because BAV has long since been known
as a risk factor of AsAA and dissection [335], and a recent study by the Yale Aortic
Institute [334] suggests a link between BAA and dissection. The failure criteria for each
patient group were compared to determine whether the presence of BAV or BAA
elevates rupture risk in patients with AsAA.
The details of the experimental methods, data and results are presented in part 1
[332] of this study, while the focus of this paper (part 2) is the analytical methods and
results to predict AsAA rupture risk in different patient groups.

B.2 METHODS
B.2.1 Patient Selection
AsAA tissue specimens were collected perioperative from 50 patients
undergoing elective AsAA repair at Yale – New Haven hospital between December 2008
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and September 2010 and stored fresh at -80°C. Once the fresh frozen specimens were
transported to our lab, the samples were cryopreserved [346] and stored at -80°C until
they could be tested (refer to Fig.1 in [332]). The use of human tissues in this study was
approved by the Research Compliance Office of the University of Connecticut. The 50
AsAA patients studied were divided among 3 sub-groups: AsAA – patients without a
BAV or BAA (n=20), AsAA-BAV – patients with a BAV (n=17), and AsAA-BAA –
patients with BAA and without a BAV (n=13). The mean patient age was 58.2 ± 11.6
years and the ratio of male to female patients was 38:12. The following clinical data
were provided for each patient: the systolic/diastolic blood pressure, age, gender, height,
weight, aneurysm diameter, and presence of a BAV or a BAA. The AsAA diameter
provided by the Yale Aortic Institute for each patient was assumed to correspond to the
systolic condition, because the clinical practice is to record the largest diameter observed.
The patient characteristics are summarized in Table B-1.

Table B-1
Patient
Group
AsAA
BAV
BAA
p-value

Summary of patients’ characteristics.
Age

64.1±8.33
53.9±9.66
55.0±14.8
0.012

Gender
(M:F)
15:5
13:4
3:10
-

Pdias
(mmHg)
76.4±8.97
73.4±10.9
73.2±11.2
0.583

Psys
(mmHg)
133.6±16.9
124.6±18.7
131.8±15.8
0.273

Dsys (cm)
4.92±0.44
5.02±0.49
4.91±0.54
0.765

Height
(in)
69.3±4.52
67.7±3.33
65.1±15.8
0.180

Weight
(lbs)
203.0±41.5
186.3±38.3
194.3±33.2
0.393

B.2.2 Biomechanical Testing
B.2.2.1 Planar biaxial mechanical test
The tissue specimens were defrosted via the published method [346] and
inspected for the presence of calcification and evidence of prior dissection before
undergoing mechanical testing. The biaxial tests were performed [332] according to the
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methods of Sacks and Sun [82]. Briefly, specimens were submerged in a bath of Ca2+free and glucose-free Tyrode solution (mM: NaCl 136.9, KCl 2.7, MgCl2 1.05, NaHCO3
11.9, NaHPO4 0.47, EGTA 2.0, and 0.1M papaverine) at 37°C for the duration of each
test, which consisted of preconditioning for at least 40 continuous cycles followed by
tension-controlled loading protocols at the following first Piola Kirchhoff tension, ,
ratios:

:

= 0.75:1, 0.5:1, 0.3:1, 0.1:1, 1:1, 1:0.75, 1:0.5, 1:0.3, and 1:0.1 (see Figure

B.1a). An illustrative set of biaxial data is given in Figure B.1b-c for one specimen. For
a more complete description of the biaxial mechanical testing, please refer to part I of this
study [332].
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B.2.2.2 Uniaxial tensile failure test
The uniaxial failure properties of the tissue specimens were also quantified in part
1 of this study [332]. Briefly, thin strips of tissue approximately 15 mm x 5 mm in size
were cut along both the circumferential and longitudinal directions of the biaxial test
specimens. Each strip of tissue was loaded to failure with a Tinius Olsen uniaxial test
device (Horsham, PA). From the uniaxial test data, the yield (YT) and ultimate tension
(UT) were determined for each specimen in each anatomical direction.

The YT

represents the points in the tension-strain curves where the slope decreases marking the
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elastic limits of the tissue, while the UT represents the highest tension values in each
direction. Representative failure test data is presented for one AsAA patient in Figure
B.2. Further details on the uniaxial tensile failure test can be found in [332].
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Figure B.2
Uniaxial failure test in the (a) circumferential and (b) longitudinal
directions for a selected patient with blue and red asterisks corresponding to the yield and
ultimate Cauchy tension values respectively.
B.2.3 Predictive Modeling
B.2.3.1 Constitutive modeling of biaxial testing data
The AsAA tissue specimens were assumed to be anisotropic, incompressible,
nonlinear hyperelastic materials. Therefore, the second Piola Kirchhoff stress ( ) can be
expressed as
B.1

,
where

represents the Green-Lagrangian strain tensor and

is a strain energy function.

The experimental data was fitted with the generalized Fung-type strain energy function
[32] for the planar biaxial responses of soft biological tissues given by the following
equations:
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B.2

1 ,
2
where c and

2

2

,

B.3

are the material constants. The Cauchy stress tensor, , can then be

calculated by
,
where

B.4

is the deformation gradient and J is the determinant of . The tension tensor in

the spatial description, , can be obtained by
,

B.5

where h is the deformed tissue thickness.
To fit and extrapolate the 1:0.5 protocol biaxial testing data to higher loads,

was

incremented, and was determined for each increment through Eqs. (B.1)-(B.5).
B.2.3.2 Extrapolation of the biaxial testing protocol
Several assumptions were made in order to calculate the aortic wall tension. The
AsAA tissue was assumed to be of a closed-end, thin-walled cylinder as in previous
studies [219, 226-228]. The assumed cylindrical shape may be valid for aneurysms of the
ascending aorta proximal to the ligamentum arteriosum, because unlike descending and
abdominal aortic aneurysms, these are typically diffuse and relatively homogenous, with
no significant intraluminal thrombus [201]. According to the Laplace law, the ratio of the
circumferential to longitudinal Cauchy stress in the aortic wall is 1:0.5. Thus, we utilized
the 1:0.5

:

protocol of the biaxial testing data assuming that this protocol most

closely approximates the in vivo condition, and extrapolated the tissue response to a level
at which tensile failure could occur. Throughout the derivation, the subscript “11” refers
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to the circumferential direction, while the subscript “22” refers to the longitudinal
direction of the tissue specimen.
In order to extrapolate the biaxial data, the deformation gradient,
incremented in each direction, and the increments of

and

, must be

are not arbitrary, rather

they are dependent on the material properties and the loading conditions. To extrapolate
the raw biaxial test data, given that the

:

ratio is kept at 1:0.5,

=

=0, and

is incremented, we have
0.5

.

Using Eqs. (B.1)-(B.3) and (B.6), and

B.6
, we get

1
2

B.7
,

and by reorganizing Eq. (B.7), we have
1
2

B.8
1
2

Therefore,

0.

can be solved in terms of

and the Fung model coefficients by

solving for the roots of the cubic function in Eq.(B.8).

Equation (B.8) was solved

numerically using the built-in “fzero” function in Matlab (Natick, MA), and the resulting,
real-number,

value for each

increment was used in subsequent calculations.
1,

Now, assuming tissue incompressibility, i.e.
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along each principal axis

was then determined from Eq. (B.9) for each

increment where

is the tension in the

material description analogous to .
B.9

.

B.2.3.3 Calculation of the unloaded (0 mmHg) aneurysm diameter,
The resected AsAA tissue specimens were not in intact tubular form; therefore,
the unloaded diameter was unknown and had to be calculated. The circumferential
Cauchy wall tension,

, at the patient’s systolic blood pressure,

, was calculated

by the Laplace equation,

2
where

B.10

,

is the diameter of the aneurysmal vessel at

, as measured preoperatively

through image analysis. From the extrapolated biaxial data, the circumferential strain,
, corresponding to

, was determined (see Figure B.3a). From

aneurysm stretch in the circumferential direction,

2
Since the

at

, at

, the

can be determined as,

1.

B.11

is known from the provided patient data, the aneurysm

diameter at the unloaded (0 mmHg) state can then be determined as,
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B.12

.

B.2.3.4 Calculation of the specimen yield and failure criteria
Once

is known, it is possible to generate the entire pressure vs. diameter

curve. The diameter, D, at each strain increment is calculated by Eq. (B.13), and is used
to calculate the pressure, P, at each strain increment by Eq. (B.14).
B.13
B.14
Aneurysm tissue yielding is assumed to occur when either the yield tension,
determined by uniaxial failure tests, in the circumferential direction,
longitudinal direction,
and UTl

,

, are exceeded. The ultimate tension in each direction, UTc

are assumed to indicate rupture.

From the extrapolated biaxial data, the

circumferential and longitudinal strains leading to tissue yielding (
(

,

) were determined to satisfy the following relations:
,

, or the

, respectively (see Figure B.3b).

,

) and failure

,

and

The circumferential stretches

associated with yield and failure were obtained by replacing

in Eq. (B.11) with the

yield and failure strains respectively, given explicitly as
2

1,

2

1.

B.15

The failure diameter and pressure associated with these stretches were then
obtained through Eqs. (B.16)-(B.18).
,

B.16
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2

B.17

4

B.18

The lower of the two yield pressure values (circumferential and longitudinal) was
considered to be the yield pressure and the lower rupture pressure value was considered
to be the rupture pressure. The corresponding aneurysm diameters were considered the
yield and rupture diameter respectively.
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Figure B.3
(a) Extrapolated biaxial test data with raw test data represented by open
circles and the biaxial test data generated by the extrapolation method represented by the
lines. The circumferential strain,
, at the systolic blood pressure is determined from
the extrapolated biaxial data. (b) Extrapolated data with dotted lines to indicate the yield
criteria (blue markers) and rupture criteria (green markers). Only the yield strains are
indicated on the figure for clarity. In this case, the sample yields in the circumferential
direction.
B.2.4 Data and Statistical Analysis
Risk of AsAA tissue yielding and rupture was assessed as the “diameter risk”,
defined as the ratio of the aneurysm diameter at systole to the predicted aneurysm yield
(

/

) and failure diameter (

/

), as well as the “pressure risk”, defined as the

ratio of the systolic blood pressure to the predicted yield (
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/ ) and failure pressure

(

/ ). Note that a value of 1 indicates imminent yielding and rupture; therefore, as

these ratios approach unity, a patient’s risk increases. The aortic size index (ASI) [233]
was calculated for each patient as the aortic diameter normalized to the patient body
surface area. The ASI has been shown to be a significant indicator of thoracic aortic
, [223-225] was

aneurysm rupture potential [233]. The pressure-strain modulus,

also calculated as a measure of the physiological aortic compliance given by
B.19

,
where the subscript “dias” refers to the diastolic condition.

The Spearman rank non-parametric test was used to determine correlation
between the following patient characteristics and the predicted yielding and rupture risk:
systolic/diastolic blood pressure, age, gender, ASI,

, presence of calcification,

presence of a BAV, presence of a BAA, and systolic wall tension. For the binary
parameter categories, patients received a value of 1 for the presence of calcification,
BAV, BAA, or male gender and a 0 for an absence of these characteristics. The MannWhitney rank sum test was used to compare the means between two groups. A p-value ≤
0.05 was assumed to signify a statistically significant difference between the means.
Predicted values are presented as a mean ± standard deviation.

B.3 RESULTS
B.3.1 Predictive analysis
The Fung-type model of Eqn. 2 was able to capture the biaxial mechanical testing
data for 50 patients with a high degree of accuracy. The mean
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:

1: 0.5 biaxial

test responses for each patient group were fit with the Fung-type model of Eqn. 2: the
convex and conditioned set of coefficients per Sun and Sacks [145] for each group are
given in Table B-2. Note that the shear stresses and strains were included in the biaxial
testing dataset for Fung-model fitting, which is why parameters

are non-zero

values; however, neglecting the shear terms for biaxial test data extrapolation in the
principal directions had a negligible effect on the model fit of the 1:0.5 protocol
responses. The pressure-diameter response for each patient was then extracted, and the
mean curve for each patient group is shown in Figure B.4 with standard error bars. The
aneurysm yielding and rupture criteria were also determined for each patient. Briefly,
AsAA, AsAA-BAV, and AsAA-BAA patients were predicted to experience rupture at an
aneurysm diameter of 5.52 ± 0.8 cm, 5.7 ± 0.6 cm, and 5.4 ± 0.6 cm, with 552.9 ± 234.0
mmHg, 557.3 ± 201.0 mmHg, and 649.1 ± 201.6 mmHg of pressure respectively. There
were no statistical differences between the mean predicted yielding and rupture criteria
among the three patient groups (Figure B.5). The complete table of results can be found
in Table B-3.

Table B-2
Fung coefficients
patient groups.
Patient
C
A1
Group
16.207 18.814
AsAA
42.725
2.802
BAV
20.512 10.321
BAA

for the mean 1:0.5 biaxial test response for the three
A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

R2

39.89
2.000
28.870

-17.73
0.993
-10.520

11.67
11.110
38.586

0.1
-0.885
-9.492

0.15
2.108
13.220

0.997
0.995
0.991
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Figure B.4
The average aneurysm pressure versus diameter response response for
each patient group shown with standard error bars (for clarity).
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Figure B.5
The mean predicted (a) diameter and (b) blood pressure at yield (red) and
rupture (gray).
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Table B-3
Sample
AsAA1
AsAA2
AsAA3
AsAA4
AsAA5
AsAA6
AsAA8
AsAA9
AsAA10
AsAA11
AsAA12
AsAA13
AsAA14
AsAA15
AsAA16
AsAA17
AsAA22
AsAA23
AsAA24
AsAA25
AsAA Average
AsAA STDEV

BAV1
BAV2
BAV3
BAV6
BAV8
BAV9
BAV10
BAV11
BAV12
BAV13
BAV14
BAV15
BAV16
BAV17
BAV18
BAV19
BAV20
BAV Average
BAV STDEV
BAA1
BAA3
BAA4
BAA5
BAA7
BAA8
BAA9
BAA10
BAA11
BAA14
BAA16
BAA19
BAA20
BAA Average
BAA STDEV

Yield and rupture criteria defined for 50 patients.
Dsys
(cm)
4.7
4.7
4.8
4.2
5.4
4.9
4.9
4.7
5.2
5.0
5.3
4.6
4.4
5.9
5.6
5.3
5.3
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.92
0.44
4.6
5.6
6.2
4.35
4.3
5.2
5.1
5.0
5.4
5.3
4.6
4.6
5.2
4.9
4.6
5.3
5.1
5.02
0.49
4.5
4.2
5.8
5.0
5.2
5.0
4.5
4.7
4.7
4.0
5.2
5.5
5.5
4.91
0.53

Psys
(mmHg)
130
136
101
112
149
150
119
131
147
178
115
138
128
128
143
119
131
150
133
134
133.60
16.91
141
120
144
119
138
105
140
133
106
140
114
141
131
104
75
134
133
124.59
18.74
127
153
138
128
139
115
105
136
164
136
133
123
116
131.77
15.75

PSmod
(kPa)
181.61
98.80
87.42
136.79
1193.10
594.61
74.14
123.83
644.46
152.04
127.45
423.99
190.70
171.02
116.20
169.37
154.95
257.29
164.89
122.15
259.24
271.20
177.28
220.46
172.55
119.90
86.49
160.79
118.66
145.97
78.27
168.39
59.41
152.51
103.31
105.62
84.23
152.54
119.72
130.95
42.72
86.67
149.43
571.38
133.94
170.19
124.19
93.57
333.84
360.49
118.54
575.02
242.39
115.11
236.52
172.79

Dy
(cm)
4.75
5.90
5.69
4.44
5.49
4.86
7.49
5.23
5.35
5.43
5.86
4.75
4.60
6.53
5.96
5.76
5.97
4.67
4.95
4.91
5.43
0.75
4.99
5.97
6.78
4.81
5.19
5.72
5.91
5.54
6.33
5.63
6.08
4.97
5.97
5.39
5.12
5.89
5.35
5.63
0.53
5.34
4.64
5.99
5.78
5.29
5.21
5.30
4.90
4.85
4.21
5.37
5.77
6.14
5.29
0.55

Df
(cm)
5.11
5.92
5.92
4.46
5.50
4.90
7.71
5.25
5.36
5.59
5.99
4.75
4.73
6.60
6.20
5.79
6.00
4.69
5.02
4.93
5.52
0.78
5.02
6.00
6.84
4.89
5.11
5.84
5.95
5.56
6.46
5.66
6.52
5.04
6.16
5.53
5.14
5.92
5.52
5.72
0.57
5.42
4.73
6.01
5.73
5.47
5.70
5.25
4.93
4.99
4.47
5.41
5.87
6.44
5.42
0.55
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Py
(mmHg)
150.96
973.69
484.41
225.01
883.00
109.16
412.08
481.55
627.33
377.50
399.24
373.78
245.43
601.95
255.10
500.95
720.90
322.96
471.36
347.57
448.20
226.25
434.70
385.06
516.53
408.90
931.89
522.65
685.40
478.14
375.33
330.51
411.48
404.64
450.10
254.88
279.10
558.34
203.17
448.87
170.95
674.40
428.36
802.90
556.48
168.42
175.79
562.53
433.40
359.80
234.26
628.45
376.54
308.67
439.23
196.74

Pf
(mmHg)
465.60
1016.60
814.88
238.49
1030.50
153.57
443.01
503.70
650.51
530.46
566.39
393.44
438.30
752.09
382.75
545.94
792.40
363.36
608.53
367.26
552.89
234.01
484.50
420.40
601.85
545.40
986.40
829.23
767.90
498.81
463.36
360.77
788.38
504.03
686.50
347.25
292.50
616.50
280.70
557.32
201.03
801.63
666.01
859.98
726.00
263.45
366.55
655.94
499.70
797.50
531.50
1003.80
648.25
617.77
649.08
201.56

Dsys
/Dy
0.99
0.80
0.84
0.95
0.98
1.01
0.65
0.90
0.97
0.92
0.90
0.97
0.96
0.90
0.94
0.92
0.89
0.96
0.91
0.92
0.91
0.08
0.92
0.94
0.91
0.91
0.83
0.91
0.86
0.90
0.85
0.94
0.76
0.92
0.87
0.91
0.90
0.90
0.95
0.89
0.05
0.84
0.91
0.97
0.87
0.98
0.96
0.85
0.96
0.97
0.95
0.97
0.95
0.90
0.93
0.05

Dsys
/Df
0.92
0.79
0.81
0.94
0.98
1.00
0.64
0.90
0.97
0.89
0.89
0.97
0.93
0.89
0.90
0.92
0.88
0.96
0.90
0.91
0.90
0.08
0.92
0.93
0.91
0.89
0.84
0.89
0.86
0.90
0.84
0.94
0.71
0.91
0.84
0.89
0.90
0.89
0.92
0.88
0.05
0.83
0.89
0.97
0.87
0.95
0.88
0.86
0.95
0.94
0.89
0.96
0.94
0.85
0.91
0.05

Psys/
Py
0.86
0.14
0.21
0.50
0.17
1.37
0.29
0.27
0.23
0.47
0.29
0.37
0.52
0.21
0.56
0.24
0.18
0.46
0.28
0.39
0.40
0.29
0.32
0.31
0.28
0.29
0.15
0.20
0.20
0.28
0.28
0.42
0.28
0.35
0.29
0.41
0.27
0.24
0.65
0.31
0.11
0.19
0.36
0.17
0.23
0.83
0.65
0.19
0.31
0.46
0.58
0.21
0.33
0.38
0.38
0.20

Psys/
Pf
0.28
0.13
0.12
0.47
0.14
0.98
0.27
0.26
0.23
0.34
0.20
0.35
0.29
0.17
0.37
0.22
0.17
0.41
0.22
0.36
0.30
0.19
0.29
0.29
0.24
0.22
0.14
0.13
0.18
0.27
0.23
0.39
0.14
0.28
0.19
0.30
0.26
0.22
0.47
0.25
0.09
0.16
0.23
0.16
0.18
0.53
0.31
0.16
0.27
0.21
0.26
0.13
0.19
0.19
0.23
0.10

B.3.2 Statistical Analysis
The Spearman rank order correlation test was used to determine correlation
between the predicted patient tissue yielding and rupture risk with the clinically measured
characteristics. Several statistically significant trends were observed (Table B-4). An
elevated yield diameter risk (Dsys/Dy) was significantly associated with increases in the
systolic blood pressure (hypertension), age,

, and systolic wall tension, while an

elevated rupture diameter risk (Dsys/Df) was also significantly associated with these
characteristics, and additionally with increasing ASI. This indicates that an increase in
blood pressure, age,

, systolic wall tension, or ASI may decrease the elastic

capacity of AsAA tissue, i.e. D

/D → 1. The

was the most significant predictor

of both the Dsys/Dy and Dsys/Df with p-values of 2.0E-7 (Figure B.6a).
There were no observed correlations at the 5% significance level between the
pressure risk factors (Psys/Py and Psys/Pf) and the clinically measured parameters. Due to
the strong correlation between the diameter risk and the

, the pressure risk factors

were compared between the patients with high tissue compliance (
those with low tissue compliance (

<100kPa) to

≥100kPa) (Figure B.6b). Note that a

value of 100kPa represents a normal ascending aorta value for male patients between the
ages of 30 and 79 years [155]. Patients with high compliance (

<100kPa) had a

mean Psys/Py of 0.22 ± 0.06, which was significantly lower (p = 0.0027) than those with
low compliance (

≥100kPa) which had a mean Psys/Py of 0.39 ± 0.23. The rupture

pressure risk, Psys/Pf, was also lower among the
0.18 ± 0.06, than the

< 100kPa patients with a mean of

≥ 100kPa patients with a mean of 0.28 ± 0.15, with a p-value

of 0.0057.
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Table B-4
Characteristic
Dsys/Dy ρ
p-value
Dsys/Df ρ
p-value
Psys/Py ρ
p-value
Psys/Pf ρ
p-value

Correlation between yield/rupture risk and patient clinical characteristics
Psys
0.460
0.001
0.493
3.10E-4
0.193
0.178
0.272
0.056

Pdias
0.220
0.125
0.161
0.262
0.255
0.074
0.268
0.060

Dsys
0.092
0.522
0.119
0.407
-0.176
0.221
-0.154
0.284

Ddias
0.227
0.113
0.254
0.075
-0.154
0.284
-0.129
0.369

Age
0.300
0.034
0.353
0.012
0.088
0.543
0.231
0.106

Gender
-0.188
0.190
-0.276
0.053
0.033
0.822
-0.101
0.485

ASI
0.243
0.116
0.305
0.047
-0.016
0.920
-0.016
0.920

PSmod
0.806
2.00E-7
0.861
2.00E-7
0.152
0.290
0.188
0.189

Cal
0.116
0.445
0.086
0.574
0.075
0.621
0.0958
0.530

BAV
-0.203
0.156
-0.203
0.156
-0.098
0.497
0.0161
0.911

BAA
0.033
0.818
0.033
0.818
0.049
0.735
-0.197
0.168

tsys
0.469
0.001
0.469
0.001
0.035
0.810
0.100
0.487

ρ =correlation coefficient, ‘Cal’=calcification, and bold-face type indicates p-value<0.05

a.

b.
,

1.1

0.8

p = 0.0027

Psys/Py
Psys/Pf

p=0.0057

1.0

0.6

Risk

0.9

Risk

,
0.8
PSmod vs Dsys/Dy
Predicted PSmod vs Dsys/Dy
PSmod vs Dsys/Df
Predicted PSmod vs Dsys/Df

0.7

0.4

0.2

0.6

0.0
0
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1400

Pressure-Strain Modulus

>=100kPa

Pressure-Strain Modulus

Figure B.6
(a) Yield risk quantified as Dsys/Dy and rupture risk as Dsys/Df vs. the
pressure-strain modulus, shows strong correlation. (b) Yield risk as Psys/ Py (gray) and
rupture risk as Psys/ Pf (black) for patients with a pressure-strain modulus less than
100kPa compared to those with a pressure-strain modulus greater than or equal to
100kPa.

B.4 DISCUSSION
B.4.1 Rupture characteristics of AsAA
The mean aneurysm diameter at yield was determined to be 5.4 ± 0.8 cm for
AsAA patients, and 5.3 ± 0.6 cm for AsAA-BAA patients, which agree well with the
clinically observed value of 5.31 cm at dissection [201]. The mean yield diameter
predicted for AsAA-BAV patients (5.6 ± 0.5 cm) represents a slightly higher value than
for AsAA and AsAA-BAA patients, yet slightly lower than the mean diameter of 6.0 ±
1.5 cm at dissection reported by Svensson et al. [367] in their study of 40 BAV patients.
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However, that value may be somewhat overestimated due to rapid aortic expansion once
dissection is initiated [367]. The mean predicted aneurysm diameter at rupture was 5.5 ±
0.8 cm for AsAA patients, 5.7 ± 0.6 cm for AsAA-BAV patients, and 5.4 ± 0.6 cm for
AsAA-BAA patients, which are consistent with the clinical finding that a patient’s risk of
AsAA rupture greatly increases when the aneurysm has reached 6 cm in diameter [201],
and reinforce the conclusion that such aneurysms should be electively repaired by 5.5 cm
[201].
The predicted yield and rupture pressures for most of the patients are much higher
than the physiological pressure range. The mean predicted yield/rupture pressure was
448.2 ± 226.3 mmHg / 552.9 ± 234.0 mmHg for AsAA patients, 448.9 ±171.0 mmHg /
557.3 ± 201.0 mmHg for AsAA-BAV patients, and 439.2 ± 196.7 mmHg / 649.1 ± 201.6
mmHg for AsAA-BAA patients, respectively. However, these values are reasonable
considering it is estimated that an intravascular pressure of approximately 2500 mmHg is
required to rupture the healthy human aorta [368, 369].

Although clinically blood

pressures are not seen above 300 mmHg, extreme blood pressures can be observed in
emotionally or physically stressful situations. In fact, dissections commonly occur during
the winter months and in the early morning hours when blood pressures are known to be
highest [201]. In a retrospective study of patients treated for acute aortic dissection at
Yale University, 66% of patients recalled severe emotional stress or physical exertion at
the time of their dissection [370]. For example, in a follow-up study the authors [371]
reported 31 cases of aortic dissection of young men with no evidence of aortic aneurysm
during weightlifting, where blood pressures exceeding 300mmHg have been observed
[370, 371]. It is also important to note that the predicted AsAA rupture pressures
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presented here are the pressure needed to rupture the tissue with its current material
properties (i.e., at the time of elective surgery). As disease progresses the strength of the
tissue may decline, and with it, the pressure to induce rupture.
For one patient, patient #AsAA6, the predicted yield pressure risk (Psys/Py) was
1.37 and rupture pressure risk (Psys/Pf) was 0.98 (see Table B-3). Thus, according to our
predictions, this patient should have experienced yielding already and possibly rupture at
even slightly elevated blood pressures, yet none of the patients included in the study were
known to have dissected/ruptured at the time of surgery. Examination of the resected
AsAA6 ascending aortic aneurysm specimen at the tissue and microstructure levels
revealed advanced aortic disease compared to the other samples (see Figure B.7a-c).
There was evident disruption between the medial and adventitial layers of the wall, which
indicates the onset of dissection (Figure B.7a). On the micro scale, the three layers of the
aortic wall were severely damaged with evidence of intimal thickening, disruption and
disorganization of the elastin network, and loss of smooth muscle cells with an
accumulation of extracellular matrix ground substance and collagen in the media (Figure
B.7c) [335, 353]. Therefore, although this patient was not diagnosed with dissection, it
appears that tissue specimen tested was severely degenerated, which may explain our
overly high predicted risk factor.
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Figure B.7
(a) AsAA
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e
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onset age of aortic dilation in BAV patients [350, 373-376]. However, the difference
between patient groups may also be explained in part by the younger age of AsAA-BAV
patients (53.9±9.7 years) compared to the AsAA patients (64.1±8.3 years) analyzed in
this study. It is well documented that the mechanical properties of the human aorta
undergo significant changes with age, including dramatic stiffening beyond the age of 60
years [204, 205]; therefore, the differences in age between the AsAA and AsAA-BAV
patients groups in this study may explain the higher predicted pressures for adverse
events in the AsAA-BAV patient group.
B.4.3 Bovine aortic arch effect
The mean pressure versus diameter curves for both AsAA-BAA and AsAA
patients were nearly identical (see Figure B.4). The predicted failure characteristics for
AsAA-BAA patients were also similar to those for the AsAA patients. AsAA-BAA
patients had a slightly lower mean predicted rupture risk than AsAA patients, but were
also younger on average (55.0±14.8 years) than the AsAA patients. From this analysis,
the presence of BAA does not appear to affect a patient’s risk of ascending aortic rupture.
A more thorough study comparing ascending aorta tissue properties in BAA and nonBAA patients with and without AsAA may be necessary for determining any association
between BAA and AsAA.
B.4.4 Clinical indications of rupture potential
No correlation was determined between the aneurysm size and any of the yield
and rupture risk ratios; yet, this is what is currently used clinically. Our results suggest
that patients with stiff aortic aneurysm tissue are at higher risk for dissection and rupture,
than those with more compliant tissue; therefore, the
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may be a more appropriate

metric for the clinical in vivo and non-invasive evaluation of AsAA rupture risk. The
patient risk quantified as the diameter risk (Dsys/Dy and Dsys/Df) and pressure risk (Psys/Py
and Psys/Pf) increases dramatically when the

exceeds 100kPa. The mean Psys/Py

and Psys/Pf ratios for patients with low tissue compliance (

≥ 100kPa) were 1.8 and

1.6 times larger than the corresponding ratios for patients with high tissue compliance
(

< 100kPa).
The statistical analysis also implicated elevated blood pressure, in addition to

increased pressure-strain modulus, as a risk factor for AsAA rupture. Hypertension has
long been known to be a risk factor for cardiovascular disease, and aortic stiffness has
more recently been implicated as an indicator of aortic disease [160, 226].

These

findings are in tune with what we know about vessel mechanics. Blood vessels will burst
when the stress acting on the wall exceeds the strength of the wall. For an AsAA, the
blood pressure induces stress on the vessel wall, while the pressure-strain modulus
depends on the wall tissue properties, geometry, and loading conditions.
B.4.5 Limitations
This prediction approach is limited in part by the experimental data which was
collected at a relatively low load range, thus, requiring the extrapolation technique to
predict the high-load response. We assume that the analytical model can predict the
tissue response up until the rupture point. Ideally, we could collect the experimental data
to higher loads. It is possible that freezing the tissue specimens before testing may have
affected the tissue mechanical properties. This analysis also did not account for the timedependent material property changes of AsAAs. Therefore, the timing of adverse events
cannot be predicted. Moreover, the tensile strength of the aorta under in vivo conditions
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was assumed to be equivalent to the uniaxial tensile strength in each principal direction,
while a Von-Mises type yield criterion may allow for a more accurate estimate of the
tissue limits independent of the loading condition.
The AsAAs were assumed to be thin-walled tubes with a circular cross-section in
this study. The tissue property around the circumference of the resected aneurysm was
assumed to be homogeneous; however, some studies [227, 228, 234, 237, 354] suggest
that the properties of the ascending aorta differ between the anterior and posterior
regions. Although, a study by Azadani et al. [377] show that the properties of healthy
human ascending aorta do not differ significantly around the aorta.
Because the in vivo tissue thickness was unknown, the vessel wall tension rather
than the stress was used. We also did not include the vessel residual stress for this reason.
By neglecting the in vivo wall thickness in the stress analyses we may be overestimating
the true stress state of the vessel. The layer-specific material properties of the aortic wall
were also not considered. Sokolis et al. [378] report differences in the uniaxial stressstrain and failure responses for the three layers of the AsAA wall. In the future it may be
necessary to test the biaxial mechanical properties of each layer of the aortic wall and
model the entire wall as a tri-layer composite, to enhance the accuracy of our risk
assessment method.

B.5 Conclusions
In this study, the rupture potential of AsAAs was assessed in 50 patients,
including patients with concomitant BAV and BAA. The aneurysmal tissue was resected
from these patients prior to dissection or rupture, and through this biomechanical
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analysis, we predicted the “future” yield and rupture criteria for each patient. Our main
findings are as follows:


No association could be made between the aneurysm diameter and rupture
potential.



Aortic tissue stiffening and hypertension may increase a patient’s risk of rupture.



BAV and BAA patients with AsAAs may have a similar risk of rupture as patients
without either of these conditions.
The close symmetry between our results and those observed clinically supports

the potential use of the analytical techniques developed in this study for future preoperative evaluation of AsAA. Our results indicate that the pressure-strain modulus may
be a more reliable indicator of rupture potential than the previously used maximum
aneurysm diameter criteria, and can also be easily obtained clinically, making it an
attractive rupture potential metric.
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